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Abstract

Due to their rich internal structure and their permanent electric dipole moment
polar molecules provide fascinating research opportunities, ranging from fundamen-
tal physics tests to quantum information processing and many body physics. All
of these applications benefit from, or require, excellent control over the molecules’
internal and external degrees of freedom. In recent years, the development of cool-
ing techniques was a central research focus, so that nowadays deceleration, trapping
and cooling of molecules can be routinely achieved, and a few selected molecules can
be cooled to ultracold temperatures. As these techniques develop, and applications
become broader and more ambitious, it is advantageous to explore a more diverse
range of molecular species at cold and ultracold temperatures

Therefore, in the first part of this thesis we propose how to extend opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling from symmetric top molecules to more diverse molecular species
including diatomic radicals and linear polyatomic molecules. In addition we also
consider opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling of molecules with spin and electronic an-
gular momentum. We found both techniques to be generally applicable to several
types of molecules as they only rely on the strong interaction of the molecule’s
dipole or magnetic moment with an external electric or magnetic field. We provide
the necessary concepts to cool an arbitrary molecule and found that molecules with
degenerate or closely spaced opposite parity states in the ground state are in par-
ticular well-suited to this method. This renders symmetric top molecules as well
as diatomic radicals with Λ- or Ω-doublet in the electronic ground state and linear
molecules excited to a vibrational bending mode as the ideal platforms for opto-
electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling. Their strong, linear interaction with
an external electric or magnetic field provides ideal trapping properties and allows
energy removal on the order of 1K per scattered photon. This makes opto-electric
and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling a promising candidate to extend the scope of
ultracold molecule research to more diverse species.

Due to the rapid progress in deceleration, trapping and cooling techniques, study-
ing molecular interactions becomes increasingly important to advance the field of
cold and ultracold molecule research. However, reaching sufficiently high densities to
observe dipolar collisions between trapped molecules has proven to be a challenging
task. In the second part of this thesis we report that by combining cryogenic buffer-
gas cooling with centrifuge deceleration, we were able to confine molecular samples
of sufficiently high density in our electric trap to directly observe collision-induced
two-body loss. By tuning the trap offset field, we observed electric field controlled
dipolar collisions and suppressed the resulting two-body losses from the trap by a
factor of two. A semi-classical model showing excellent agreement with the experi-
mental data, allowed us to identify the loss mechanism to be dipolar relaxation. In
summary we were able to suppress ineleastic collisional loss without affecting ther-
malising elastic collisions, a prerequisite for efficient rethermalisation and potential
evaporative cooling experiments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Having full control over all internal and external degrees of freedom for a given
quantum object or quantum system is one of the ultimate goals for many physics
experiments. It allows fundamental understanding of the physical processes down
to the quantum level and provides the opportunity to explore and exploit all the
fascinating research possibilities quantum physics provides. To achieve control at
this level the system or the particle of interest needs to be cooled to cold or ultracold
temperatures. Five decades ago this seemed to be completely unattainable, until
in 1975 Hänsch and Schawlow [1] introduced the idea that laser radiation can be
utilised to cool atoms, followed by the first experimental demonstrations by Balykin
et al. [2] and Phillips et al. [3] in 1985. Inspired by the fascinating research
possibilities the field progressed rapidly, eventually leading to the first observation
of Bose-Einstein-condensation of 87Rb and Na in 1995 [4, 5], by making use of laser
and evaporative cooling techniques.

The ability to cool atomic samples to ultracold temperatures opened new research
areas to experimental studies, like quantum information processing [6, 7], quantum
simulation [8, 9] or high precision measurements [10, 11], to name a few. The
obtained results are outstanding and inspired various research groups to extend
the active research from atoms to more complex quantum objects like molecules.
In comparison to atoms molecules stand out due to their rich internal structure
[12, 13], including electronic, vibrational and rotational states, and the fact that they
can have a permanent electric dipole moment [12], allowing experimental studies
beyond what is achievable with atoms. Similar to atoms, many of the envisioned
applications require control over the molecule’s internal and external degrees of
freedom [14, 15, 16, 17]. However, the rich internal structure molecules provide,
does not only open many exciting research possibilities, but also renders them hard
to cool and control. Despite being challenging, the rewards for successfully achieving
ultracold molecules are significant. As a result, much effort has been put into and
great results have been obtained for both indirect as well as direct cooling techniques
of molecules, which we will summarise in section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, respectively.

To date only two direct cooling techniques have allowed samples of ultracold
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2 Introduction

molecules to be prepared; laser cooling [18, 19, 20] and opto-electric Siysphus cooling
[21]. Laser cooling experiments are challenging, typically involving multiple repump
lasers, and can only be realised for molecules with a specific electronic structure
and bonding properties [22, 23, 24, 25]. In contrast opto-electric Sisyphus cooling,
a technique developed by the Rempe group at MPQ, is a complementary technique
that has been theoretically proposed for symmetric top molecules [26] and experi-
mentally demonstrated for CH3F [27] and H2CO [21]. In chapter 2 of this thesis,
we will show that opto-electric Sisyphus cooling can be extended to a larger vari-
ety of molecular species in particular to diatomic and linear triatomic radicals, and
therefore extending the scope for cold and ultracold molecule research.

The advance of these cooling techniques already provides good control over the
molecule’s internal degrees of freedom [28, 29], even down to the quantum level
[30, 31]. However an outstanding goal is the observation of a quantum degenerate
gas of naturally-occurring molecules. In this respect, collisions studies become in-
creasingly important to close the gap from cold to ultracold temperatures and form
the ultracold regime to quantum degeneracy via sympathetic or evaporative cooling
techniques. Of particular importance is the ability to suppress inelastic collisional
loss without affecting thermalising elastic collisions. In chapter 3 we present how we
suppress inelastic collisional loss from a trapped ensemble of polar symmetric top
molecules by a factor of two utilising an external electric field.

1.1 Applications of cold and ultracold molecules

1.1.1 Precision Measurements

The complex internal structure of molecules provides great sensitivity to subtle
effects that enable probing some of the most fundamental theories and features in
physics [32, 33, 34]. This includes testing the variation of fundamental constants, e.g.
the temporal variation of the proton-to-electron mass ratio [35], the measurement of
the fine structure constant [36] as well as the search for dark matter [37, 38] or the
electron’s electric dipole moment (eEDM) [39, 32]. These experiments require precise
control over the molecular states and population such that the production of cold
molecule samples with high state purity is auxiliary [33]. In addition samples of slow
and cold molecules have an additional merit to these high precision measurements,
an increased interrogation time, that improves measurement sensitivity.

Within this section we will provide a brief overview over the search of the eEDM,
whereas for a more detailed description we refer the interested reader to [40, 41].
The search for the eEDM is motivated by a fundamental question from the field of
particle physics, the matter-antimatter imbalance [41]. The Standard Model of par-
ticle physics predicts the observation of an equal amount of matter and antimatter,
but this stands in contrast to cosmological observations [42] and the fact that we
exist. This is one of the strongest indicators that the Standard Model is incomplete.
Theorists are developing several extensions to account for these issues, including
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e.g. supersymmetry. The Standard Model predicts a value for the eEDM which is,
to date, many orders of magnitude too low to be measured, while extensions to it
predict values within reach of state-of-the-art experiments [43, 44]. Therefore, the
search for the eEDM is a test for physics beyond the Standard Model, and acts as
a complementary technique to the measurements looking for new supersymmetric
particles with the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.

Molecules are the ideal platform for this fundamental physics test as they can be
polarised easily in electric fields and due to the bonding of the atoms, the electron
can feel a significantly enhanced electric field compared to the applied field, of up to
100GV/cm [45]. In addition molecules can possess states that are extremely insensi-
tive against systematic effects [46]. The most precise upper bound for the eEDM was
measured by Andreev et al in 2018 using ThO. They were able to determine an up-
per limit of |de| < 1.1 · 10−29e·cm to the dipole moment of the electron, constraining
many theories beyond the Standard model to energies in range of 3−30TeV [42]. By
implementing technical improvements it is expected to increase the accuracy of the
measurements even further in the near future [47, 48], into a regime where table-top
AMO experiments are competing with the highest energy collider experiments.

1.1.2 Quantum Information Processing

A key ingredient for successful quantum information processing and quantum sim-
ulation is a quantum system with controllable long-ranged interactions between the
individual particles which are ideally highly decoupled from environmental noise
[49, 50, 51]. This allows on the one hand the exchange of quantum information be-
tween the particles and provides the possibility for scaling to larger systems, while
the decoupling from the environment ensures good coherence properties [51]. Polar
molecules fulfill both requirements; their long-lived rotational states have excellent
coherence properties [52], while the long-ranged dipole-dipole interaction can pro-
vide the coupling between the individual particles of the system [14]. Furthermore
molecules have an additional advantage; information stored in rotational states is
accessible with microwave radiation, so that in total polar molecules are a very
promising platform for quantum information processing experiments. We want to
emphasize here that for a successful implementation of quantum information pro-
tocols excellent control over the molecules internal and external degrees of freedom
are necessary such that cooling and trapping is of special importance here. In this
framework Park et al. achieved an outstanding result by measuring coherence times
on the order of 1s between nuclear spin states in ultracold NaK molecules [53],
demonstrating the potential of polar molecules for quantum information processing
purposes.

In the following we will present some selected proposals for quantum informa-
tion processing with molecules but refer the interested reader to [39] for additional
information. In 2002, DeMille proposed quantum computation with polar molecules
that are trapped and aligned in a one-dimensional array. An electric field gradient
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allows single site addressing and the dipole-dipole interaction provides the coupling
between the individual quantum bits [14].

Polar molecules are also particularly well suited for hybrid quantum information
systems with superconducting microwave stripline resonators [54, 55, 56]. Such a
hybrid approach can combine the advantages of the different constituents, e.g. the
robust control techniques and the good scaling properties of the solid state system
with the good coherence properties of the molecules’ rotational states [54]. For this
type of system molecules are especially well suited as entanglement between the
microwave resonator and the rotational states of the molecules can be achieved by
the exchange of microwave photons [54].

As symmetric top molecules are the workhorse in our group, and all the exper-
imental results presented in this thesis were obtained with CH3F, we want to em-
phasise that symmetric top molecules are also promising candidates for qubits [57].
The advantage of this class of molecules is that, in contrast to diatomic molecules,
they possess a linear Stark shift even at small fields. In this case, the effective dipole
moment is almost unaffected by the electric field strength and the fields required
for the addressing sites can be low [57]. Furthermore symmetric top molecules also
allow established NMR techniques to be utilised to enhance logic gate operations
[57].

1.1.3 Collision Studies

Collision studies are essential to understand the fundamental physics in molecular
interactions, chemical reactions, and for the preparation of quantum degenerate
gases. Consequently they are currently one of the main research areas for cold and
ultracold molecule experiments.

The field of molecule-molecule collisions was pioneered using crossed-beam and
merged-beam techniques [58, 59] with outstanding results like e.g. the observa-
tion of partial wave resonances in inelastic O2–H2 collisions [60]. Despite the great
achievements, beam experiments suffer from a limited interaction time, which makes
the exploitation or manipulation of the molecule-molecule interactions a challenging
task. However the experimental realisation of deceleration, cooling techniques (see
section 1.2) and the possibility to trap molecules has put and end to this problem.
Nowadays molecules are routinely confined in optical [19], magnetic [61, 30, 62] and
electric [63, 64, 65] traps with up to 60s of trapping time [65, 62], which is the perfect
starting point for detailed collision and reaction studies.

In the ultracold temperature regime, there has been great success in collision ex-
periments using molecules that have been associated from ultracold atoms. The re-
sults are summarised in various review articles [66, 67, 68] and we will only highlight
a few outstanding achievements in the following. For indirectly cooled molecules,
rapid trap loss has been observed due to chemical reactions [69] or due to the trap-
ping light via an intermediate complex [70]. Furthermore, collision studies with
bialkali dimers showed novel unexpected phenomena, like sticky collisions [71], the
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formation of collision complexes causing significant collisional loss for non-reactive
molecules like NaRb [72]. Due to the rapid progress in this research area, there
is now the ability to track a chemical reaction through from the reactants to the
intermediate states to the products [73]. Moreover in KRb systems, control over
lossy collisions using an external electric field has allowed thermalisation to quan-
tum degeneracy [74] and the production of a degenerate quantum gas [75].

For molecules that have been directly cooled, relatively few experiments have
been able to achieve densities of trapped molecules that are required to observe
collisions. One solution is to magnetically trap a dilute gas of OH molecules and
use this as a target for a beam of ND3 molecules to study collisions at 5 K [76].
Another solution is to prepare a mixture of ultracold CaF molecules and Rb atoms
in a magnetic trap [77] or to trap two CaF molecules side-by-side in a pair of tweezer
traps and collide particles at an individual level [28]. Here, they observe rapid loss
close to the universal loss rate which is independent of internal state and magnetic
field, suggesting chemical reactions or loss via complex formation in the tweezer
field.

In 2017 the Rempe group at MPQ presented a unique molecular source dubbed
Cryofuge, producing record high fluxes and densities of slow and cold polar molecules
[78]. This allowed Wu et al. to directly observe dipolar collisions of two-dimensionally
trapped CH3F molecules by measuring collision induced loss from a quadrupole guide
[78]. The first observation of collisions between three-dimensionally trapped natu-
rally occuring molecules was performed using Zeeman-slowed oxygen molecules in
a superconducting magnetic trap [62]. They were able to create high densities for
molecules around 1K kinetic energy and observed collisional loss from the trap.

To advance this field, we need to progress beyond simple observation and move
towards a developed understanding, as well as control over, the interactions between
molecules. A first step in this direction has been made by Anderegg et al. utilising
microwave radiation to suppress inelastic lossy collisions between CaF molecules
trapped in optical tweezers [29]. In the framework of this thesis we demonstrate
control over dipolar inelastic collisions between three-dimensionally trapped CH3F
molecules at around 0.5K temperature utilising an external electric field and suppress
inelastic losses by a factor of two. These results are presented in chapter 3.

1.2 Production of cold and ultracold molecules

Many of the applications illustrated in the previous section, benefit from or even
require samples of cold and ultracold molecules. As a result, the development of
cooling techniques for molecules has become a central focus for molecular research.
In general, one can distinguish between indirect and direct cooling techniques, which
we will review in section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, respectively. Indirect cooling produces
ultracold molecules via association of ultracold atoms, while direct cooling begins
with molecules and cools them from high to low temperatures.
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1.2.1 Indirect cooling techniques

The starting point for molecules produced by indirect cooling methods is the prepa-
ration of a mixture of nearly quantum degenerate alkali atoms [79], typically con-
fined in an optical dipole trap [80, 81, 82, 83]. To create polar molecules with a large
enough electric dipole moment, it necessary that the molecules are associated from
two different atomic species, e.g. 23Na and 40K, which have to be tightly bound [79]
with subnanometer binding lengths [84]. This is experimentally challenging as the
interatomic distance in an ultracold gas is in the µm range, such that orders of mag-
nitude in the internuclear separation need to be overcome when converting atoms
into polar molecules [84]. However, motivated by the exciting research possibilities
of ultracold dipolar molecules, much effort has been put into indirect cooling tech-
niques, such that the formation of polar molecules can now be routinely achieved
by photo- or Feshbach association.

In photoassociation, a weakly bound molecular state is formed between a pair
of atoms via laser excitation and with the subsequent spontaneous or stimulated
emission process the molecule is transferred into a stable ground state [84]. This
process allowed, for the first time, the preparation of a molecular sample in the
electronic ground state with a translational temperature on the order of µK [84]. In
addition, besides the production of ultracold Cs2 [85] this method also allowed the
generation of ultracold polar molecules [86, 87].

When producing molecular samples via Feshbach association an externally ap-
plied magnetic field is adiabatically swept over a Fano-Feshbach scattering resonance
which can convert unbound atomic states into a short lived excited bound molecular
state. Subsequently the molecules are transferred into the rovibrational ground state
by stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [79]. As Feshbach association is
a fully coherent process extremely low temperatures and large phase space densities
can be obtained [81, 82, 83, 88]. So that in 2019 De Marco et al. achieved a long-time
outstanding goal, the observation of a degenerate Fermi gas of polar molecules [75].
This opened completely new and unexplored research areas like studying chemical
reactions in the quantum degenerate regime or investigating degenerate molecules
in an electric field.

1.2.2 Direct cooling techniques

Although the temperatures and phase space densities achieved with indirectly cooled
molecules are outstanding and open great research opportunities, their production
is experimentally challenging and limited to bialkali dimers. In addition, these
molecules are having lots of unexpected result due to the complex nature and the col-
lision processes occurring at the quantum level [71]. As, many of the envisioned ap-
plications, presented in section 1.1, profit from chemically diverse molecular species,
there is another major research focus besides associating molecules from ultracold
atoms; the cooling of naturally occurring molecules, also known as direct cooling.
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Cryogenic buffergas cooling

Buffergas cooling is a frequently used technique in the field of cold and ultracold
molecules [89, 90, 91] since the successful demonstration of CaH cooling by the Doyle
group in 1998 [61]. One reason for this is the generality of the method as it only
relies on sympathetic cooling of warm molecules with cold buffergas atoms (typically
He or Ne), which are thermalised to the cell temperature. This technique can be
applied to various molecular species and has been demonstrated for molecules from
a gas bottle [92, 93], as well as for radicals produced by laser ablation [89, 94] or
a glow source [95]. A further benefit of buffergas cooling is that both elastic and
inelastic collisions contribute so that the moleules’ external and internal degrees of
freedom are cooled and temperatures as low as 1K can be reached. In theory, this
would be a perfect starting point for collision studies or further cooling to ultracold
temperatures. However, to obtain temperatures in the low K regime the molecules
have to be fully thermalised with the buffergas atoms, requiring a sufficiently large
density of buffer gas atoms in the cell. This in turn causes collisions between buffer-
gas atoms and molecules in the vicinity of the exit nozzle, which is known as boosting
[96]. The consequence of boosting is an acceleration of the molecules leaving the
buffergas cell such that they are typically too fast to be confined in a trap, which
is a prerequisite for many of the envisioned applications, introduced in section 1.1.
Molecules typically exit a buffer gas source at velocities of 50− 200m/s. So, to fully
exploit the potential of buffergas cooling efficient deceleration techniques are essen-
tial and will be covered in the next section. For further information on buffergas
cooling we refer the interested reader to the review paper by Hutzler and coworkers
[96].

Deceleration techniques

Trapping of molecular ensembles opens the possibility for long interaction times,
which is beneficial for many of the envisioned applications introduced in section
1.1. However, as pointed out in the previous section, the mean forward velocity of
molecules exiting a buffergas cell, which is typically in the range between 50ms−1 and
200ms−1, is far beyond the trap depth of any molecular trap (≤ 20ms−1), such that
the molecular beam has to be decelerated to enable trapping and further cooling.

In 1999, for the first time, the Meijer group experimentally demonstrated Stark
deceleration of neutral dipolar molecules [97] by making use of the strong interac-
tion between an external electric field and the molecules’ electric dipole moment.
Depending on their quantum state molecules gain potential energy in an electric
field such that a positive electric field gradient provides a potential hill which can
be utilised to convert the molecules’ kinetic into potential energy. However, elec-
tric fields that can be produced in a laboratory are by far too low to slow down a
molecular beam exiting the buffergas cell to standstill or significantly below typical
trap depths of state of the art molecule traps. For example to slow down a molecule
with a dipole moment of d = 1D from 100m/s to 10m/s an electric field of about
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850kV/cm would be required. To overcome this problem, a Stark decelerator uses
a series of multiple pulsed segments, that can be switched individually and each
segment provides a potential hill. The electric field of each segment is switched off
when the molecule reaches the top of the potential hill [97], so that the molecule con-
stantly loses kinetic energy while moving through the decelerator until the desired
forward velocity is reached. In a more advanced version the molecules are trapped
in all three-dimensions during deceleration, such that losses due to the molecules
transverse motion are reduced [98]. Enabling trapping of different molecular species,
including ND3 [99] and CH3F [100] is a ground-breaking achievement and shows the
generality and capability of Stark deceleration.

Deceleration can not only be accomplished for molecules with a strong electric
field interaction but also for paramagnetic molecules interacting with an external
magnetic field. This is known as Zeeman slowing and here also the interaction with
an external field provides a potential hill for molecules in a low-field-seeking state.
Identical to Stark deceleration, multiple, individually addressable, segments provide
the potential hills, necessary to slow down the molecular beam [101]. At this point
we want to emphasize that both Stark and Zeeman deceleration are not dissipa-
tive, so although there is deceleration, there is no cooling. Magnetic trapping of
Zeeman decelerated molecules has been accomplished for different molecular species
[102, 103] and lead to the first observation of collisions between three-dimensionally
trapped naturally occurring molecules [62]. A more in depth description of Stark
and Zeeman deceleration can be found in these review articles [104, 105].

Until Di Rosa’s proposal in 2004 [22] laser cooling and slowing of molecules
seemed unachievable due to the molecules complex internal structure and the lack of
cycling transitions. However, Di Rosa proposed that for a specific class of molecules
with a X2Σ-A2Π electronic structure and favorable vibrational branching laser cool-
ing is feasible, opening a whole new field. This class of molecules allows to scatter
≥ 104 photons, so that radiative forces can be utilised to compress the longitudinal
component of the velocity distribution and slow down a molecular beam [106]. The
first successful implementation of laser slowing has been demonstrated for the di-
atomic radical molecule SrF in 2012 [107] and in 2014 the same group demonstrated
three dimensional trapping of SrF in a MOT after broadband laser slowing of a
buffergas cooled molecular beam [108]. In addition deceleration of of CaF [109] and
YO [106] down to the capture velocity of a MOT has been demonstrated. However,
laser slowing has a major disadvantage as it suffers from losses due to the divergence
of the molecular beam in combination with transverse heating [110]. Thus Fitch and
coworkers proposed a method dubbed Zeeman-Sisyphus deceleration which makes
use of optical pumping and a static magnetic field to decelerate a transversely guided
molecular beam [110, 111].

All techniques shown in this section are great tools to decelerate molecular beams,
nevertheless there are also drawbacks with each technique. Both Zeeman and Stark
deceleration can only be operated with a pulsed source. This is not a problem for
a molecular source, that works in pulsed-mode, like laser ablation. However for any
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continuously working source, like the buffergas cell presented in chapter 3 of this
thesis, the duty cycle of Stark and Zeeman deceleration and therefore the efficiency
are low. In contrast, laser slowing experiments suffer from losses in the transverse
direction and are only applicable to molecules which allow cycling of ≥ 104 photons.

To help solve this problem, our group developed a centrifuge decelerator for
molecules [112]. This provides continuous deceleration that is applicable to any
electrically-guidable molecule with suitable dipole-to-mass ratio, independent of
branching ratios or rotational closure [112]. In contrast to Stark deceleration, the
interaction between the molecule’s electric dipole moment and an externally ap-
plied electric field is not utilised to convert kinetic into potential energy, instead it
provides transversal confinement during the deceleration process. For centrifuge de-
celeration the potential hill is provided by the centrifugal potential as the molecules
are moving on a rotating disc from the periphery to the centre of the disc and
thereby lose kinetic energy [112]. The working principle of the centrifuge is general
and robust allowing for a wide range of molecular species to be decelerated, includ-
ing CH3F, ND3, CH3OH, as well as large molecules like CF3CCH and C3H7OH [78].
As the centrifuge decelerator allows continuous slowing it works particularly well
with a continuously operated buffergas cell, a combination we call the Cryofuge.
As demonstrated in 2017 [78], the input to output efficiency of the cryofuge is 20%
and a record high molecule flux of > 1 · 1010 s−1 at velocities below 20ms−1 can
be obtained. These huge fluxes allowed for the observation of cold dipolar collision
directly in a quadrupole guide [78, 113]. Furthermore by adding an electric trap
to our system we were able to confine > 1 · 107 molecules after deceleration of a
buffergas cooled molecular beam with the centrifuge [114]. These high densities of
trapped polar molecules enabled the collision studies presented in chapter 3.

Cooling to ultracold temperatures

To date there are two methods to directly cool molecules to ultracold temperatures;
laser cooling and opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. For both techniques, compression
of the phase space density is achieved by spontaneous emission. This creates irre-
versibility and removes entropy from the system, a prerequisite for cooling.

Laser cooling of naturally occurring molecules was first proposed by Di Rosa in
2004 [22] and identical to laser cooling of atoms one makes use of photon recoil to
cool the molecular sample. However the momentum transfer of a single photon is
tiny thus ≥ 104 photons need to be scattered to cool an ensemble of cold molecules
to ultracold temperatures. For molecules this is a challenging task due to their
complex internal structure, including electronic, vibrational and rotational states.
These states significantly differ in their spontaneous decay rates where electronically
excited states have a decay rate in the MHz range [115] which is orders of magnitude
larger than the Hz decay rates of vibrational or rotational levels [26, 116]. To scatter
104 photons the only practical choice for the excited state is an electronic level to
minimise loss during cooling. However, since there are no strict selection rules for the
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vibrational quantum number in an electronic transition only a few selected molecules
are suited for laser cooling [22]. These are typically molecular radicals with highly
diagonal Franck-Condon factors (FCF), which is a measure for the overlap of the
vibrational wavefunction of the ground and the excited state, such that by adding
vibrational repump lasers a vibrational closure of about 99.99% can be achieved.
Although direct laser cooling of molecules was theoretically already proposed back
in 2004 it took six years for the first experimental demonstration of one-dimensional
laser cooling in 2010 by Shuman and coworkers [117]. The reason for this is that
laser cooling experiments are very challenging and despite highly diagonal FCF,
typically several repump lasers are required to scatter ≥ 104 photons necessary for
cooling.

After the first experimental demonstration of laser cooling of molecules in 2010
[117] the field progressed rapidly, such that in 2014 Barry et al. were able, for
the first time, to confine molecules in in a MOT [108] and in 2016 the first sub
mK samples of laser cooled naturally occurring molecules have been observed for
SrF [18, 118]. Different molecular species have been confined in a MOT [108, 119],
where Anderegg et al. trapped 1 · 105 CaF radicals at a temperature of 340µK
[120]. By cooling CaF radicals to 5µK the lowest temperature of directly cooled
molecules has been observed in 2018 by the Doyle group [121] and shortly after
similar results were obtained in the group of Tarbutt [20] and Ye [122]. The recent
demonstration of confining laser cooled molecules in magnetic [123, 30] and optical
dipole traps [19] opens possibilities to reduce the temperatures of the molecular
samples further and approach quantum degeneracy. Magnetic traps are perfectly
suited for the implementation of sympathetic cooling techniques, whereas optical
dipole traps provide the possibility to further laser cool the trapped ensemble and
potentially reach quantum degeneracy [19]. In this respect, recent results from
atomic physics are particularly interesting as Bose-Einstein condensation has been
reached for optically trapped atoms by means of laser cooling without the necessity
of evaporative cooling [124, 125].

Inspired by the research opportunities of polyatomic species, the area of active
research has extended from laser cooling of diatomic radicals to more complex,
polyatomic molecules. Transverse cooling has been observed for the triatomic linear
molecules SrOH [126] and YbOH [127] as well as for the symmetric top molecule
CaOCH3 [128]. Furthermore a one dimensional MOT has been established for CaOH
in 2020 by Baum and coworkers [129].

In contrast to these first proof of principle experiments, opto-electric Sisyphus
cooling allowed the preparation of three-dimensionally cooled samples of polyatomic
molecules in an electric trap. In 2012 Zeppenfeld et al. demonstrated cooling of
about 106 CH3F molecules to 29mK [27] and in 2016 Prehn and coworkers prepared
3 · 105 H2CO molecules at a temperature of 420µK [21]. This is still the largest
sample of any ultracold molecule that has been prepared so far.

In the following we will only provide a very brief overview of opto-electric Sisy-
phus cooling as a detailed theoretical description is provided in chapter 2 of this
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thesis. Opto-electric Sisyphus cooling was first proposed in 2009 by Zeppenfeld et
al. [26]. It relies on the strong interaction of an external electric field with the
electric dipole moment of a polar molecule. In combination with optical pumping
this allows to cool molecule samples from around 1K to ultracold temperatures by
only scattering a few dozen photons [21]. Opto-electric Sisyphus cooling is a comple-
mentary technique to laser cooling as it allows preparation of ultracold samples of
closed-shell symmetric top molecules; CH3F and H2CO, that cannot be laser cooled.
For example H2CO has very pure FCFs [130] and is likely to dissociate under elec-
tronic excitation [131]. However, in contrast to laser cooling this is not a problem for
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling as a vibrational state can be used for optical pump-
ing. This is possible due to the large energy removal per scattered photon of up to
kB×1K in opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, thereby compensating the slow decay rate
of a vibrational state (∼Hz).

In the framework of this thesis we show how to extend opto-electric Sisyphus
cooling to diatomic and linear polyatomic radicals, enabling three dimensional cool-
ing of molecules like CaOH, which are confined in a trapping potential, to ultracold
temperatures. In addition we also introduce opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling in chap-
ter 2, which is in particular suited for molecules with electronic and spin angular
momentum. In total the work presented in chapter 2 of this thesis opens the possi-
bility to extend the scope of cold and ultracold molecular research to more diverse
species.

1.3 About this thesis

To realise all the fascinating research possibilities introduced in section 1.1, the
ability to cool a broad range of different molecular species to cold and ultracold
temperatures is essential. However, to date laser cooling of molecules to sub mK
temperatures in all three spacial dimensions is limited to a few selected diatomic
radicals with suitable cooling properties, as ≥ 104 photons have to be scattered.
Similarly, preparing samples of ultracold molecules by photo- and Feshbach associ-
ation of ultracold atoms is restricted to bialkali dimers. However, as introduced in
section 1.2.2, there is a third technique to cool molecules to ultracold temperatures;
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. In chapter 2 we show that opto-electric, as well as
it’s magnetic counter part, opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling, are versatile techniques
that can be used to prepare a large variety of different molecular species at cold or ul-
tracold temperatures. We provide a general plan how to apply this technique to any
molecule with suitable cooling properties. We find that molecules with degenerate
or closely spaced opposite parity levels in the ground state are particularly well-
suited due to their strong linear field response. This interaction allows for efficient
trapping and cooling - with kinetic energy of several 100mK removed per scatter-
ing event. Thus, as depicted in chapter 2, promising candidates for opto-electric or
opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling are symmetric top molecules, diatomic radicals with
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Λ- or Ω-doubling in the electronic ground state, as well as linear triatomic molecules,
in an excited vibrational bending mode. So far opto-electric Sisyphus cooling has
been demonstrated for the symmetric and slightly asymmetric top molecules CH3F
[27] and H2CO [21] using a vibrational excited state with a comparably slow spon-
taneous decay rate on the order of 100Hz. In this thesis we show how to utilise an
electronic excited state with decay rates on the order of MHz for opto-electric and
opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling to achieve fast cooling and thereby minimise trap
losses. We conclude chapter 2 by exemplary illustrating an example scheme for the
diatomic radical CH applying the concepts introduced throughout this chapter.

An outstanding goal in the cold molecule community is the preparation of a
quantum degenerate gas of naturally occuring molecules. To achieve this, collisions
between molecules become increasingly important to bridge the gap from ultracold
to quantum degeneracy via sympathetic or evaporative cooling techniques. A key
requirement for both techniques is the suppression of inleastic collisions that cause
losses from the trap without altering thermalising elastic collisions. Motivated by
these exciting research avenues, in chapter 3 of this thesis we study electric field
controlled dipolar collisions between cold symmetric top molecules in a microstruc-
tured electric trap. Using a semi-classical model, we show excellent agreement with
the experimental data and we are able to attribute the measured collisional loss
to dipolar relaxation. We utilise an external electric field to suppress the asso-
ciated inelastic collisional loss of the trapped CH3F molecules by a factor of two
without affecting thermalising elastic collisions. Therefore, these collision studies
provide valuable information about interactions between the molecules and insights
to eventually realise efficient rethermalisation of naturally occurring trapped dipolar
molecules.

We conclude this thesis with chapter 4, giving an outlook to more advanced
collision experiments and the implementation of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of
diatomic or linear polyatomic radicals with our experimental setup.



Chapter 2

Extending opto-electric and
opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling to
diatomic and polyatomic radical
molecules

In this chapter we propose how to extend opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, as well as
it’s magnetic counterpart opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling, to more diverse species
including diatomic radicals and linear triatomic molecules. In addition we also
propose how to utilise an electronic excited state for these molecules and benefit
from its large spontaneous decay rate. We start this chapter with a brief review of
Sisyphus cooling techniques in section 2.1 and put opto-electric and opto-magnetic
Sisyphus cooling into context. Subsequently we provide a compact introduction
of the relevant theoretical concepts of symmetric top molecules, diatomic radicals
and linear triatomic molecules, neccessary to apply opto-electric as well as opto-
magnetic Sisyphus cooling to these molecules in section 2.2. After depicting the
basic concepts and requirements for a successful implementation of opto-electric
or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling for an arbitrary molecule in 2.3, we show how
to apply these concepts to diatomic radicals, symmetric top and linear triatomic
molecules in section 2.4. In the last part of this chapter, 2.5, we present an example
scheme for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of the diatomic radical CH, utilising an
electronic excited state.

2.1 Sisyphus cooling techniques

Sisyphus cooling is probably mostly associated with the work of Dalibard and Cohen-
Tannoudji [132] – polarisation gradient cooling of atoms. This technique allowed
atoms to be cooled below the Doppler limit, down to the recoil limit and was awarded
with the Nobel prize in 1997. However before introducing the concept of polarisation

13
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of (a) polarisation gradient cooling and
(b) opto-electric Sisyphus cooling

gradient cooling in more detail we can take one step back and briefly look at the
concepts of Sisyphus cooling in general. Sisyphus cooling rests upon two ingredients;
a spatially-varying state-dependent energy shift and spontaneous emission. The
first part sets the amount of energy extracted, the second is required to remove
entropy from the system. In the standard example, Dalibard and Cohen-Tannoudji
utilise two counter-propagating laser beams with identical frequency and intensity
but orthogonal linear polarisation to create a spatial modulation of the energy of the
magnetic sublevels of the atom [132], as depicted in Figure 2.1 (a) for a J = 1/2→
J ′ = 3/2 transition. The two laser beams create a standing wave with spatially
varying polarisation that changes from σ+ to σ− every quarter of a wavelength
and vice versa, with the polarisation in between being elliptical or linear [132].
The spatially varying polarisation does not only lift the degeneracy of the atom’s
magnetic sublevels, due to a polarisation-dependent light shift, but moreover also
modulates the optical excitation probability. If the light field is red-detuned from
the transition, J = 1/2 → J ′ = 3/2 in Figure 2.1 (a), optical pumping transfers
population from the higher to the lower lying mJ -level. For example, as illustrated
in Figure 2.1 (a), σ− polarised light pumps population at the top of the potential
hill out of the mJ = +1/2-level into the mJ = −1/2-level, whereas σ+ polarised
light pumps population from mJ = −1/2 to mJ = +1/2. Therefore with a red-
detuned light field the atom moves on average uphill more often than downhill such
that kinetic energy is removed from the system. The amount of energy that can
be removed with one spontaneous emission event is given by the light shift, which
depends on the experimental parameters but typically does not exceed kB × 1mK.
Nevertheless efficient cooling is achieved due to the fast photon cycling rate that
allows many cooling cycles while the particle moves through the potential. Besides
applying Sisyphus cooling techniques to atoms, Zeppenfeld et. al. proposed in
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2009 [26] and demonstrated in 2012 [27] opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of polar
symmetric top molecules. In contrast to producing the Sisyphus potential via light
shifts in opto-electric Sisyphus cooling one makes use of the molecules’ permanent
electric dipole moment and its strong interaction with an external electric field. The
potential is illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b) with a homogeneous low-field region in the
centre and a region of steep gradient field towards the edge. If the gradient surrounds
the low-field region in three dimensions it creates a trap. With experimentally
realisable electric fields of up to 100kV/cm [133] and depending on the molecular
properties, molecules with kinetic energies up to Ekin = kB × 1K [114] can be
confined.

The ground state in the example scheme, depicted in Figure 2.1 (b), consists of
two states, |s〉 and |w〉 with strong and weak field interaction, respectively. Starting
in |s〉, the particle climbs up a potential hill when moving from the centre region
towards the edge of the potential and therefore loses kinetic energy. In the high
field region, population is transferred from |s〉 to |w〉 and the molecule moves back
to the centre region, where it gets optically pumped into the excited state |e〉.
Spontaneous emission from |e〉 to |s〉 creates, not only a closed, unidirectional cycle,
but also removes entropy from the system. The difference in the dipole moment of
the |s〉 and the |w〉 state, which can be typically up to 1D, determines the amount
of kinetic energy that can be removed in a single cycle. For a gradient field up to
100kV/cm, kB×1.6K can be removed with a single scattering event. This means that
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling will remove much of the kinetic energy of the trapped
particles with a single scattered photon. Consequently, the particles do not have
sufficient kinetic energy to reach the resonance of the driving field when climbing
up the potential hill again. Therefore, to continuously reduce the temperature of
the molecular sample the frequency of the radiation driving the |s〉 to |w〉 transition
needs to be adjusted according to the molecules’ kinetic energy. Neglecting possible
technical limitations the temperature of the molecular sample can be reduced down
to the photon recoil limit using opto-electric Sisyphus cooling.

Opto-electric Sisyphus cooling allowed the temperature of ∼ 106 CH3F molecules
to be reduced from 390mK to 29mK and increased the phase space density by
a factor of 29 [27]. Furthermore in 2016 Prehn et al. produced a record high
number of ultracold molecules, 3 · 105 H2CO molecules at a temperature of 420µK,
by scattering only ∼ 20 photons [21]. This makes opto-electric Sisyphus cooling a
great complimentary technique to direct laser cooling of molecules, as it does not
require highly-closed transitions and fast decay rates. With this technique, it is
possible to create an ensemble of ultracold molecules that are not amenable with
laser cooling like the polyatomic molecule H2CO. This molecule would be basically
impossible to be laser cooled, due to a very unfavorable Franck-Condon factor [130]
and a large probability for dissociation on electronic excitation [131].

Besides opto-electric Sisyphus cooling other Sisyphus type cooling techniques
have been proposed and theoretically investigated for cold molecule experiments,
including ac-Stark [134], dc-Stark [135] or Zeeman [110] slowing techniques in combi-
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nation with optical pumping. Furthermore the magnetic counterpart of opto-electric
Sisyphus, opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling, has been proposed [115, 116]. The un-
derlying concepts of both techniques are very similar but instead of utilising the
interaction between an external electric field and the molecules dipole moment in
opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling one makes use of the magnetic moment interact-
ing with an external magnetic field. Similar to opto-electric Sisyphus cooling large
energy removal is possible with a single spontaneous emission event. Assuming a
magnetic moment of µB and a magnetic field of B = 1T then kB × 0.6K can be
extracted with only one scattered photon.

2.2 Types of molecules and theoretical founda-

tions

Opto-electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling are versatile and generic tech-
niques that can be applied to various molecular species. Opto-electric Siysphus cool-
ing works particularly well for three categories of molecules which all have a strong
linear electric field response in common. The first group is closed shell symmetric
top molecules, where opto-electric Sisyphus cooling has already been experimentally
demonstrated with great success [27, 21]. Furthermore linear triatomic molecules in
an excited vibrational bending mode and diatomic radicals with Λ-doubling in the
ground state are also perfectly suited. Finally diatomic radicals with Λ-doubling
in the ground state are also the ideal candidates to realise opto-magnetic Sisyphus
cooling.

In this section we will present the relevant theoretical foundations for these
three groups of molecules, including their rotational energy structure as well as brief
description of their interaction with an external electric or magnetic field.

2.2.1 Closed-shell symmetric top molecules

First, we consider closed shell polar symmetric top molecules, consisting of four or
more atoms with a permanent electric dipole moment oriented along the principal
axis of the molecule and an at least three-fold rotational symmetry about this axis.
Example molecules are NH3 or CH3F, that has already been successfully cooled from
390mK down to 29mK utilising opto-electric Sisyphus cooling [27]. The rotational
states of a symmetric top molecule are described by three quantum numbers, that
are graphically illustrated in Figure 2.2 (a), the total angular momentum J , its
projection onto the molecule’s symmetry axis K and the projection of J onto an
external field axis, described by the quantum number M [12]. Since there is no
angular momentum in the ground state for closed-shell molecules J can take any
positive integer value, whereas K and M can take (2J+1) values for each J in range
of −J ≤ K ≤ J and −J ≤ M ≤ J . Without applying an external electric field the
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic illustration of the rotational quantum numbers
of a closed-shell symmetric top molecules, where z′, defines the molecular
symmetry axis and z the external field axis. (b) Energy level structure of a
prolate symmetric top molecule.

energy of a rotational state for a prolate symmetric top molecule is given by [12]

Erot = BJ(J + 1) + (A−B)K2, (2.1)

with rotational constants A and B, resulting in a rotational energy level structure
as depicted in Figure 2.2 (b).

We include the interaction of the permanent electric dipole moment d = dez′ of
a symmetric top molecule with an external electric field E = Eez using the Stark
Hamiltonian

Ĥs = −d̂ ·E, (2.2)

which mixes states of opposite parity. Due to the cylindrical symmetry and the
associated ±|K| degeneracy in symmetric top molecules there is an energetically
degenerate pair of opposite parity states for each |K| > 0, that can be written as
|Ψ±〉 = 1/

√
2(|J, |K|,M〉 ± |J,−|K|,M〉) [136]. This gives rise to a linear electric

field response and the first order Stark shift can be expressed as, [137]

∆EJKM = −dE KM

J(J + 1)
. (2.3)

The applied electric field lifts the (2J + 1)-degeneracy of the M levels, however due
to the cylindrical symmetry of the molecules each rotational state with |K| > 0
remains two-fold degenerate with ±|K| [12].

In the framework of this thesis we use the convention that K = −|K|, such
that the sign of M determines the character of the electric field response. States
with M < 0 are high-field-seeking and states with M > 0 are low-field-seeking.
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Furthermore in the presence of an external electric field the parity states |Ψ±〉 are
mixed such that the rotational |J,K,M〉 states asymptotically become the new
eigenstates of the system [136]. We want to note here that a more detailed theoretical
description of the Stark effect can be found in section 3.2.6 of this thesis.

2.2.2 Diatomic radicals

In the following we will give a short theoretical introduction to the quantum num-
bers, energy level-structures as well as magnetic and electric field interactions of
diatomic radicals, with a single unpaired electron. We will keep this section brief
and only consider theoretical concepts required to apply opto-electric and opto-
magnetic Sisyphus cooling to radical species. In contrast to closed shell sym-
metric top molecules, introduced in the previous section, these diatomic radicals
possess electronic angular momentum. This increases the complexity of the theo-
retical description due to features like Λ-doubling [13], spin-orbit [138] and spin-
rotation interaction [139]. The molecular radicals we consider here are theoretically
[13, 138, 139, 140] and experimentally [141, 142, 143] well studied as the vast ma-
jority of laser coolable molecules, like CaF, SrF or YO fall in this category. However
we will extend the scope beyond laser coolable molecules and will in particular focus
on radicals with Λ- or Ω-doubling in the ground state like OH and CH, which are
well suited for opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling.

Angular momentum coupling – Hund’s cases

The subsequent introduction of the basic theoretical concepts for diatomic radicals
follows the description in [13]. In addition to the rotational angular momentum of
the nuclei R, diatomic radicals also possess electronic orbital angular momentum L
and electronic spin S. Their projections onto the internuclear axis are labelled as
Λ and Σ and their sum is denoted by Ω = Λ + Σ. This allows us to introduce the
state notation for diatomic radicals, which is given by 2S+1ΛΩ, where |Λ| = 0, 1, 2, ...
creates electronic states with Σ,Π,∆, ... character respectively. We note here that
due to the two possible senses of rotation for the orbital angular momentum and
the spin around the internuclear axis there are also two possible values for their
projections ±Λ and ±Σ. As usual, the projection of the total angular momentum
J onto an external field axis is given by the quantum number MJ .

The coupling of all these different angular momenta makes a theoretical descrip-
tion of diatomic radicals a challenging task. To allow a more intuitive approach and
to reduce the complexity, Hund introduced a classification of the different coupling
schemes into five idealised groups, the Hund’s cases [140], depending on the cou-
pling strength of the individual angular momenta in comparison to the electrostatic
interaction, the spin-orbit interaction and the rotational energy. For the purpose
of this thesis the Hund’s cases (a) and (b) or intermediate coupling schemes are
most important. The coupling scheme of Hund’s case (a) is illustrated in Figure
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Figure 2.3: (a) and (b) Illustration of Hunds’s coupling case (a) and (b) for
a diatomic radical, respectively. The corresponding energy level diagrams for
a 2Π radical molecule are illustrated in (c) and (d).

2.3 (a) and characterised by the fact that the electrostatic interaction is dominant,
such that L is coupled strongly to the internuclear axis. In addition the spin-orbit
interaction is larger than the rotational energy such that S is strongly coupled to
L and thus S is also coupled to the internuclear axis. We obtain the total angular
momentum J by coupling Ω to R, so that J ≥ Ω. Since R is perpendicular to Ω,
the projection of J onto the internuclear axis is given by Ω. In Hund’s coupling
case (a) both Λ and Σ and consequently also Ω are good quantum numbers such
that the basis states are given by |Λ, S,Σ, J,Ω,MJ〉. The energy level structure of
a 2Π Hund’s case (a) molecule is depicted in Figure 2.3 (c). The large spin-orbit
interaction results in (2S+1) fine structure components, characterised by the quan-
tum number Ω, where each Ω has it’s own ladder of rotational states with relative
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energy BJ(J + 1), where B is the rotational constant. As can be seen in Figure
2.3 (c) each J-state is split into a positive and negative parity component of a so
called Λ- or Ω-doublet. A theoretical derivation of Λ-doubling is quite challenging
and beyond the scope of this thesis, so we want to refer the interested reader to
[13] for a detailed description. In broad terms, the two opposite senses of rotation
for Λ are energetically degenerate for a non-rotating molecule, however rotation and
spin-orbit interaction lift this degeneracy to create a pair of closely spaced opposite
parity states, the Λ-doublets. The parity eigenstates can be expressed as

|ε, J, |Ω|,MJ〉 =
1√
2

(
|+|Λ|, S,+|Σ|, J,+|Ω|,MJ〉+

ε(−1)(J−S) |−|Λ|, S,−|Σ|, J,−|Ω|,MJ〉
)
,

(2.4)

where the parity of the state is given by ε = ±1.
The coupling scheme for Hund’s case (b) is depicted in Figure 2.3 (b). Identical

to Hund’s case (a) the electrostatic interaction is dominant and couples L to the
internuclear axis, however the coupling of L and S is weak compared to the rotational
energy or not existent e.g. for molecules with Λ = 0. Therefore S is no longer
coupled to the internuclear axis and in contrast to Λ, Σ is no longer well defined.
The rotational quantum number R can take any integer value R ≥ 0, so that by
coupling Λ to R we obtain N ≥ Λ. The total angular momentum J is then given
by the sum of the angular momentum N and the spin S, so that the basis states
can be written as |ΛSNJMJ〉. Figure 2.3 (d) shows the energy level structure of a
2Π Hund’s case (b) molecule, where the relative energy of the rotational states is
given by BN(N + 1). The spin-rotation interaction splits the rotational levels into
(2S + 1) fine structure features, such that for a 2Π molecule with S = 1/2 we get
F1(J) for J = N + 1/2 and F2(J) for J = N − 1/2, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (d).
Furthermore, in this example |Λ| > 0, where each J-state is split into two Λ-doublet
components of opposite parity and the parity conserved basis states are described
by

|ε,N, |Λ|, J,MJ〉 =
1√
2

(
|N,+|Λ|, S, J,MJ〉+ ε(−1)(J−S) |N,−|Λ|, S, J,MJ〉

)
,

(2.5)

where again the parity of the state is given by ε = ±1. Although not discussed in
this thesis in principle opto-electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling can also be
applied to molecules categorised by Hund’s case (c), with a quite similar behaviour
as Hund’s case (a) molecules. However, these molecules are rather unusual and are
currently not studied in the field cold and ultracold molecule research.

Stark and Zeeman interaction of radical molecules

As emphasised in section 2.1 a strong linear field response of the particles is impor-
tant for trapping as well as for cooling with opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic illustration of the electric field response of a
molecule in a J = 1/2 state with inversion splitting ∆. The inversion split-
ting can be caused by Λ- or Ω-doubling and in the case of a linear triatomic
molecule also by `-doubling. Ec marks the critical field where the Stark shift
starts to become linear. (b) Zeeman interaction of a diatomic radical with
inversion doubling in the J = 1/2 state.

cooling. This makes radicals with Λ- or Ω-doubling in the ground state promising
candidates for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling due to their closely-spaced opposite
parity states, which can be mixed by an external electric field, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.4 (a). For low electric fields the opposite parity states are only weakly mixed
and the electric field response is quadratic. However, as the electric field increases,
the opposite-parity states become strongly mixed and the Stark shift becomes linear.
The change from quadratic to linear field response occurs at Ec = ∆/2d [144], with
∆ being the splitting of the inversion-doublet and d the molecule’s dipole moment.
In this situation the parity eigenstates given by Equation 2.4 and 2.5 are no longer
eigenfunctions, instead basis states with a well-defined signed value of Ω and Λ in
Hund’s case (a), given by |J,Ω,MJ〉, and states with a signed value of Λ for Hund’s
case (b), given by |N,Λ, J,MJ〉, provide the most accurate description. These states
are identical to the symmetric top basis states in the presence of a large electric field,
when e.g. replacing Ω by K for Hund’s case (a). The first order Stark shift is then
given analogous to equation 2.3 by

∆EJΩMJ
= −dE ΩMJ

J(J + 1)
. (2.6)

Throughout this thesis we use the convention that Ω = −|Ω|, such that states with
MJ > 0 are low-field seeking. Radicals can not only have large Stark shifts but due
to their electronic and spin angular momentum L and S , they can also show strong
Zeeman interactions, where the molecule’s magnetic moment µ interacts with an
external magnetic field B = Bez, given by the Zeeman Hamiltonian

Ĥz = −µ ·B. (2.7)

Here µ = µσ̂, where σ̂ describes the direction of the average magnetic moment
of the molecular state and µ its magnitude. In contrast to the Stark Hamiltonian,
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the Zeeman interaction mixes states of identical parity such that inversion-doubling
does not influence the molecule’s magnetic field interaction and we observe a linear
magnetic field response also for small values of B, as schematically depicted in Figure
2.4 (b). The Zeeman shift for a pure Hund’s case (a) molecule can be expressed as

∆EJΩMJ
= µBB(gLΛ + gSΣ)

ΩMJ

J(J + 1)
, (2.8)

where µB is the Bohr magneton and the Landé g-factors associated with L and S
are gL ≈ 1 and gs ≈ 2 respectively.

2.2.3 Linear molecules

In this section we will introduce the basic theoretical concepts for the third group of
molecules, which is well suited for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, linear molecules.
They are characterised by a bond angle of 180◦ between the individual atoms and
can occur as closed shell molecules, like OCS, HCN and CO2 or radicals, like CaOH
or SrOH. Although linear molecules also exist with more than three atoms, within
this thesis we will focus on linear triatomic molecules.

In the absence of vibrational excitations, the electronic spectra of linear tri-
atomic radicals are essentially identical to the spectra of diatomic radicals, including
Λ-doubling, spin-orbit or spin-rotation interaction. However diatomic and linear tri-
atomic molecules differ in their vibrational structure, since linear triatomic molecules
can have three vibrational modes (v1, v2, v3). The vibrational modes v1 and v3 are
linear modes, whereas v2 is a bending mode, that is doubly degenerate, due to the
molecule being able to bend either in x’- or y’-direction perpendicular to the sym-
metry axis z’ [12]. A 90◦ phase shift between the two bending modes results in a
circular motion of the nuclei around the molecular symmetry axis, giving rise to the
vibrational angular momentum G [145], depicted in Figure 2.5 (a). The projection
of G onto the symmetry axis z’ has two possible senses of rotation and is labelled
by the quantum number ` [145], that is usually added to the notation of the vibra-

tional bending mode as v
|`|
2 . Possible values for ` are ` = v2, v2 − 2, ...,−v2 [146].

Figure 2.5 (a) illustrates the coupling scheme of a linear triatomic Hund’s case (b)
molecule. Adding the projections of L and G onto the molecular symmetry axis
gives the quantum number K = Λ+ ` [145], which we couple to the rotational angu-
lar momentum R and to the spin S to obtain the total angular momentum J . With
this we can define the basis states of a linear triatomic Hund’s case (b) molecule as
|`ΛSNJMJ〉. In addition we can also introduce the state notation, where K is used
to classify the vibronic state of the molecule [147], identical to Λ for the electronic
state of a diatomic radical (see section 2.2.2), such that |K| = 0, 1, 2, ... corresponds
to a Σ,Π,∆, ... state.

Linear triatomic molecules with Λ- or Ω-doubling in the ground state are, identi-
cal to diatomic radicals, perfectly suited for opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus
cooling. However the additional atom provides new degrees of freedom that can
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Figure 2.5: (a) Hund’s case (b) coupling scheme for a linear triatomic rad-

ical. (b) Vibrational energy level structure for the v
|l|
2 -vibrational mode of a

triatomic radical with Σ ground state.

be exploited if the electronic ground state of the molecule is not suited for opto-
electric Sisyphus cooling, e.g. if Λ = 0. By exciting the molecule to a vibrational
bending mode with ` > 0 we can create a ground state with that is well suited for
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. Here, similar to diatomic molecules with Λ > 0, the
±|`| degeneracy is lifted for a rotating molecule [12], resulting in a pair of closely
spaced opposite parity states. Their maximum separation occurs for |`| = 1 [12] and
is typically in the MHz range such that by applying electric fields of ∼ 100 V/cm
the ` doublet states are strongly mixed, resulting in a strong linear Stark shift, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4 (a). Furthermore for molecules with Λ = 0
the spin-rotation coupling is weak and typically ∼ 100 V/cm are also sufficient to
uncouple the electron spin, so that the eigenfunctions are most accurately given by
|`NMNMS〉 and the Stark shift is obtained as

∆E`NMN
= −dE `MN

N(N + 1)
. (2.9)

This is very similar to the results obtained for symmetric top molecules and diatomic
radicals, see Equation 2.3 and 2.6, respectively. We use the convention that ` = −|`|
so that the sign of MN determines sign of the electric field response. States with
MN > 0 are low-field-seeking and states with MN < 0 high-field-seeking.

Figure 2.5 (b) illustrates the vibrational energy level structure of a Hund’s case
(b) molecule with electronic Σ character in the vibrational ground state. The split-
ting between the different values of ` for a given vibrational state v2 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
is typically on the order of 100GHz and caused by anharmonic contributions in the
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molecular potential [146].

2.2.4 Calculation of branching ratios in the presence of an
external electric or magnetic field

In this section we outline the calculation of branching ratios for electronic transitions
of diatomic and linear triatomic radicals in the presence of an applied external
electric or magnetic field. This is an important tool to choose the best possible
excited state and to maximise the decay probability to the ground state which
is most suited for opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling while avoiding
decay to states outside of the cooling cycle. In this section we neglect symmetric
top molecules and instead refer the reader to the work performed by Zeppenfeld et.
al. [26].

We start the calculation of the branching ratios by setting up the Hamiltonian for
the ground and excited state in the parity conserved Hund’s case (a) basis utilising
the open source software PGOPHER [148]. Both Hamiltonians include Λ-doubling,
spin-rotation and spin-orbit coupling as well as Stark- or Zeeman-interaction and in
case of a linear triatomic molecule also `-doubling. Often either the ground or the
excited state is most accurately described by a Hund’s case (b) or an intermediate
coupling scheme. However a description in Hund’s case (a) basis states is still
accurate since the basis sets are complete and we can express the Hund’s case (b)
basis states as a linear combination of Hund’s case (a) functions as [13]

|Λ, S,N, J,MJ〉 =
+S∑

Σ=−S

(−)J−S+Λ(2N + 1)1/2

(
J S N
Ω −Σ −Λ

)
|Λ, S,Σ, J,Ω,MJ〉 .

(2.10)
We diagonalise the Hamiltonian for the ground and the excited state at a given elec-
tric or magnetic field using PGOPHER [148] and thereby obtain the eigenfunctions
of the system, which are superpositions of parity conserved Hund’s case (a) basis
states. The eigenfunctions of the ground state can be written as

|gi〉 =
∑
ε=±1

Jmax∑
J=0

Ωmax∑
Ω=Ωmin

J∑
MJ=−J

ci(ε, J, |Ω|,MJ) · |ε, J, |Ω|,MJ〉 (2.11)

with ci(ε, J, |Ω|,MJ) being complex probability amplitudes such that the square
of their absolute value gives the likelihood to find |gi〉 in the state |ε, J, |Ω|,MJ〉.
We want to mention here that for a large enough electric field the opposite parity
states of the inversion doublets are strongly mixed such that both parity components
ε = ±1 contribute equally to |gi〉. The eigenfunctions of the excited state are given
by

|ej〉 =
∑
ε′=±1

J ′
max∑
J ′=0

Ω′
max∑

Ω′=Ω′
min

J ′∑
M ′

J=−J ′

c′j(ε
′, J ′, |Ω′|,M ′

J) · |ε′, J ′, |Ω′|,M ′
J〉 (2.12)
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where, similar to the ground state, c′(ε′, J ′, |Ω′|,M ′
J) are complex probability ampli-

tudes. With this we can calculate the transition strength between an excited state
|ej〉 and a given ground state |gi〉 as

Tji = | 〈ej| µ̂ |gi〉 |2 (2.13)

with
∑

i Tji = 1 and µ̂ being the electric dipole moment operator. To obtain the
branching ratio for an excited state |ej〉 we need to calculate Tji for each |gi〉, the
excited state can decay to. The allowed decay channels are determined by the basis
states contributing to |ej〉 and the Hund’s case (a) selection rules, given by [149, 13]

∆J = 0,±1, ∆Λ = 0,±1, ∆Σ = 0, ∆Ω = 0,±1, ∆MJ = 0,±1. (2.14)

Since we express the eigenfunctions in terms of zero field parity conserved basis
states, the parity has to change ∆ε : +1 ↔ −1 in a single photon electric dipole
transition [146]. When considering a linear triatomic molecule then there is an
additional selection rule ∆l = 0 [146] that we have to take into account. In total
the procedure outlined in this section enables us to calculate the branching ratios
for diatomic and linear triatomic radicals in the presence of an applied electric or
magnetic field.

2.3 Designing the cooling scheme

Many of the envisioned applications for cold and ultracold molecules make use of
the molecule’s additional degrees of freedom in comparison to atoms [45, 38, 150].
However, the additional possibilities they provide come along with an increased
complexity when it comes to cooling of molecules [117]. In general multiple states
are involved in the cooling scheme, so that the example, depicted in Figure 2.1 (b),
illustrates the basic idea of opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling very
well, however it is does not reflect a real molecule. In particular we need to develop
concepts for opto-electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling which are generally
applicable to various molecular species especially also when the molecule is at first
glance not perfectly suited for cooling.

Opto-electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling can be broken down into three
basic components; a suitable cooling potential, created by electric or magnetic fields,
the molecular states involved in the cooling scheme in combination with their in-
teraction with an external field as well as radiation to transfer population between
states. In the following we will present the most important features of these three
components to successfully implement opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cool-
ing in a real molecule; techniques to distinguish states, dealing with dark states,
choice of the excited state, choice of the ground states and design of the potential.
Furthermore we will introduce techniques to overcome common challenges of non-
ideal molecules. Throughout this section we will focus on opto-electric Sisyphus
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic illustration of the electric field dependence of a
molecule with J = 3/2 ground state and J ′ = 1/2 excited state. The trap
offset field is denoted by Eoff. (b) Electric field dependence of the transition
frequencies between the ground and the excited state for the system shown in
(a), where transition including M ′ = 1/2 are illustrated by solid lines and
transitions including M ′ = −1/2 by dashed lines. The color code depicts the
ground state involved in the transition.

cooling but all the concepts we will present can be also applied to opto-magnetic
Sisyphus cooling.

2.3.1 Techniques to distinguish states

The ability to separate and resolve individual states is crucial for a successful im-
plementation of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. The most common problems in this
respect are degenerate or closely spaced states at zero or low electric fields in the
centre of the potential as well as states shifted into resonance in the high field re-
gion. Therefore, without the ability to distinguish individual states, this can lead to
population of states outside of the cooling cycle, which either complicates or even
causes failure of the cooling scheme. To circumvent this we will present techniques
to distinguish states utilising frequency selectivity, polarisation of the light field and
the sign of the stark shift in combination with the trapping potential. In the absence
of an external field the molecule’s M-sublevels are degenerate, however by applying
an electric bias field the degeneracy is lifted by the Stark effect, as illustrated in
Figure 2.6 (a) for a molecule with J ′ = 1/2 excited and J = 3/2 ground state. For a
sufficiently homogeneous electric field in the centre of the potential, denoted by Eoff

in Figure 2.6 (a), the molecular states are well separated due to the Stark splitting,
allowing individual addressing of these states by tuning the frequency of the light
field.
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In addition to frequency selectivity we can also use the polarisation of the light
field to achieve state resolution. Therefore, similar to frequency selectivity, a well
defined homogeneous offset field in the centre of the potential, defining the quantisa-
tion axis, is required. Figure 2.6 (b) shows the dipole allowed transition frequencies
between the ground and the excited state as a function of the applied electric field.
The zero field frequency is denoted by f0 and the color code of the lines illustrates the
ground state involved in the transition. For a given, fixed polarisation the number
of possible transitions in Figure 2.6 (b) reduces to two. In many cases, reducing the
number of possible transitions, utilising the polarisation of the light field, provides
enough state selectivity, but this of course depends on the details of the system.

The third technique to realise state selectivity for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling
is to make use the high- and low-field-seeking nature of states when applying an
external electric field in combination with a detuning of the light field. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.6 (b) for a J ′ = 1/2 to J = 3/2 transition. The Stark shift
of the ground and the excited state result in an electric field dependent transition
frequency, where red-detuned radiation, with respect to the zero-field transition
frequency f0, excites red-detuned transitions, while blue detuned transitions remain
unaffected. In contrast a blue detuned light field will only couple states with a blue
detuned transition frequency. In the following we will demonstrate how to apply this
technique to opto-electric Sisyphus cooling using the example depicted in Figure 2.6.
To remove kinetic energy from the sample we have to transfer population from the
M = +3/2 to the M = +1/2 ground state in the high field region of the potential.
Therefore the M = +3/2 state must not be addressed by repumping light in the
centre of the trap. In contrast, all the other ground states M = +1/2,−1/2,−3/2
have to be coupled to the excited state in the homogeneous field region to avoid
losses and enable multiple cooling cycles. As can be seen in Figure 2.6 (b) this
can be achieved by illuminating the molecular sample with red detuned light, which
pumps population from M = −3/2,−1/2,+1/2 into the M = +3/2 state, while the
M = +3/2 state is unaffected as the transition frequency is blue detuned.

2.3.2 Dark states

As already mentioned in 2.3 molecules have a complex internal structure, such that
a cooling scheme as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b) is almost impossible to achieve
and decay channels to dark states can often not be avoided. As a consequence of
the large energy removal with a single spontaneous emission process, dealing with
dark states is not as crucial for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling as for laser cooling
techniques. However to exploit the full potential of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling
an efficient remixing of dark states is required.

Figure 2.7 summarises the most common situations for opto-electric Sisyphus
cooling, where dark states |d〉 are unintentionally populated. The examples depicted
in (a)-(c) are similar and the population in the dark state can be repumped with the
same techniques, whereas example (d) is clearly distinct from the others. All three
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Figure 2.7: Common examples of decay channels to dark states |d〉 in opto-
electric Sisyphus cooling. (a) Decay of the excited state |e〉 to a low-field-
seeking dark state that can be remixed by (i) rf/microwave radiation or by
(ii) laser light. (b) Population decays from |e〉 to a high-field-seeking dark
state with the remixing techniques being identical to (a). (c) Population of
|d〉 due to a simultaneous excitation of a closely-spaced or degenerated excited
state decaying to the dark state |d〉. (d) Dark states are shifted into resonance
by the applied electric field and populated by either (i) rf/microwave radiation
or (ii) a laser field.
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examples, illustrated in Figure 2.7 (a)-(c) have in common that population decays
from an excited state |e〉 to a dark state |d〉 outside of the cooling cycle. In contrast
to (a) and (b) in (c) the excited state that is used for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling,
here labelled |e2〉, does not decay to |d〉. However the separation to the nearby state
|e1〉 is so small that unintentional excitation of |e1〉 can not be avoided, resulting
in an additional decay channel to the dark state |d〉. Both examples depicted in
Figure 2.7 (a) and (c) have in common that the dark state is low-field-seeking, such
that the population accumulates in |d〉 and eventually the cooling cycle stops but
the molecules remain trapped. In contrast in 2.7 (b) the dark state is high-field-
seeking such that without repumping, the population will be lost from the trap.
This is a key difference as the high-field-seeking dark state needs to be repumped
before the population will be lost, whereas for a low-field-seeker the repumping is
not that time critical. In all three examples we can apply the same repumping
techniques (i) radio frequency (rf) or microwave fields coupling |d〉 to |w〉, which
is then repumped to |e〉, as well as (ii) laser radiation coupling |d〉 directly to the
excited state |e〉. Which technique is more suited depends on the molecule of choice
and the experimental parameters. However when using rf or microwave radiation to
remix |d〉 it is important to balance the power bewteen the rf or microwave field and
the laser radiation such that the transition rate for |w〉 → |e〉 is significantly higher
than for |d〉 → |w〉 to avoid population transfer from |w〉 to the dark state |d〉. The
last example, illustrated in Figure 2.7 (d), is the most problematic out of the four
when implementing opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. Here the electric field shifts dark
states into resonance with the applied rf, microwave or laser radiation in the high
field region of the trap. In this situation molecules will typically be directly lost
from trap and cannot be repumped. Therefore it is essential to avoid this situation
whenever possible utilising the techniques introduced in section 2.3.1.

In addition, when implementing opto-electric Sisyphus cooling special attention
needs to be paid power of the radiation field driving the |s〉 to |w〉 transition in
the high field region of the trap, illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b). Since |w〉 has to be
a low-field-seeker the ground state containing |s〉 and |w〉 typically consists of at
least four M-sublevels, which are driven by the same polarisation and often have
an equidistant spacing. Thus we have to choose the power of the radiation, driving
|s〉 → |w〉, very carefully to avoid population of lower lying M-levels or even high-
field-seeking states. Therefore the driving rate of |s〉 → |w〉 has to be slow compared
to the population of |s〉 via repumping of |w〉.

2.3.3 Choosing the excited state

When choosing the excited state |e〉 for an opto-electric Sisyphus cooling scheme
there are three important criteria one has to keep in mind; the decay rate of the
excited state, the sign of Stark shifts for the ground states |e〉 can decay to, and the
number of decay channels. Decay rates can vary by several orders of magnitude,
depending on whether |e〉 is an electronic, vibrational or rotational excited state.
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In general a fast cooling rate is beneficial to minimise losses due to a finite trap
lifetime. This requires a large spontaneous decay rate of |e〉, such that an electronic
excited state is the natural choice with decay rates typically in the MHz range [115].
However for many molecular species it is not possible to use an electronic excited
state, due to bad dissociation properties, an unfavorable excitation wavelength or
poor vibrational branching ratios. Depending on the molecule of choice it can be
beneficial to use a vibrational level, as demonstrated in [27, 21], or a rotational level,
as proposed in [151], at the cost of a slower photon cycling rate (∼Hz) [26, 116].
As long as the excited state only decays to low-field-seeking ground states this does
in principle not affect the cooling scheme and significant cooling can be achieved
[27, 21]. However, technical limitations, like a finite trap lifetime will typically limit
the effectiveness of the cooling scheme, if the decay rate of the excited state is small.

If an excited state decays to high-field-seekers remixing of these states becomes
a key criteria for a successful implementation of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. In
order to avoid trap losses, the repumping has to be faster than the trap frequency.
This requires a fast remixing rate and thus a large spontaneous decay rate of the
excited state, so that typically only systems where |e〉 is an electronic state allow
a sufficiently fast remixing. Thus when choosing the excited state for opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling, the requirement for vibrational or rotational excited states to solely
decay to low-field-seekers is rather strict, whereas for electronic excited states this
requirement can be relaxed as repumping of high-field-seekers is feasible. Further-
more the field-seeking nature of the excited state itself also needs to be considered
with respect to the decay rate of |e〉. In principle the excited state can be high-field-
or low-field-seeking for a molecule with a large enough spontaneous decay rate en-
suring that |e〉 has decayed before the molecule will be lost from the trap. This is
typically true for electronic excited states, whereas vibrational or rotational excited
states are required to be low-field-seeking.

The last of the three criteria that needs to be considered when choosing the
excited state is the number of decay channels. Here, of course, a small number of
possible decay channels is beneficial, considering that remixing states can decrease
the cooling rate significantly. Furthermore a large number of decay channels typically
increases the complexity of the experimental realisation of the cooling scheme.

2.3.4 Choosing the ground states

To remove kinetic energy from the system we need, at least two ground states, one
with a strong electric field response, labelled |s〉 and the other with a weaker Stark
shift, labelled |w〉, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b). The amount of energy that can
be extract with a single spontaneous emission event is set by the differential Stark
shifts of these two states. In principle the pair of states with the largest differential
Stark shift is best suited, however we also have to keep in mind that the magnitude
of the Stark shift of |w〉 determines the trap depth after the population transfer.
Depending on experimental parameters, often a compromise between energy removal
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and trap depth of the |w〉 state has to be made. The criteria mentioned so far are
best fulfilled for states with a degenerate or closely spaced pair of opposite parity
states, resulting in a linear electric field response, as the ones introduced in section
2.2. The last requirement for the ground states to be suited for opto-electric Sisyphus
cooling is that it has to be possible to transfer population from |s〉 to |w〉 ideally via
direct driving of this transition using a radio-frequency or microwave source.

2.3.5 Designing the potential

A big advantage of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, compared to other cooling tech-
niques, is that the cooling potential can also be utilised for trapping. The ideal
trap for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling provides a homogeneous electric field in the
centre region and a large trapping field at the edge of the trap, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1 (b). The gradient field at the edge of the trap on the one hand confines
the molecules and sets the trap depth while on the other hand it determines the
amount of kinetic energy that can be removed with a single spontaneous emission
event. Thus for both trapping and energy removal it is beneficial if the maximum
field at the edge of the trap is as large as possible. In contrast the electric field
in the centre of the trap should be as homogeneous as possible such that the best
possible frequency and polarisation selectivity can be achieved. In addition it is also
beneficial to have the option to tune the offset field in the centre of the trap. On
the one hand this allows to tune branching ratios to maximise the decay probability
to |s〉 and minimise the decay to dark states, as introduced in section 2.2.4. On
the other hand it provides the opportunity to adjust the mixing of opposite parity
states for the inversion doublets.

The microstructured electric trap presented in [65] was designed to experimen-
tally realise opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of molecules. Besides storing molecular
samples with kinetic energies of ∼ kB×0.5K, this trap allowed the first experimental
demonstration of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling in 2012 [27], reducing the tempera-
ture of ∼ 107 CH3F molecules by a factor of 13.5. In addition with this trap Prehn
et. al. utilised opto-electric Sisyphus cooling to obtain largest number of trapped
ultracold molecules [21]. A detailed description of the trap can be found in section
3.1.3 of this thesis, therefore we will only highlight the most important features for
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling here. The trap consists of a tunable homogeneous
offset field in the centre of the trap, covering a large fraction of the trap volume and
a steeply rising gradient field towards the edge of the trap with electric fields of up to
60kV/cm. The well defined homogeneous offset field in the centre region allows for
both frequency and polarisation selectivity. In addition, due to the large gradient
field at the edge of the trap much of the molecules kinetic energy can be removed in
a single spontaneous emission process, making this trap the ideal platform to realise
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling.

Besides the microstructured electric trap developed in our group, there are also
other traps well suited for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, including electric field
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Ioffe-Pritchard traps. For this kind of trap there exist several proposals including
the ”chain-link” [152], ”six-wire” [153] and ”EZ” [54] trap, as well as an experimen-
tal demonstration of NH3 and ND3 trapping with the ”IP-type” trap [64], which
all provide an appropriate potential for opto-electric cooling. For opto-magnetic
Sisyphus cooling, the magnetic Ioffe-Pritchard type traps are especially well suited
for polarisation selectivity.

In addition microwave or optical dipole traps [154] are promising platforms to
implement Sisyphus cooling. They have the advantage that for a properly chosen
detuning of the trapping field, all relevant states remain trapped which solves the
problems associated with transitions to high-field-seeking dark states.

2.4 Implementing opto-electric and opto-magnetic

Sisyphus cooling in a molecule

Closed-shell symmetric top molecules are particularly well suited for opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling with the first cooling schemes proposed by Zeppenfeld et al. in 2009
[26]. In this section we will use this type of molecule as a role model to illustrate
how to apply the concepts introduced in the previous section and how to establish
a cooling scheme for a real molecule. With this in place we move to more diverse
species by introducing cooling schemes for opto-electric as well as for opto-magnetic
Sisyphus cooling for an idealised diatomic radical. Unfortunately, it is unlikely to
find such an ideal molecule so in the next step we move away from the ideal case
and show how to handle common challenges when designing a cooling scheme for
diatomic radicals. In the last part of this section we depict how to apply opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling to linear triatomic molecules.

2.4.1 Cooling of a closed-shell symmetric top molecule

The cooling scheme we present in this section is not restricted to a specific molecule,
instead it is generally applicable to various closed-shell symmetric top molecules.
We start the design of the cooling scheme by choosing the best-suited excited state.
Although electronically excited states provide the fastest decay rate, and thereby
also the fastest cooling rate, they are not suited for closed-shell symmetric top
molecules due to bad dissociation properties, poor vibrational branching ratios and
typically the excitation wavelength is in the ultraviolet. Instead, a better choice
is a vibrational excited state or more precisely the first excited vibrational mode
v = 1 as it has a strong decay back to the vibrational ground state v = 0. Typically
vibrational states have decay rates of up to 100Hz and are usually accessible with
commercially available near infrared laser systems. We also have to consider the
rotational quantum numbers of the excited state and the corresponding selection
rules given by

∆J = 0,±1, ∆K = 0, ∆MJ = 0,±1 (2.15)
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for a parallel vibrational transition [155].

For successful implementation of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling it is important
that the excited states decays to a pair of states |s〉 and |w〉 suited to remove kinetic
energy from the sample in the high field region of the trap. These states can either
be M -levels of the same J or one can also select |s〉 and |w〉 from different J levels,
where the method of choice of course depends on the details of the system. We want
to note that there are subtleties with both methods, which we will briefly highlight
in the following.

As discussed in section 2.3.4 both |s〉 and |w〉 need to be low-field-seeking, from
Equation 2.3 we find that M ′ ≥ 2 is mandatory if they lie within the same J . As a
consequence, the ground state will comprise of at least five equally spaced levels, that
are driven by radiation of the same frequency and polarisation. To avoid transitions
from |w〉 to dark states the driving rate of the |s〉 → |w〉 transition in the gradient
field has to be significantly slower than the optical pumping rate back into |s〉 via
the excited state |e〉 in the centre of the potential. This has been experimentally
realised with great success [26, 21], however as a consequence it significantly slows
down the cooling rate. In contrast if |s〉 and |w〉 are chosen to be in different J levels
the |s〉 → |w〉 transition can be driven at higher rates, but dark states can still be
created. This requires special care when designing the cooling scheme and is highly
dependent on the specific choice of molecular species and trap design. Within this
thesis we will always use the more generic technique |s〉 and |w〉 from the same J ,
as for the molecules we consider, one can almost always find a suited pair of states.

As the decay rate of the vibrational excited state is slow compared to the trap
frequency the requirement to only decay to low-field-seeking states is rather strict.
Taking Equation 2.3 and 2.15 into account we find that for states with K ′ ≥ 1
and M ′ ≥ 2 the system only decays to low-field-seeking states including a pair of
states for |s〉 and |w〉. In addition one can also exploit the fact that the number of
decay channels is minimised if J ′ = K ′ = M ′, such that a well suited |v′; J ′, K ′,M ′〉
excited state is e.g. |1, 2, 2, 2〉. Stretched states with larger values for J’ are equally
well suited as experimentally demonstrated in [27].

Figure 2.8 (a) shows the cooling scheme for a closed-shell symmetric top molecule
with the excited state |1, 2, 2, 2〉 which decays to only five ground states. The best
choice for the |s〉 and |w〉 state are |0, 2, 2, 2〉 and |0, 2, 2, 1〉, respectively as they
allow the largest energy removal while maintaining a good trap depth for molecules
in |w〉. The |w〉 state as well as the dark states |d1〉-|d3〉 need to be repumped, where
state selectivity can be, for example, achieved by frequency selectivity. To achieve
this, an offset field Eoff has to be applied in the central region of the trap causing
a Stark splitting such that the states can be individually addressed by tuning the
frequencies of the light fields. The dark states |d1〉-|d3〉 can be coupled to |w〉 via
microwave radiation while the population in |w〉 is transferred to the excited state
|e〉 by laser radiation, allowing population to accumulate in |s〉. A more advanced
version of the cooling scheme is depicted in Figure 2.8 (b) utilising the low-field
seeking dark states as additional cooling levels.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Position dependent representation of a cooling scheme for a
closed-shell symmetric top molecule in an electric trap. (b) Extension of the
scheme presented in (a) by including the dark states as additional cooling
levels. The scheme is depicted in the electric field dependent representation
and the grey colored states are not part of the cooling cycle as decays to these
states are dipole forbidden.

Using this simple, idealised example depicted in Figure 2.8, we can also illustrate
polarisation selectivity. Coupling of the two rotational levels J = 3 and J = 2
involved in the cooling scheme can be achieved by using π-polarised light. The
population is driven from the ground state back to the excited state by means of
σ−-polarised light via |w1〉 = |0, 2, 2, 1〉, as illustrated in Figure 2.8 (b). So far this
oonly repumps four of the five ground state thus in addition we have to couple
the s3 state into the system by radio-frequency in the high field region. However
polarisation selectivity does not allow to cool both ±K states simultaneously as
reversing K also reverses M .

The last of the three techniques, introduced in section 2.3.1 makes use of the
electric field dependence of the transition frequencies in combination with a detuned
light field. For the example depicted in Figure 2.8 (b) transitions from J ′ = 2 to
J = 2 are especially well suited for this technique, as the dipole moments of states
with J ′ = J are typically similar. Applying an external electric field shifts the
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transition frequencies such that σ−-transitions are blue-detuned. Illuminating the
sample with blue-detuned light provides identical results as polarisation selectivity
with σ−-polarised light with one major advantage, as it allows to simultaneously
cool both components of ±K. There is one important subtlety we need to consider
to successfully implement this technique; the coupling of J ′ = 2 to J = 2 has to
happen at a much faster rate than the remixing of the rotational levels.

To install an efficient cooling scheme it is important that states outside of the
cooling cycle are not unintentionally populated. Therefore we need to carefully
inspect the system for driving of unwanted transitions by the applied radiation
fields. For closed-shell symmetric top molecules the rotational constants of the
vibrational excited and the vibrational ground state are typically quite similar, such
that the transition frequency of |2, 2,M〉 ↔ |2, 2,M ′〉 and |3, 2,M〉 ↔ |3, 2,M ′〉
are also similar. Furthermore microwave radiation used to couple the rotational
ground states |2, 2,M〉 ↔ |3, 2,M〉 is similar in frequency to the same transition in
the excited state |2, 2,M ′〉 ↔ |3, 2,M ′〉. Both scenarios can cause a population of
the |3, 2,M ′〉 state which creates additional decay channels outside of the cooling
scheme, as e.g. populating states in the J = 4 level. These two specific examples
for the cooling scheme depicted in Figure 2.8 are used to illustrate the problem of
coupling to other states. In general the coupling to unwanted states needs careful
analysis of the system as it depends a lot on the molecular parameters and the
details of the experiment. Concepts to deal with other resonant state in the energy
structure of the molecule can be found here 2.3.1.

2.4.2 Opto-electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling of
an idealised diatomic radical

In this section we show how to design an opto-electric and an opto-magnetic Sisyphus
cooling scheme for an idealised pure Hund’s case (a) diatomic radical. Idealised in
this respect means that we choose a molecule with a suitable but common electronic
structure, as introduced in section 2.3.4, consisting of a X2Π(v = 0) electronic
ground and a A2∆(v′ = 0) electronic excited state. Furthermore, for now we neglect
hyperfine coupling, to illustrate the important concepts for Sisyphus cooling of a
diatomic radical without being lost in molecule-specific details. We also assume the
FCF to be one such that we can neglect loss of population to higher vibrational
states.

Opto-electric Sisyphus cooling

The idealised diatomic molecule we consider shows many similarities but, also clear
deviations from, a symmetric top molecule when designing a cooling scheme. The
first difference is that we can utilise an excited electronic state for diatomic radicals
[22]. The merit of an electronic transition is the fast spontaneous decay rate that
allows us to extend the cooling scheme to molecules with decay channels to high-
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field-seeking states. The photon cycling rate, and therefore the repumping rate, can
now be faster than the trap frequency, which will become important later in this
section. Nevertheless one should always try to avoid decay channels to high-field-
seeking states either by the methods described section 2.3 or by utilising selection
rules. The selection rules for a pure Hund’s case (a) electronic transition are given
by Equation 2.14, which we can exploit to minimise the number of possible decay
channels.

The idealise molecule we consider has a spin of S = 1/2, causing the excited
state to split into two spin-orbit components 2∆5/2 and 2∆3/2 and the ground state
divides into the two components 2Π3/2 and 2Π1/2. From inspection of the selection
rules (Equation 2.14), using the Ω′ = 5/2 component of the excited state allows us
to restrict the decay to Ω = 3/2 only.

To further minimise the number of decay channels and to ideally only decay
to low-field-seeking states we have to inspect the basis states of a Hund’s case (a)
molecule in the presence of an applied offset field. The offset field mixes the zero-
field basis states with well defined parity, given by Equation 2.4, and the eigenstates
asymptotically become |J,Ω,MJ〉 states. These are states with a signed value of Ω
and the sign is conserved during spontaneous emission, so that a low-field-seeking
excited state can only decay to a low-field-seeking ground state. However, in contrast
to closed-shell symmetric top molecules, for diatomic radicals the opposite parity
states are not degenerate but typically separated by a few hundred MHz up to several
GHz, depending on the molecular state and the molecule of choice. Therefore states
of opposite parity are usually not well mixed at small electric fields, Eoff � ∆/2d,
with ∆ being the inversion splitting and d the dipole moment of the molecule.
Consequently a description by parity eigenstates, given by Equation 2.4, is most
accurate and only at large electric fields, Eoff � ∆/2d, states with a signed value of
Ω provide a good description. For Eoff � ∆/2d diatomic radicals behave identical
to closed-shell symmetric top molecules and spontaneous decay can only occur from
low-field-seekers to low-field-seekers. However, in an intermediate regime, where
neither parity eigenstates nor states with a signed value of Ω provide an accurate
description, population decays to both components of the inversion doublet, making
an electronic excited state mandatory to ensure fast repumping of the high field
seeking component of the inversion doublet.

Besides complicating the decay in the centre region of the potential the Λ- or
Ω-doublets can also cause problems when transferring population from the |s〉 to
the |w〉 state in the high field region of the trap, as illustrated in Figure 2.9 (a). If
the applied offset field is too low to couple the opposite parity states of the inversion
doublet strongly, population can be accidentally transferred from low-field-seeking
to high-field-seeking states. This happens if the radiation driving |s〉 → |w〉 in
the high field region is resonant with opposite parity states in the centre of the
potential and can be avoided by applying a large enough offset field, Eoff � ∆/2d,
as illustrated in Figure 2.9 (b). In this situation the eigenstates are characterised
by a signed value of Ω such that transitions changing the sign of Ω or equivalently
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Figure 2.9: (a) Radiation driving the |s〉 → |w〉 transition in the high field
region also couples opposite parity states in the centre of the potential. (b)
Suppression of the transition to the lower inversion component by increasing
the offset field to Eoff � Ec, with Ec = ∆/2d. (c) No population transfer
in the low field region of the trap as the inversion doublet is larger than the
differential stark shift of the |s〉 and |w〉 state in the high field region.

transitions between the two components of the inversion doublet are suppressed.
Another possibility to avoid a coupling between the upper and the lower component
of the inversion doublet is shown in Figure 2.9 (c). Here the combination of the
inversion splitting with an applied offset field Eoff, creates a separation between the
opposite parity states of the Λ- or Ω-doublet that is significantly larger than the
energy spacing between the |s〉 and the |w〉 state at the maximum electric field.
Thus radiation driving the |s〉 → |w〉 transition in the high field region is no longer
resonant with opposite parity states in the low field region of the trap. These three
techniques are generic and can be applied across any molecule with this structure.
It also highlights the power of having a tunable offset potential field, as discussed
in Section 2.3.5.

Taking these considerations into account we can design an opto-electric cooling
scheme for an idealised diatomic Hund’s case (a) molecule with A2∆5/2(v′ = 0)
excited and X2Π3/2(v = 0) ground state, illustrated in Figure 2.10 (a). By choosing
the |5

2
, 5

2
, 5

2
〉 excited state in the |J,Ω,MJ〉 basis, we restrict the decay to the Ω =

3/2 component of the ground state and ensure that the inversion doublets of all
states involved in the cooling scheme are small enough to be strongly mixed by a
reasonably low offset field Eoff. Therefore the basis |J,Ω,MJ〉 provides the most
accurate description and the low-field-seeking excited state can only decay to low-
field-seeking ground states as the sign of Ω is preserved in a spontaneous emission
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Figure 2.10: (a) Opto-electric and (b) opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling scheme
of a pure Hund’s case (a) idealised diatomic radical with A2∆(v = 0) elec-
tronic excited and X2Π(v′ = 0) electronic ground state. The thick arrows
illustrate repumping of multiple M-levels, whereas the thin arrows indicate
repumping of a single M-state.
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event. The most suited pair of states in the ground state for |s〉 and |w〉 are the
|5
2
, 3

2
, 5

2
〉 and the |5

2
, 3

2
, 3

2
〉 state, as they allow to remove a significant amount of energy

while the population transferred to the |w〉 state remains well trapped. Here, our
choice of the excited state has another merit due to it’s strong decay to the |s〉
state. Further decay channels are distributed over three different J levels, J = 7/2,
J = 5/2 and J = 3/2 according to the Hund’s case (a) selection rules, given by
Equation 2.14. Possible decay channels, except for |s〉 and |w〉, are highlighted
by black solid lines in Figure 2.10 (a). To enable multiple cooling cycles we have
to repump all decay channels, which are not required for cooling, by broad band
coupling in the centre region of the trap. Thus we have to avoid |s〉 to be addressed
by the repumping light in the trap centre using the methods presented in section
2.3.1. For the example presented in Figure 2.10 (a) we make use of the homogeneous
offset field in the centre of the trap to achieve frequency selectivity such that we do
not repump |s〉 but transfer population from |s〉 to |w〉 in the high field region of
the trap to remove kinetic energy from the system.

Opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling

Besides utilising the strong interaction between the molecules electric dipole moment
and an external electric field for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, molecular radicals
are also well suited for opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling. Here one makes use of the
interaction between the spin and orbital angular momentum of the molecule and the
applied external magnetic field. A key difference between opto-electric and opto-
magnetic Sisyphus cooling is that electric fields mix states of opposite parity whereas
magnetic fields couple states with identical parity. Thus, independent of the mag-
nitude of the Λ- or Ω-doubling, the Zeeman shift is linear, even at small magnetic
fields, as can be seen in Figure 2.10 (b) and the parity basis is well-defined across
the entire potential. As a consequence, the complications arising from the inver-
sion doublets with respect to the decay channels for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling,
discussed section 2.4.2, can be omitted for it’s magnetic counterpart. Applying an
offset field is therefore only required to achieve state selectivity and not to suppress
decay channels to high-field-seeking states. For opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling a
restriction of the decay to low-field-seekers only can be achieved simply by choosing
M ′

J ≥ 3/2 for the excited state. However, the fact that opposite parity states are
not mixed by the applied magnetic field complicates the population transfer from
|s〉 to |w〉 in the high-field region of the trap as magnetic transitions are weak in
comparison to electric dipole transitions. Consequently if the |s〉 → |w〉 transition is
accidentally resonant with a transition between opposite parity states elsewhere in
the trap, the electric dipole transition will be driven with a much larger rate. One
can avoid this by carefully choosing the |s〉 → |w〉 transition frequency such that
no opposite parity state is resonant, which works in particular well for molecules
with large inversion splitting and if the upper component of the inversion doublet is
used for cooling, as illustrated in Figure 2.11 (a). However, we have to keep in mind
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Figure 2.11: Opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling of a molecule with (a) large
inversion splitting utilising a magnetic transition, (b) intermediate and (c)
small inversion doubling using electric dipole transitions to opposite parity
states.

that this only works if the magnetic field does not exceed Bmax or for molecules
with sufficiently low kinetic energy. Otherwise, as illustrated in Figure 2.11 (a), |w〉
can be transferred to an opposite parity state, that is not suited to remove kinetic
energy from the sample. As depicted in Figure 2.11 (b) and (c) one can also utilise
electric dipole transitions to transfer population from |s〉 to |w〉 in the high-field re-
gion by including the opposite parity component of the Λ- or Ω-doublet utilising two
light fields of different frequncy. Figure 2.11 (b) illustrates an example scheme for a
rather large inversion splitting whereas (c) demonstrates a possible implementation
for a small Λ- or Ω-doublet. Besides applying radiation with two distinct frequen-
cies in the high-field region of the trap one can also choose |s〉 and |w〉 from the
two opposite parity components of the inversion doublet. However in this situation
both components of the inversion doublet need to be coupled to the excited state
and and the inversion splitting adds or subtracts an offset to the driving frequency
in the high field region.

For the example scheme depicted in Figure 2.10 (b) we use a A2∆(v′ = 0) excited
and a X2Π(v = 0) ground state. For molecules in a 2Π state, only the Ω = 3/2
component shows a strong magnetic field interaction. For states with Ω = 1/2,
Σ = ±1/2 and Λ = ±1 point in opposite directions such that in combination with
the Landé g-factors of gL ≈ 1 and gs ≈ 2 the Zeeman shift is apporximately zero.
Therefore we use the Ω′ = 5/2 component of the excited state as it solely decays to
X2Π3/2. Furthermore, as already mentioned, choosing M ′

J ≥ 3/2 ensures decay to
low-field seeking states only, such that |−, 5

2
, 5

2
, 5

2
〉 is a good choice for the excited
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state. As we consider a pure Hund’s case (a) coupling scheme and due to the fact
that the parity must change in an electric dipole transition we only decay to seven
states. According to the discussion of the previous paragraph we can either use a
magnetic or two-electric dipole transitions to transfer population in the high-field
region of the trap, which we label with |s2〉 → |w2〉 and |s1〉 → |w1〉 in Figure 2.10
(b), respectively. Which of the two schemes is more suited to remove kinetic energy
depends on the molecule of choice and the experimental details.

2.4.3 Moving away from the ideal case

Unfortunately, diatomic radicals will typically deviate from the idealised example
introduced in the previous section. In general there are four common complications,
which we will introduce in the following and consider their impact on successful im-
plementation of opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling. Typically FCF 6= 1
for diatomic radicals, so that in an electronic transition population does not only
decay to a single vibrational level, but can include multiple vibrational states. Here,
if necessary, vibrational repump lasers can be added as for the standard laser cooling
experiments. The second complication arises from the nuclear spin angular momen-
tum diatomic radicals typically possess and the resulting hyperfine structure that
needs to be considered when designing a cooling scheme. Furthermore we need to
take into account that the energy level structure of diatomic molecules often devi-
ates from a pure Hund’s case (a) structure, and many diatomic molecules do not
possess an inversion doublet in the ground state. For each of these we consider the
complications to opto-electric and opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling and how they can
be countered for successful implementation.

Hyperfine structure

To include hyperfine structure we couple the nuclear spin I and the electronic angular
momentum J of the molecule to obtain the total angular momentum F according
to F = I +J [13]. When no external field is applied the total angular momentum is
degenerate with a (2F +1)-degeneracy. However, in the presence of an external field
the degeneracy is lifted and MF , the projection of F onto the external field axis, can
take the values −F,−F+1, ..., F−1, F . In general the interaction of the nuclear spin
with other angular momenta components is weak and only leads to small splittings,
which typically do not exceed a few hundred MHz. Typically the application of a
moderate offset field in the centre of the trap is sufficient to uncouple the nuclear
spin such that |F,MF 〉 states form groups that behave like a single |J,MJ〉 state. In
this situation the hyperfine levels do not need to be considered as individual states
but can simply be treated as a broadening of the transition for the respective |J,MJ〉
state.
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Figure 2.12: (a) Electric field response of a Hund’s case (b) diatomic
molecule with Λ > 0. (b) Zoom-in to the low-field region of (a).

Molecules with intermediate or Hund’s case (b) coupling scheme

In the idealised example, introduced in the previous section, both the electronic
excited state as well as the electronic ground state were assumed to have pure
Hund’s case (a) character. However, often an intermediate coupling scheme between
Hund’s case (a) and (b) or a description by pure Hund’s case (b) is more accurate.
For molecules with Λ > 0 in the electronic ground state the concepts introduced in
section 2.4.2 still apply and the behavior is in many cases similar to a pure Hund’s
case (a) molecule, however Ω will no longer be well defined. As a consequence
additional decay channels that were previously forbidden by selection rules are now
allowed, creating more states that have to be repumped, such that the repumping
scheme becomes more evolved. For pure Hund’s case (b) molecules the spin-rotation
interaction can be weak such that the splitting between the different spin-rotation
components J = N ±S will be mixed already at typical offset fields in the centre of
the trap. This in combination with hyperfine coupling, causing anticrossings in the
low-field region, complicates the design of a successful cooling scheme. Figure 2.12
(a) illustrates two possible solutions; the first solution requires applying a minimal
electric field Emin in the centre of the potential which ensures that all spins are
decoupled. In this situation the states are described by the rotational quantum
number N , where J and F are no longer well defined. The second solution requires
molecules that are cold enough such that one can restrict the field to Emax, as
depicted in Figure 2.12 (a) and by the zoom-in in Figure 2.12 (b). Here one makes
use of the fact that for low enough fields the hyperfine and spin-rotation levels are
still well defined.
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Molecules without orbital angular momentum in the electronic ground
state

The vast majority of molecules that has been directly cooled to ultracold tempera-
tures, like CaF or SrF, has a A2Π electronic excited and a X2Σ electronic ground
state, which has Λ = 0. Consequently these molecules do not possess a pair of
degenerate or closely spaced opposite parity states in the electronic ground state,
and therefore no linear Stark shift for low or moderate electric fields. Instead for
molecules with a Σ ground state the electric field couples adjacent rotational lev-
els resulting in a quadratic Stark shift, as can be seen in Figure 2.13 (a). As the
splitting between the rotational states is typically on the order of several tens to
hundreds of GHz, the field response remains quadratic even for electric fields as
large as 100kV/cm. Consequently the energy removal per scattered photon is small
compared to typical values for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. Furthermore in the
presence of a sufficiently large electric field parity is no longer well defined, which
increases the number of possible decay channels significantly. We can take an ex-
emplary look at the standard laser cooling transition for these molecules, given by
X2Σ+(v = 0) |ε = −1, N = 1〉 → A2Π1/2(v′ = 0) |ε′ = +1, J ′ = 1/2〉 [117]. This
transition is rotationally closed, however in the presence of a sufficiently strong
electric field this is no longer the case and the excited state can decay to three ro-
tational levels, N = 0, 1, 2, where each of them requires a separate repump laser.
Furthermore none of these rotational levels are well suited for opto-electric Sisyphus
cooling, as there is no pair of low-field-seeking states on which to operate the cool-
ing. In contrast the N = 3 level can be used for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling as
it provides two low-field-seeking states with a decent differential Stark shift and a
|w〉 state with acceptable trap depth, as illustrated in Figure 2.13 (a). However,
to enable decay to the N = 3 level we need to choose an excited state with larger
angular momentum than the |J ′,Ω′〉 = |1/2, 1/2〉 used for laser cooling. For exam-
ple A2Π3/2(v′ = 0) |J ′ = 7/2,Ω′ = 3/2,M ′

J = 1/2〉, illustrated in Figure 2.13 (a), is
a good choice for the excited state with a strong decay to the |s〉 state. A con-
sequence of the larger angular momentum is that the excited state decays now to
four (N = 2, 3, 4, 5) instead of three rotational levels, which complicates the cooling
scheme even further. Moreover molecules with a Σ ground state have another dis-
advantage for the implementation of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling; the state with
the smallest MJ -value has the strongest low-field-seeking electric field response, such
that polarisation selectivity can not be utilised to distinguish states. Thus in total
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of a A2Π−X2Σ molecule is in principle possible but
extremely challenging, and not worthwhile when many successful laser cooling tech-
niques exist for these molecules. This illustrates how opto-electric Sisyphus cooling
is a complementary technique to laser cooling.

When considering opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling of molecules with Λ = 0 in
the electronic ground state we have to take a look at the magnetic field response of
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Figure 2.13: (a) Schematic illustration of an opto-electric Sisyphus cooling
scheme for molecules with an A2Π(v′ = 0) excited and a X2Σ(v = 0) ground
state. (b) Magnetic field response of the example illustrated in (a).
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a Hund’s case (b) molecule in a strong magnetic field, which is given by [156]

∆ΛNS =

(
gL

Λ2MN

N(N + 1)
+ gSMS

)
µBB. (2.16)

As usual the Bohr magneton is given by µB and the Landé g-factors associated
with L and S are described by gL and gS. The projections of N and S onto the
external field axis are characterised by MN and MS, respectively. For a molecule
without orbital angular momentum in the electronic ground state, Λ = 0, we can
see from Equation 2.16 that the spin quantum number MS determines the Zeeman
shift for large magnetic fields. Thus the magnetic field response of a molecule with
spin S = 1/2 is given by a low-field- and a high-field-seeking component for a
given rotational state according to MS = ±1/2, as illustrated in Figure 2.13 (b).
Consequently there is no pair of states with a suitable differential Zeeman shift
across the rotational ladder of a X2Σ state for opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling at
large magnetic fields.

Although not shown in this thesis, at ultracold temperatures (∼ 70µK) opto-
magnetic Sisyphus cooling can be realised in a Ioffe-Pritchard trap for molecules
without orbital angular momentum in the electronic ground state, Λ = 0 . Here,
similar to example shown in section 2.4.3, one makes use of the fact that at small
magnetic fields (∼ 150µT) F is still well defined as the nuclear spin is coupled to
the electronic angular momentum.

2.4.4 Cooling a linear triatomic radical molecule

Another class of molecules that is amenable to opto-electric Sisyphus cooling are
linear triatomic radicals. After the discussions in the previous sections this might
be surprising, as the most popular examples of this class of molecules used in the
field of cold and ultracold molecules, like SrOH, CaOH or YbOH, occur in a Σ
vibronic ground state with Λ=0 [157]. Thus these molecules do not posses a pair
of degenerate or closely spaced opposite parity states in the ground state which at
first glance makes them unsuitable for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling. However, in
contrast to diatomic molecules, linear triatomic molecules posses additional degrees
of freedom, including the vibrational bending mode v

|`|
2 , introduced in section 2.2.3.

This degenerate vibrational bending mode can give rise to an angular momentum
G with projection ±` onto the molecular symmetry axis. This results, similar to
diatomic molecules with Λ- or Ω-doubling, in a pair of closely spaced opposite parity
states, which is the perfect starting point for a successful implementation of opto-
electric Sisyphus cooling. However, these molecules are not suited for opto-magnetic
cooling even if a vibrational angular momentum is excited, as it only slightly modifies
the magnetic moment and the Zeeman shift of the molecule. For a radical with spin
S = 1/2 the magnetic field response in the high field limit is given by the two spin
configurations MS = ±1/2. Consequently, the differential Zeeman shift is negligible
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Figure 2.14: Opto-electric Sisyphus cooling scheme for a linear triatomic
radical with a Ã2Π excited and X̃2∆ ground state, where both states are

excited to the vibrational bending mode v
|`|
2 = 22.

over the whole rotational ladder, rendering these molecules as not useful for opto-
magnetic Sisyphus cooling. Therefore the rest of this section we will focus exclusively
on opto-electric Sisyphus cooling.

In order to make use of the vibrational angular momentum of linear triatomic
molecules for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling, the FCFs are required to be diagonal
such that the molecules remain in the vibrational bending mode throughout the
cooling process. Following Kozyryev [146] we can estimate the respective FCFs,
where e.g. the vibrational branching of the Ã2Π(0, 22, 0) excited state of SrOH can be
calculated to be highly diagonal with FCF ≈ 0.95 and similar results are obtained for
YbOH and CaOH. This allows to scatter ∼ 20 photons before population is lost from
the cooling cycle to higher vibrational levels. Due to the large energy removal for
opto-electric Sisyphus cooling this can be enough to reach the ultracold temperature
regime, however if more photons need to be scattered vibrational repump lasers can
be added to the system, as in a standard laser cooling experiment. These molecules
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are close to ideal, we can not only make use of the vibrational angular momentum
of a linear triatomic molecule for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling but also utilise an
electronic excited state to cool the polyatomic molecules and benefit from its large
spontaneous decay rate.

In the example illustrated in Figure 2.14 we assume the FCF to be one and
the lifetime of the vibrational bending mode sufficiently long to cool the molecu-
lar sample to ultracold temperatures, such that the vibrational quantum numbers
(v1, v

|`|
2 , v3) are the same in the ground and the excited state during the cooling

process. Thus the only relevant aspect of the molecules vibrational state for the
design of the cooling scheme is the impact of the vibrational angular momentum
on the electronic and rotational structure of the molecule. The presence of vibra-
tional angular momentum can change the character of the state, as it is no longer
described by Λ but by K = Λ + `, for additional information we refer the reader to
section 2.2.3. For the example depicted in Figure 2.14 we assume the molecule to
be excited to the vibrational bending mode v

|`|
2 = 22 such that the ground state can

change it’s character from X̃2Σ(0, 0, 0) to X̃2∆(0, 22, 0) (which has the character
of a 2∆ electronic state of a diatomic molecule) while the Π-character of excited
state X̃2Π(0, 22, 0) can remain unchanged with ` and Λ having two opposite senses
of rotation. Typically the `-doubling is in the MHz range and therefore orders of
magnitude smaller than Λ- or Ω doubling, thus for molecules with Λ = 0 in the
electronic ground state, many of the complications discussed in section 2.4.2 can be
omitted. In this situation the Hunds’s case (b) basis provides the best description,
as spin-orbit interaction is not existent for molecules with Λ = 0. The rotational
states are labelled with the quantum number N ≥ K, where each N is split by
the spin-rotation interaction into J = N ± 1/2 for a molecule with spin S = 1/2.
As discussed in section 2.4.3 already at moderate electric fields the different spin-
rotation components can be coupled strongly so that the electric field response is
characterised by N,MN and J is no longer well defined. Each N -level consists
of two nearly degenerate states, as depicted in Figure 2.14, with spin components
MS = ±1/2. Depending on the angular momentum coupling scheme of the excited
state this can complicate the decay in the centre of the potential. If the excited state
is most accurately described by a Hund’s case (b) basis then the situation is unprob-
lematic and the decay of N ′ is restricted according to ∆N = 0,±1 [13]. However if
the excited state is best described by a Hund’s case (a) coupling scheme, as depicted
in Figure 2.14, the situation becomes more complex as J is not well defined in the
ground state and N ′ is not defined in the excited state. If the spin-rotation compo-
nents are coupled strongly by the applied electric field, then each N -level contains a
superposition of both spin-rotation components J = N ± 1/2. In combination with
the selection rule ∆J = 0,±1 [13] a given excited state with a well defined value
for J ′ and Ω′ will decay to the four ground states N = J ′ ± 1/2 and N = J ′ ± 3/2.
However we can make use of the vibrational angular momentum to restrict the num-
ber of decay channels, as illustrated in Figure 2.14. Using a vibrational mode with
` ≥ 2 provides the possibility to design a cooling scheme with a Ã2Π(0, 22, 0) ex-
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cited and a X̃2∆(0, 22, 0) ground state, where in absence of rotational excitation,
the angular momentum in the ground state (K = 2) is larger than in the excited
state (K ′ = 1). For K ′ = 1 the state with minimal angular momentum is given by
J ′ = 1/2,Ω′ = 1/2 for a Hund’s case (a) basis and by N ′ = 1, J ′ = 1/2 for a Hund’s
case (b) basis. As the ground state can have K = 2 character, the lowest rotational
level is N = 2 and it’s spin rotation components J = 5/2 and J = 3/2 are the
only possible decay channels of the J ′ = 1/2 excited state. Thus, we can design a
cooling scheme where the excited states decays to a single rotational level and, as
illustrated in Figure 2.14, for a sufficiently large offset field Eoff the excited state
decays to low-field-seeking states only. Kinetic energy is removed from the sample
by transferring population from the MN = 2 to the MN = 1 level in the high-field
region of the trap. In this example we utilise the offset field in the centre of the
potential to achieve state selectivity to repump the MN = 0, 1 state. As the dark
state |d〉 to first order shows no electric field response fast repumping is required
to avoid that population is lost from the cooling cycle. Furthermore we want to
note that for the example illustrated in Figure 2.14 we assumed that the separation
between the N = 2 and the N = 3 level of the ground state is large such that they
are not mixed by the applied electric field, as this would create an additional decay
channel to the N = 3 level. This represents a feasible cooling scheme for these types
of molecules, and thereby allows the preparation of cold and ultracold samples of
linear polyatomic molecules.

2.5 Example scheme CH

As illustrated in the previous sections molecules with inversion doublet in the ground
state are promising candidates for a successful implementation of opto-electric or
opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling. As discussed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.4 symmetric
top and linear triatomic molecules are in general well suited candidates due to the K-
degeneracy or the possibility of exciting a bending vibrational mode, respectively.
In contrast, only diatomic molecules with Λ > 0 in the electronic ground state
possess inversion doublets and are promising candidates. Although the majority of
diatomic molecules that have been directly cooled to ultracold temperatures occur
in a Σ ground state with Λ = 0 there are many examples for diatomic molecules
that are potentially well suited for opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling,
including CH, OH, NO, NH, SH [13] with a range of interesting properties including
time-variation of fundamental constants [158], chemical reactions[159] or astronomy
[160].

In the following we will apply the concepts introduced in the previous sections
exemplary to the diatomic radical molecule CH, that has a A2∆(v′ = 0) electronic
excited and a X2Π(v = 0) electronic ground state [158]. In contrast to the example
schemes depicted so far, where we used frequency selectivity in the centre of the
trap to distinguish states, CH is in particular well suited to illustrate how to utilise
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Figure 2.15: (a) Zero-field energy spectrum of the electronic X2Π(v = 0)
ground and A2∆(v′ = 0) excited state of CH, with the rotational levels drawn
to scale, while the parity doublets were exaggerated by a factor of 20. The
ground and the excited state are best described by Hund’s case (b), thus
the rotational levels are labelled by N . (b) Zoom into the N = 1 level of
the ground state and (c) the N = 2 level of the excited state to depict the
hyperfine structure and the magnitude of the inversion doublets.

the amplitude of the various Stark shifts to achieve state selectivity as introduced
in 2.3.1. CH has a Franck-Condon factor of FCF= 0.99 [161], which enables us to
utilise an electronic excited state with a spontaneous decay rate of Γ = 2π×0.3MHz
[162]. The resulting fast photon cycling rate has the advantage that a successful
implementation of opto-electric Sisyphus cooling is possible even if population decays
to high-field-seeking states. Transitions between electronic ground state levels and
the excited state, given by |ε′ = −, N ′ = 2, |Λ′| = 2, J ′ = 3/2,M ′

J = 3/2〉 in the zero-
field basis, are driven by λ = 431nm light [163]. The zero-field energy level structure
of the relevant rotational states for cooling is depicted in Figure 2.15 (a), where the
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spacing between the individual rotational levels is drawn to scale but the magnitude
of the Λ-doublets is exaggerated by a factor of 20. Both the electronic excited as
well as the electronic ground state are most accurately described by a Hund’s case
(b) basis, |ε,N, |Λ|, J,MJ〉, so that the rotational levels are labelled by the quantum
number N , as introduced in section 2.2.2. Due to an electronic spin of S = 1/2
each rotational level is split by the spin-rotation interaction into two components,
given by J = N ± 1/2. Furthermore, the degeneracy of ±Λ in the electronic ground
and excited state is lifted by rotational and spin-orbit interaction, such that each J
state is split into two opposite parity components. In addition the interaction with
the nuclear spin I = 1/2 causes each Λ-doublet component to split into multiple
hyperfine levels described by the quantum number F and is illustrated for N = 1
of the ground state and N ′ = 2 of the excited state in Figure 2.15 (b) and (c),
respectively.

Cooling of CH is in many respects similar to the idealised example depicted in
section 2.4.2, with the distinction that CH is well approximated by a Hund’s case (b)
coupling scheme. Consequently the selection rules for an electronic transition are
given by ∆N = 0,±1 and ∆J = 0,±1 [13], as the spin-rotation interaction is large
enough such that J remains well defined for typical offset fields Eoff. In contrast,
for Eoff = 2.0kV/cm, F is no longer well defined, as the nuclear spin of the excited
state and the ground state levels, depicted in Figure 2.16 (a) and (b), is uncoupled
from J . Moreover, the offset field fully mixes the opposite parity components of the
inversion doublets of the excited state, as they are only separated by about 0.1MHz.
In contrast for the rotational levels of the ground state, depicted in Figure 2.16, the
magnitude of the Λ-doublet varies between 725MHz and 14.9GHz, such that the
field in the centre of the trap is not sufficient to fully mix the opposite parity states
of all rotational levels. Thus, as depicted in Figure 2.16 (a), decay to low-field and
high-field-seeking states is possible, but this does not exclude a successful cooling
scheme due to the large spontaneous decay rate of the electronic excited state, which
allows repumping of high-field seeking states before they are lost from the trap.

Figure 2.16 (b) shows the Stark shifts of the excited state and the ground states
|e〉 can decay to, where the low-field-seeking states of the N = 1, J = 3/2 and of the
N = 2, J = 3/2 level are both suited candidates for |s〉 and |w〉, with a maximum
energy removal of 11.4GHz and 11.0GHz per cooling cycle, respectively. In addition
to the large differential Stark shifts both rotational levels also fulfill the requirement
that population transferred from |s〉 to |w〉 in the high-field region of the potential
remains well trapped. In order to select which of the two rotational levels should
be used for the primary Sisyphus transfer we need to consider the temperature of
the molecular sample as well as the size of the inversion doublets in combination
with the applied offset field Eoff, as described in section 2.4.2. At zero electric field
the inversion splittings of the N = 1, J = 3/2 and the N = 2, J = 3/2 levels have
a magnitude of 725MHz and 7.4GHz, respectively. Thus, to transfer population
from |s〉 to |w〉 in the high-field region of the trap at transition frequencies larger
than 7.4GHz, the N = 1 level has to be used. This ensures that transitions from
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Figure 2.16: (a) Rotational branching of |e〉 at an applied offset field of
Eoff = 2.0kV/cm, indicated by the dashed blue vertical in (b). (b) Stark
shifts of the relevant levels for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of CH. A good
choice for the excited state is the N ′ = 2, J ′ = 3/2 rotational level and
depending on the temperature of the molecular sample, either the low-field-
seeking states of the N = 2, J = 3/2 or the N = 1, J = 3/2 level of the
ground state can be used for |s〉 and |w〉
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the MJ = 3/2 level to high-field seeking states are sufficiently suppressed by the
applied electric field, as introduced in section 2.4.2. In contrast for the N = 2
level the magnitude of the inversion splitting is too large to fully mix the associated
opposite parity states for most of the trapping fields. Consequently transitions from
|s〉 to the high-field-seeking component of the Λ-doublet are possible anywhere in
the trap where the associated energy separation is on resonance with the radiation
supposed to drive |s〉 → |w〉 in the high-field region. With the molecules getting
colder during the cooling process the transition frequency in the high-field region has
to be reduced accordingly. Thus for transitions frequencies of ∼ 7GHz or lower the
N = 2 level becomes well suited for the primary Sisyphus transfer. This is due to
the fact that transitions to the high-field-seeking component of the Λ-doublet in the
low-field region of the trap can not take place as the magnitude of inversion splitting
is larger than the frequency of the light field. The already mentioned reduction of
the transitions frequency during the cooling process is accompanied by the fact that
the population transfer happens at lower electric fields. Consequently the N = 1
level becomes less suited as the inversion doublets are no longer fully decoupled
for sufficiently low electric fields and population transfer to high-field-seeking states
becomes more likely. However, if the transition frequency is below ∼ 700MHz, the
N = 1 level is again well suited, as the transition frequency is smaller the then
725MHz splitting between the opposite parity states of the inversion doublet. At
this point we want to mention that the exact frequency cutoffs can of course deviate
from the numbers given in this paragraph, as they depend on the applied offset field.

State selectivity is a key requirement for a successful implementation of an opto-
electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling scheme. Of particular relevance is the
ability to repump all decay channels of |e〉 in the low-field region of the trap without
addressing |s〉. In the following we will demonstrate how to utilise the amplitude of
the Stark shifts of the ground states and the excited state to achieve the required
states selectivity for CH. We start with a simplified example using the rotational
levels N = 1, J = 3/2 of the electronic ground and N ′ = 2, J ′ = 3/2 of the electronic
excited state of CH to introduce the basic concepts. The electric field response of
both states is illustrated in Figure 2.16 (b) and in a more compact form in Figure
2.17 (a). We assume the offset the field in the centre of the trap to be sufficiently
large to suppress decay to high-field seeking states, such that |e〉 can only decay to
|s〉 and |w〉 for the example shown in Figure 2.17 (a) and (b). In order to make
use of the amplitude of the different Stark shifts to achieve state selectivity we need
to consider the electric field dependence of the corresponding transition frequencies.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.17 (b) for all dipole allowed transitions of the |s〉 and
|w〉 state. The color code illustrates the MJ -level of the ground state involved in the
transition, where red and blue indicate transitions including the MJ = +1/2-level
and MJ = +3/2-level, respectively. By choosing the detuning of the repumping
light field as indicated by the dashed orange line, we couple |w〉 back to the excited
state without addressing |s〉. Thus, just by using the different amplitudes of the
Stark shifts of the excited state and the ground state in combination with suited
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Figure 2.17: (a) Electric field response of the N ′ =, J ′ = 3/2 and the
N = 1, J = 3/2 level of the electronic excited and ground state, respectively.
(b) Electric field dependence of the transition frequency between electronic
ground and excited state, introduced in (a). The line color indicates the
ground state involved in the transitions, with red: MJ = +1/2 and blue:
MJ = +3/2. The dashed orange line depicts a a suited detuning of the light
field to couple |w〉 to |e〉, without addressing |s〉.

detuning of the light field we achieve the required state selectivity. We want to
emphasize that the example, depicted in Figure 2.17 (b), is simplified as we did
not consider hyperfine structure and more importantly we assumed that decay to
high-field-seeking states is suppressed by the applied offset field.

Including these complications increases the complexity of the system signifi-
cantly, as can be seen in Figure 2.18 (a) and (b), showing the electric field de-
pendence of the transition frequencies between the N ′ = 2, J ′ = 3/2 level of the
electronic excited state and the N = 1, J = 3/2 and N = 2, J = 3/2 levels of the
electronic ground state, respectively. To successfully apply opto-electric Sisyphus
cooling to CH, state selectivity is only required for these two ground state levels, as
they are the only suited candidates for the primary Sisyphus transfer for the example
scheme depicted in this section. For the other decay channels of |e〉 repumping can
be simply achieved by coupling the individual rotational levels to the excited state
using microwave and laser radiation, as illustrated in Figure 2.16 (a). Identical to
the simplified example depicted in the previous paragraph, in Figure 2.18 (a) and
(b), we use the line color to indicate the MJ level of the ground state involved in
the transition (blue: MJ = 3/2, red: MJ = 1/2, black: MJ = −1/2 and green:
MJ = −3/2).
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Figure 2.18: Electric field dependence of all dipole-allowed transition fre-
quencies between the individual M -states of the N ′ = 2, J ′ = 3/2 level of the
electronic excited state and the (a) N = 2, J = 3/2 and (b) N = 1, J = 3/2
level of the electronic ground state, respectively. Each MJ level is associ-
ated with multiple hyperfine states. The color code labels the MJ level of the
ground state inolved in the transition, with blue: MJ = 3/2, red: MJ = 1/2,
black: MJ = −1/2 and green: MJ = −3/2. The orange dashed line indicates
a suited detuning for the repumping light field.

For the N = 1, J = 3/2 level, illustrated in Figure 2.18 (a), transitions to |s〉 can
only occur up to detunings of 190MHz, whereas all the other MJ levels of the ground
state can be addressed with larger positive detunings, providing the required state
selectivity. Using an offset field of Eoff ≈ 2.0 kV/cm and a detuning of ∼ 470MHz,
indicated by the dashed orange line in Figure 2.18 (a), couples the different hyperfine
components of |w〉 to the excited state at electric field values of about 2.0kV/cm and
2.6kV/cm. At similar field strengths transitions with MJ = −1/2 and MJ = −3/2
can be driven, such that all possible decay channels except for |s〉 are repumped in
the low-field region of the trap. Using a detuning of about 470MHz has an additional
advantage, as the |w〉 state is solely driven in the low-field region of the potential.
This is important as additional driving of the MJ = 1/2 level at larger electric fields
sets an upper bound to the initial kinetic energy of the molecules.

At this point we want to note that by making use of the electric field dependence
of the transition frequencies in combination with a detuned light field unintentional
population of other M ′

J states within the rotational level of the excited state |e〉 can
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often not be avoided. However, except for altering the branching ratio to |s〉, this
does not affect the cooling scheme as all high- and low-field-seeking components of
the ground state are repumped with this technique anyways.

For the example shown in Figure 2.18 (a) coupling to M ′
J = −1/2 and the M ′

J =
−3/2 of the excited state is possible for radiation with a detuning of ∼ 470MHz via
the high-field-seeking ground states MJ = −1/2 and the MJ = −3/2. However, at
an offset field of Eoff ≈ 2.0 kV/cm the opposite parity states of the inversion doublet
of the N = 1, J = 3/2 level are already fairly well mixed, as they are only separated
by 725MHz, such that transitions to these high-field-seeking states are possible but
strongly suppressed. Only about 1% and 2% of the population in |e〉 decays to
the hyperfine components of the high-field-seeking MJ = −3/2 and MJ = −1/2
state, respectively. However, as already mentioned, the repumping light couples
these states not to |e〉, but to the M ′

J = −1/2 and the M ′
J = −3/2 level, causing

a reduction of the branching ratio to |s〉 from 11% to 9%. By choosing an offset
field significantly larger than Eoff ≈ 2.0 kV/cm decay channels to high-field-seeking
states are suppressed even further such that repumping of the MJ = −1/2 and the
MJ = −3/2 levels is no longer required and consequently the M ′

J = −1/2 and the
M ′

J = −3/2 are not populated any longer. In this situation the repumping scheme
strongly resembles the idealised example depicted in Figure 2.17 (b).

The second rotational level with suitable states for |s〉 and |w〉 is N = 2, J = 3/2,
possessing a ten times larger inversion splitting than the N = 1, J = 3/2 level. Thus,
for reasonably large electric fields in the centre of the potential, it is not possible to
fully mix the opposite parity states of the inversion doublet to exclude decay to high-
field-seekers. However as we address all low-field- and high-field-seeking MJ states
of the N = 2, J = 3/2 level, except for the |s〉 state, with the repumping light field,
as illustrated in Figure 2.18 (b), we can also utilise this rotational level for cooling.
Driving the |s〉 state is only possible up to detunings of about 2GHz, whereas all
the other MJ states of the N = 2, J = 3/2 level of the electronic ground states can
be coupled to the N ′ = 2, J ′ = 3/2 level of the excited state with larger positive
detunings. Thus the required state selectivity can be achieved, e.g. by using light
fields with detunings of ∼ 3.6GHz and ∼ 13.3GHz, as depicted by the two dashed
orange lines in Figure 2.18 (b). These light fields drive the MJ = 1/2, MJ = −1/2
and the MJ = −3/2 level at an electric field of about 15kV/cm, without additional
driving of MJ = 1/2 for field strengths of more than 60kV/cm. A disadvantage of
this repumping scheme is that the transitions occur at a comparably large electric
field of 15kV/cm. At this field strength molecules in the MJ = 3/2 state have a
potential energy of about 100mK, which limits the minimal achievable temperature
as the potential energy is converted into kinetic energy when the molecules move
towards lower electric fields in the trap . In principle this problem can be solved
by applying an offset field of Eoff = 15kV/cm, however an experimental realisation
of such a large offset field can be quite challenging for many trap designs. In order
to reach lower temperatures one can couple the N = 2, J = 3/2 ground state to
the N ′ = 2, J ′ = 3/2 level of the excited state at a field strength of 9kV/cm, where
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the potential energy of molecules in the MJ = 3/2 state is just slightly higher
than 40mK. Therefor radiation with detunings of of 2.2GHz, 9.8GHz and 10.2GHz
have to be utilised to drive transitions with the MJ = 1/2, MJ = −1/2 and the
MJ = −3/2 level, respectively. As radiation with a detuning of ∼ 10GHz will also
drive MJ = 1/2 transitions at electric fields of 44kV/cm this coupling scheme only
works for molecules with sufficiently low kinetic energy.



Chapter 3

Observation of electric field
dependent collisions – dipolar
relaxation

The rapid progress in the field of cold and ultracold molecule research in recent
years allowed both opto-electric Sisyphus cooling and direct laser cooling to prepare
samples of ultracold molecules [21, 18], where the to date lowest temperatures (few
µK) of directly cooled molecular samples were obtained utilising laser cooling tech-
niques [121, 20, 122]. Since it is unlikely to lower the temperature of the molecular
samples further using direct laser cooling [77], collision studies become increasingly
important. They provide insights into and control over elastic and inelastic scatter-
ing rates a prerequisite for successful evaporative or sympathetic cooling [62, 164] to
further increase the phase space density of the molecular samples and eventually ap-
proach quantum degeneracy [77]. In this chapter we present electric field controlled
collision studies between cold polyatomic molecules in an electric trap. The record
high flux of cold, slow and dense molecular samples produced by the Cryofuge [78],
enables us to directly observe dipolar collisions between trapped polyatomic CH3F
molecules. A semi-classical model, showing excellent agreement with the measured
data, allows us to identify the main collisional loss mechanism in our system, dipolar
relaxation to untrapped states. By tuning an external electric field we can reduce the
inelastic collisonal loss by a factor of two without altering the thermalising elastic
collisions, a prerequisite for potential future evaporative cooling experiments.

In section 3.1 we illustrate the experimental set-up used for the collision mea-
surements. The basic concepts of buffergas cooling are introduced in 3.1.1 as well
as electrostatic guiding and centrifuge deceleration in 3.1.2. The microstructured
electric trap is presented in section 3.1.3, before we end the experimental set up
section by introducing our detection method in 3.1.4. The collision measurements
are presented in section 3.2, starting with a description of the measurement scheme
in 3.2.1, followed by the velocity and state distribution measurements in 3.2.2 and
3.2.3, respectively. In the subsequent section 3.2.4 we present the observation of col-
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lisions between trapped molecules, before we show how to extract the two-body loss
rate k from the collision measurements in 3.2.5. In the last section of this chapter
3.2.6 we show the electric field dependence of the collision process that we utilise
to suppress inelastic losses. In addition we also introduce a semiclassical theory
describing the collision process in our trap, showing excellent agreement with the
measured data.

3.1 Experimental set up - the cryofuge

The starting point of our collision experiment is our unique molecular source, dubbed
cryofuge [78], schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1. It combines cryogenic buffergas
cooling [61] with centrifuge deceleration [112] to produce a continues high density
flux of cold molecules below kinetic energies corresponding to 1K [78]. This allows
us to trap the molecular sample in our microstructed electric trap [65] to perform
collision studies between cold polar molecules, which we detect using a quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS).

3.1.1 Cryogenic buffergas cooling

Buffergas cooling is a frequently used technique in the field of cold and ultracold
molecules [89, 90, 91] since it allows cooling of the internal and external degrees
of freedom of the molecules regardless of their complex internal structure [165, 91].
The working principle is robust and general; it relies on sympathetic cooling of warm
molecules using cold buffergas atoms [92]. Warm molecules flow into the cell which
is cooled to a few Kelvin. The buffers atoms (e.g. helium) are thermalised to the
temperature of the cell, which can be as low as the atoms’ condensation point. The
buffergas atoms collide with the warm molecules allowing them to thermalise to the
cell temperature [92] such that a beam of cold molecules exits the cell.

We distinguish between three regimes [166] of buffergas cooling, the effusive, the
boosted and the supersonic regime, which depend on the flow rate of the molecules
and density of buffer gas atoms in the cell. A schematic illustration of the three
regimes is shown in Figure 3.2 (a) - (c). In the effusive regime the buffergas density
is low such that the mean free path of the molecules is much larger than the exit hole
diameter λ� d [167]. The movement of the molecules through the cell resembles a
random walk, where they either reach the exit hole and leave the cell or they freeze
to the cell wall [167]. However the intensity of the molecular beam exiting the cell is
low. In the effusive regime molecules undergo less then one collision with buffergas
atoms in the vicinity of the exit hole. In contrast, in the boosted regime, shown
in Figure 3.2 (b), where λ < d [167], molecules collide on average more than once
with buffergas atoms at the exit hole. This leads to boosting and acceleration of
the molecules out of the cell. In the supersonic regime, depicted in Figure 3.2 (c),
the buffergas density is so high that the mean free path of the molecules is smaller
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration (not to scale) of the experimental setup.
The starting point is the buffergas cell operated at 4K with He buffergas
atoms. To prevent freezing of CH3F molecules, the molecule line is actively
heated to 140K. The centrifuge is attached to the buffergas cell via a 90◦ bent
quadrupole guide and a straight piece of guide, dubbed connection guide. The
microstructured electrostatic trap is connected to the exit of the centrifuge
decelerator via a s-shaped electrostatic quadrupole guide. Molecules are un-
loaded from the trap using the time of flight guide (TOF) and detected by a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS).

than the exit hole diamter, λ � d [167]. In this regime the cell dynamics are most
accurately described by a macroscopic flow through the cell, where the molecules
undergo adiabatic expansion at the cell exit [167]. For all measurements presented
in this thesis we operate our buffergas cell in the boosted regime, since it provides
the most intense beam of cold molecules in our experiment that can be decelerated
and trapped.

Our molecule of choice is the symmetric top molecule CH3F and a detailed
theoretical description of symmetric top molecules can be found in section 2.2.1.
In the buffergas cell the CH3F molecules are sympathetically cooled by He atoms.
Both species come from gas bottles attached to the molecule and buffergas line,
respectively. The inflow into the cell is regulated using a Alicat MCS and a Alicat
MC flowmeter for the molecules and for the buffergas, respectively. Our buffergas
cell as well as the buffergas and the molecule line are made out of oxygen free copper.
The cell is mounted to the second cooling stage of a Cryomech PT420 pulse tube
cooler, allowing us to reach temperatures down to 4K. To shield the buffergas cell
from black body radiation we mount gold coated copper radiation shields to the first
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and second cooling stage of the pulse tube cooler [168]. The inside of the radiation
shield mounted to the second cooling stage is coated with charcoal to ensure efficient
pumping of the helium buffergas atoms leaving the cell [169]. By actively heating
the molecule line to 140K we prevent clogging of the copper tube due to freezing
of CH3F molecules. However freezing can not only occur at the molecule line but
molecules can also stick to the cell walls or clog the exit hole. This limits the
operation time of the buffergas cell to 2.2 hours for the measurements shown in this
thesis. Afterwards the cell is automatically heated and cooled down in a ∼ 5 hour
cycle allowing us to have three measurement cycles per day.

Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the (a) effusive, (b) boosted and (c)
supersonic regime of buffergas cooling. The mean free path of the molecules
is labelled as λ and the diameter of the cell exit hole is denoted with d. We
operate our cell in the boosted regime, shown in (b). The Figure is adapted
from [167].

3.1.2 Electrostatic Guiding and Centrifuge deceleration

When studying molecule-molecule collisions it is of great importance to have long
interaction times and a controlled environment [78, 164]. Thus the obvious con-
clusion would be to load the molecules directly from the buffergas cell into a trap.
However the boosting effect [170] at the cell exit accelerates the molecules such that
it is impossible to directly trap the molecules after the buffergas cell, instead we
need to filter out the fastest molecules and decelerate the molecular beam. In our
experiment both techniques require electrostatic guiding [92, 90].

Due to the favorable dipole-to-mass ratio together with a linear electric field
response, CH3F is perfectly suited for electrostatic trapping and guiding. Figure 3.3
(a) shows a schematic illustration of a linear electric field response with low- and
high-field-seeking states. A low-field-seeking state is characterised by the molecule’s
dipole moment being anti-aligned with the applied electric field and its potential
energy is minimal at an electric field minimum [114]. In contrast, for a high-field-
seeking state the potential energy is maximum at an electric field minimum and the
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic illustration of the electric field response of a
low-field- and a high-field-seeking state. (b) Electric field distribution of a
quadrupole guide. The Figure is adapted from [171].

molecules dipole moment is aligned with the external electric field [114]. To trap
and guide molecules they need to be in a low-field seeking state.

In our experiment the electrodes of the guides are arranged in a quadrupole
shape, illustrated in Figure 3.3 (b), providing an electric field minimum at the
centre surrounded by a radially increasing large trapping field [171]. Hence in a
straight piece of guide molecules can move freely in the longitudinal direction but
are confined transversely by the trapping potential (x- and y-direction in Figure
3.3 (b)). However we can also filter the longitudinal velocity component vz with a
bend quadrupole guide [133], as it is used in our experiment after the buffergas cell.
Here molecules are lost if the centrifugal force, given by Fcentr = mv2

z/R, where m is
the mass, vz the longitudinal velocity of the molecule and R the radius of the bend
guide, exceeds the restoring force of the guiding field. By controlling the voltage on
the electrodes, we can control the guiding field, and therefore the longitude cut-off
velocity. In our experiment the bend radius of the guide after the buffer gas cell
is chosen to be identical with the radius of the centrifuge decelerator (R = 20cm).
This ensures that all molecules that can be decelerated make it to the centrifuge
and all other molecules that could lead to collisional loss in the connection guide are
filtered out.

Ideally, the deceleration technique will be both continuous and generic. The
continuous aspect allows for efficient use of the molecules continuously exiting the
buffergas cell, while being generic allows us to study a broad range of molecular
species and maintain the generality of our experiment. Both aspects are full filled
with the centrifuge decelerator [112], illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the following we
will only provide a brief overview of the concept and the design of the centrifuge.
For more information we refer the reader to [112, 113].

The basic principle of deceleration is to transfer kinetic into potential energy.
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For the centrifuge this is realised via the centrifugal potential Ecent = −m
2

(~Ω × ~r)2

[112], where m is the mass of the molecule, ~r the distance from the rotation axis

and ~Ω the rotation speed of the centrifuge. It allows continuous deceleration of
molecules, where the height of the potential hill and thereby the amount of kinetic
energy removed from the particles, can be adjusted by ~Ω according to the buffergas
cell settings and the molecule properties. Transversal confinement of the molecules
during the deceleration process is provided by electrostatic guiding [113]. This
makes centrifuge deceleration a versatile technique, applicable to large variety of
molecules, since it only requires them to be electrostatically guideable and not too
heavy. One of these molecules is our molecule of choice, the symmetric top CH3F,
perfectly suited due to its permanent electric dipole moment and linear electric field
response.

As depicted in Figure 3.1, after exiting the buffergas cell molecules are electri-
cally guided via a 90◦ bent quadrupole guide and a straight piece of guide, dubbed
connection guide, to the centrifuge decelerator. Molecules enter the centrifuge via
the injector and are guided by the static electrode depicted in yellow in Figure 3.4 (a)
together with the rotating spiral electrodes in blue and red towards the access point
of the rotating electrodes [112]. After entering the rotating spiral guide molecules
climb up the centrifugal potential hill when moving from the periphery to the centre
of the decelerator and thereby lose kinetic energy [113]. As depicted in Figure 3.4
(a) at the exit of the centrifuge the molecular beam is velocity filtered by a bent
quadrupole guide of radius R = 5cm.

To perform collision studies between trapped molecules it is of special importance
that the density of the trapped ensemble is large such that interactions between the
molecules are frequent [78, 62]. The deepest, experimentally realisable, traps re-
quire molecules to have kinetic energies below 1K × kB [65, 64, 62], equivalent to
22m/s for CH3F. In order to maximise the flux of trappable molecules out of the
centrifuge it is important to consider its acceptance window of the input veloc-
ity distribution. Molecules that are not within the acceptance window are either
not energetic enough to overcome the potential hill and therefore do not reach the
exit of the centrifuge or if the molecules kinetic energy is too high they cannot be
trapped after deceleration [113]. Since the width of the acceptance window is only
a few m/s [113] the temperature of the buffergas cell is crucial. Figure 3.4 (b) il-
lustrates Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions for the longitudinal velocity component
of molecules leaving the buffergas cell, thermalised to 4K, 7K and 20K, including
boosting effects [170] at the buffergas cell exit. The dashed grey area depicts the
acceptance window of the centrifuge. Its centre position can be shifted to higher or
lower velocities by tuning the rotation speed Ω of the centrifuge [112]. By reducing
the buffergas cell temperature the width of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution gets
narrower [133] and thereby the fraction of molecules within the acceptance window
increases and thus also the number of trappable molecules. Therefore it is impor-
tant to reach the lowest possible temperature for the buffergas cell to maximise the
number of trappable molecules. Although not discussed in this thesis, by carefully
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Figure 3.4: (a) Top view of the centrifuge decelerator, adapted from [113].
Molecules enter the centrifuge via the injector and are electrically guided to-
wards the spiral guide access point where they enter the rotating electrodes.
After being decelerated the molecules leave the centrifuge out of the plane at
the exit bend. (b) Boosted Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions of the longitudi-
nal velocity component vz for the three different buffergas cell temperatures
4K, 7K and 20K. The dashed are illustrates the acceptance window of the
centrifuge for a given rotation frequency Ω.

minimising the heat load on the buffer gas cell in our experiment the temperature of
the cell was improved from 7K to 4K creating an increase in flux of about a factor
of four.

3.1.3 Microstructured electrostatic trap

As illustrated in Figure 3.1 the centrifuge decelerator is connected to the microstruc-
tured electric trap by a s-shaped quadrupole guide to filter out fast molecules with
kinetic energies above the acceptance window of the trap and to avoid collisional
loss of slow trappable molecules moving from the centrifuge to the trap.

Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) show a graphic illustration of the electric trap consisting
of two microstructured capacitor plates separated by a distance of 0.3cm [65]. A
voltage difference ±Vµ is applied to neighboring electrodes of the microstructure
creating the trapping field at the edge of the trap [172]. We apply a voltage of
±Vµ = 1200V to the microstructure electrodes resulting in a maximum trapping
field of Etrap = 40kV/cm. To achieve three dimensional confinement the trap is
surrounded by a perimeter electrode, the ring electrode [172]. We obtain a maximum
in trapped signal when applying Vring = 3Vµ to the perimeter electrode. In addition
to the large trapping field at the edge of the trap we can also apply voltages ±Voff

to the capacitor plates resulting in a homogeneous offset field Eoff at the centre of
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the trap, necessary to suppress trap losses due to Majorana tranisitons [64, 65]. The
large trapping field Etrap decays exponentially from the microstructured electrodes
towards the centre of the trap [172] and thereby does not affect the homogeneous
offset field. Thus in total our electric trap provides a box like potential with a tunable
offset field Eoff in the centre and a steeply rising trapping field Etrap towards the
edge of the trap [172]. This allows us to trap CH3F molecules with kinetic energies
up to 1K×kB.

In this thesis we apply offset voltages between Voff = 0.05Vµ and Voff = 0.30Vµ
resulting in offset fields of Eoff = 0.50kV/cm and Eoff = 2.37kV/cm, respectively. A
simulation of the corresponding electric field distributions in the trap are shown in
Figure 3.5 (c), with two clearly distinct peaks located at the applied trap offset fields.
The simulated field distributions are obtained by rescaling the original simulations
performed by Martin Zeppenfeld [172] to our experimental settings.

Figure 3.5: (a) Graphic illustration of the microstructured electrostatic trap,
adapted from [173]. (b) Schematic drawing of a cross-section through the trap
perpendicular to the guide axis, taken from [65]. The trap consists of a pair
of microstructured capacitor plates and a surrounding perimeter electrode.
(c) Simulated electric field distribution for the two trap offsets Voff = 0.30Vµ
and Voff = 0.05Vµ.

Molecules are lost from the trap via black-body radiation, collisions with back-
ground gas and Majorana transitions, but mostly via holes in the potential [172].
These have a non-trivial dependence on velocity with the loss rate through these
holes being proportional to v5 [172] for molecules with a linear Stark shift. Although
the kinetic energy of the molecules is below the trap depth, single-body trap losses
are more pronounced for fast than for slow molecules [174]. Fast molecules sample
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trap regions where losses can occur, like the exit or the input hole or low electric
field regions prone to Majorana losses, more frequently than slow molecules. This
results in a non-trivial single-body loss rate that changes as a function of time as the
velocity distribution changes throughout the trapping time. This will be important
later on when we study two-body collision processes in Chapter 3.2.1.

Figure 3.6 shows trap lifetime measurements, recording the trap unloading signal
as a function of the storage time for the connection guide voltages Vconn = 200V and
Vconn = 2000V, which we use to change the density in the trap. The resulting
different transverse trap depths in the connection guide lead to small changes to the
velocity distribution of the trapped ensembles. This, in combination with collision
effects, results in the different single-body loss rates for the two connection guide
voltages, visible in Figure 3.6. Both measurements, shown in Figure 3.6 are recorded
for a trap offset of Voff = 0.05Vµ. The solid and dashed lines depict single exponential
fits to the first seven and to the last eight data points, respectively and their clearly
distinct slopes show that modelling single-body trap losses with a single-exponential
decay is insufficient for our electric trap.

Figure 3.6: Normalised trap unloading signal as a function of trapping time
for the connection guide voltages Vconn = 200V and Vconn = 2000V and a trap
offset field of Eoff = 0.50kV/cm. The solid lines depict a single exponential
fit to the data up to a trapping time of 1s, whereas the dashed lines illustrate
a single exponential fit to the data in range of [1.5s, 5s] with decay rates of
Γ200V = 0.50± 0.02s−1 and Γ2000V = 0.53± 0.02s−1, respectively.

3.1.4 Detection

In addition to ensuring the three dimensional confinement of molecules in our trap
the ring electrode also connects the loading and unloading guides to the trap [172].
The unloading or time-of-flight (TOF) guide, depicted in Figure 3.1 is a straight piece
of guide that can be toggled on and off to record longitudinal velocity distributions
D(vz) of the trapped ensemble. The molecules are detected by a Pfeiffer QMG 700
quadrupole mass spectrometer. After ionising the molecules by electron impact in
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a crossed beam geometry the ions are mass filtered and counted using a secondary
electron multiplier.

The count rate s measured by the QMS is related to density of molecules in the
detection region n by a proportionality constant s = c · n, which we determine by
calibrating the QMS [114]. Therefore we record the count rate of the QMS as a func-
tion of CH3F pressure in the vacuum chamber, illustrated in Figure 3.7 (a). There
is one subtlety when measuring the CH3F pressure with our hot cathode gauge. It
is most sensitive to nitrogen and we have to account for the different sensitivity for
CH3F by a manufacturer given conversion factor. The offset in pressure in Figure
3.7 (a) is due to residual background gas in the vacuum chamber, which does not
affect the density calibration. The black line depicts a linear fit to the data, where
the slope provides the proportionality factor c between the count rate and the den-
sity in the detection region. We don’t illuminate the QMS with a uniform density
of molecules and so we have to take into account the beam spread of the molecules
exiting the TOF-guide in vertical and horizontal direction by a geometrical correc-
tion factor cgeo [114]. Figure 3.7 (b) exemplary illustrates the vertical beam spread
in blue together with a Gaussian fit in red as a guide to the eye. In the last step
we also need to consider the time molecules spend in the detection area and thus
the molecules’ longitudinal velocity vz which we determine by time-of-flight mea-
surements as presented in section 3.2.2. Putting everything together we are able to
convert the count rate detected be the QMS to the density of molecules in the trap
as f = cgeo·vz

c·V , where V is the trap volume. However there are several uncertainties
associated with this calibration process. Both the hot cathode gauge as well as
the QMS use electron impact ionisation to record the partial or total pressure in
a given ionisation volume. This can cause distortion effects by over-estimating the
total pressure due to fragmentation of CH3F molecules [174]. During the calibration
process there is a continuous flow of CH3F into the vacuum chamber regulated by
a needle valve. This counteracts our vacuum pumps and we do not have pressure
equilibrium in the vacuum chamber. Thus the pressure recorded with the hot cath-
ode gauge can be slightly different than the actual pressure in the detection region
of the QMS due to the ∼ 10cm distance between pump and QMS. As we will see in
section 3.2.6, this leads to a systematic overestimation of the conversion factor f by
about a factor of two. We consistently correct the conversion factor for all following
experiments shown in this thesis to obtain a consistent picture.

For high electron densities in the detection region of the QMS the molecular ions,
created by electron bombardment, can be temporarily trapped. This is known as
space charge effect [175, 176] which we attribute to dielectrics in the QMS charging
up in the presence of a large electron current. A similar effect can appear if the
density of ions in the detection region is large which can lead to an overestimation
of slow molecules when measuring velocity distributions [177]. In addition we found
that when there is a large space charge effect e.g. when the number of molecules in
the detection region of the QMS is a large, the sensitivity to the molecules detected
next is enhanced. It is crucial for us to avoid this. The collision signals we are going
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to measure tend to be rather small and therefore we need to avoid systematic effects
that potentially alter them. To remove the space charge effect in our measurements
the TOF-guide is always in dipole configuration except during the unloading stage,
see Figure 3.8 (d). Besides reducing the number of molecules in the detection region
by switching the TOF-guide to dipole configuration the space charge effect can also
be suppressed by reducing the electron density in the ion source of the QMS [114],
which is given by

ne =
Iem
Ave

. (3.1)

Here, where Iem is the electron emission current, A the cross-sectional area of the
electron beam and ve the electrons velocity. Since decreasing the emission current
does not only reduce the magnitude of the space charge effect but also the detection
efficiency, we keep the emission current fixed at Iem = 0.8mA. Instead we increase
the cathode voltage Vem of the QMS to increase the electron velocity, ve ∝

√
Vem,

and thereby reduce the space charge effect without altering the detection efficiency
[114]. By increasing the cathode voltage to Vem = 75V and keeping the TOF guide
in dipole configuration while molecules are loaded into the trap we are able to get
rid of the space charge effect within our measurement precision.

Figure 3.7: (a) CH3F density calibration of the QMS, showing the detected
count rate as a function of the pressure in the QMS chamber. The black line
is a linear fit to the data. (b) Normalised molecule signal detected by the
QMS plotted against the vertical QMS position with respect to the centre of
the TOF-guide. The black line depicts a Gaussian fit as a guide the eye.

Besides the cathode voltage Vem another important QMS setting is the ion refer-
ence voltage Vion,ref. It is required for electron impact ionisation of the molecules in
the detection region as well as for extraction of the resulting molecular ions. Vion,ref

is applied to a cage around the ionisation volume of the QMS whereas the end cap
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of the TOF-guide is grounded. This results in a voltage difference and consequently
in an electric field that can lead to a potential barrier for low-field-seeking states
(see Figure 3.3) which can cause a deflection of slow molecules from the ionisation
volume [174]. Prehn found strong experimental evidence for the hypothesis that we
cannot detect molecules with longitudinal velocities below 3.9m/s with our QMS
settings [174]. However a reduction of Vion,ref is not practical since it comes along
with a drastic decrease in detection efficiency.

3.2 Cold collision studies with the cryofuge

We start this chapter with a brief summary of the collision measurements that
have been performed with the cryofuge before adding the electrostatic trap to the
experiment [78, 114, 177]. The cryofuge is the ideal source to study molecule-
molecule collisions. It produces such high density fluxes of slow and cold molecules
that in 2017 [78] we were able to measure dipolar collisions directly in a quadrupole
guide, without storing molecules in a trap. This was the first observation of collisions
occurring between slow and cold polyatomic molecules.

After decelerating the molecules with the centrifuge we observed a density and
velocity dependent collisional loss from the quadrupole guide, connecting the exit
of the centrifuge with the QMS. The densities produced by the Cryofuge were so
large that even with an interaction time as short as ∼ 25ms we were able to measure
collisional loss from the guide with a collision rate of 10Hz at an average collision
energy of Ecoll = 0.8K×kB for CH3F [78]. Both elastic and state changing inelastic
collisions contribute to the loss. The respective two-body loss rate coefficients can
be estimated using the Eikonal approximation [178] and the Langevin capture model
[179] to calculate the theoretical loss rate kth = kel + kin = 7.7 × 10−10cm3s−1 for
CH3F [177]. This is in good agreement with the experimentally determined loss rate
of k = 1.1×10−9cm3s−1, considering the uncertainties in the density calibration (see
section 3.1.4) as well as possible imprecisions in the calculation of the inelastic rate
coefficient [114]. We want to emphasize here that the elastic cross-section itself is
big with σel = 2.5 × 10−12cm2 but by utilising Monte Carlo trajectory simulations
Wu et al. estimated that only 1 out of 17 elastic collisions lead to a loss from the
guide [177].

After the successful demonstration of cold dipolar collisions between polyatomic
molecules using the cryofuge the next step is to gain a more in depth understanding
of the collision process as well as control over collisional effects. To realise this
it is essential to load the molecules into a trap providing long interaction times
[65] and a controlled environment [173] to perform collision studies. In 2017 we
added a microstructure electrostatic trap, described in section 3.1.3, to the cryofuge
experiment increasing the interaction time by at least a factor of 40.
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3.2.1 Measurement scheme

The standard approach to measure collisions between trapped particles is to observe
a density dependent two-body loss from the trap, [62, 71, 180], characterised by the
rate constant k, in contrast to a background collision limited single exponential
decay in trap signal. However our trap lifetime depends strongly on the velocity of
the trapped particles, see section 3.1.3, causing deviations from a single exponential
decay of the trapped signal. In combination with the fact that the measured collision
loss rates are a factor of 5 to 10 lower than the single body loss rates (see section
3.2.5), makes it hard to disentangle these two effects.

To account for this we have to develop an alternative method that is robust
against small changes to the single-body loss rate Γ and thereby enables us to
extract a precise two-body loss rate k. The method we developed consists of three
measurement schemes labelled A, B and A+B, schematically depicted in Figure 3.8
(a)-(c), respectively. In sample A we load the trap for tload,A = 2s, the loading
stops by switching the connection guide and the s-piece from a guiding quadrupole
configuration with guiding voltage Vload to dipole configuration, as illustrated in
Figure 3.8 (d). This ensures that molecules are not only no longer guided but
actively ejected from the quadrupole guides such that no molecules reach the trap
after the loading has stopped. The loading period tload,A follows a 100ms long
trapping time before the variable time ∆ts starts. We label this period ∆t the
”interaction time”, which we vary between 0–1s. At the end of the interaction time
molecules are unloaded from the trap for tunload = 2s by switching the TOF guide
from dipole to quadrupole configuration, also shown in Figure 3.8 (d). For sample
A and ∆t = 0s this means that molecules are directly unloaded after the 100ms of
trapping time subsequent to the loading, whereas for ∆t = 1s, there is an additional
storage time of 1s before the trap is unloaded. The unloading sequence itself is
identical for all three samples. For sample B, shown in Figure 3.8 (b), the loading
starts at the beginning of the interaction time and continues until the end of ∆t.
Molecules are unloaded from the trap directly after the loading period tload,B.

With the measurement schemes A and B we create two independent samples
of trapped molecules, where losses from the trap can occur due to single-body loss
processes as well as due to bimolecular collisions, A–A collisions in sample A, and
B–B collisions in sample B. The final measurement sequence combines these two
independent samples together to create a third measurement A+B, as shown in
Figure 3.8 (c). Here we allow the A and B sample to interact by consecutively
loading them into the trap, separated by 100ms of dipole configuration for the
connection guide and the s-piece, as shown in Figure 3.8 (d). This ensures that the
loading conditions are identical for the combined sample A+B and the individual
samples A and B. Due to the interaction of A and B in the combined sample there
are not only A–A and B–B collisions but also additional two-body losses caused by
A–B collisions. This additional loss is the collision signal δn(t) we want to measure.
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It is given by

δn(t) = nA(t) + nB(t)− nA+B(t), (3.2)

where nA(t), nB(t) and nA+B(t) are the densities of the trapped samples as a function
of the interaction period and proportional to the integrated unloading signal, which
is given by ∫ τ

0

u(t)dt = η ·N = η · n · V ∝ n. (3.3)

Here τ is the trap unloading time and u(t) the trap unloading signal detected by
the QMS. The integrated unloading signal is equal to the product of the number
of molecules unloaded from the trap N and η, a constant related to the detection
efficiency of the QMS. Taking into account the trap volume V it is evident that the
integrated trap unloading signal is proportional to the density of trapped molecules
n.

We want to note that in contrast to Figure 3.8 (a)-(c), where the TOF guide is
in guiding configuration during loading to illustrate the loading sequences, for all
other measurements presented in this thesis the TOF guide is in dipole configuration
while molecules are loaded into the trap. With this we ensure molecules, which do
not contribute to the collision signal, do not reach the QMS. Thereby we exclude
that the space charge effect, see section 3.1.4 for more details, has an impact on our
collision measurements. This is crucial since collision signals tend to be rather small
such that we have to be careful that systematic effects do not alter the observed
collision signals.

3.2.2 Velocity distribution of trapped molecules

An important measure when studying collisions is the relative velocity vrel and
thereby the collision energy Ecoll = 1

2
µv2

rel of the particles, where µ is their re-
duced mass. At ultracold temperatures or equivalently ultralow collision energies
the collision process is governed by quantum effects whereas for cold collisions a
semi-classical description is more accurate [178]. In the following we will determine
the relative velocity distribution D(vrel) of the molecules in our microstructured
electric trap.

In our experiment there are two methods to obtain the velocity distribution
of trapped molecules; radio frequency depletion [181, 174] and time-of-flight mea-
surements [181]. To record time-of-flight measurements we use exactly the same
measurement sequences as for our collision measurements (see section 3.2.1) but
instead of an unloading time of tunload = 2s we unload the trap for tunload = 4s, to
include also the slowest molecules in the velocity distribution. During unloading we
toggle the 51cm long TOF-guide, connecting the trap exit with the QMS (see Figure
3.1), on and off as illustrated in blue in Figure 3.9 (a), to extract the longitudinal ve-
locity vz from the rising signal [181]. To ensure that the slowest molecules can reach
the QMS we keep the TOF-guide in guiding configuration for ton = 290ms, followed
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Figure 3.8: (a)-(c) Measurements schemes for the A, B and A+B sample.
The grey shaded area depicts the interaction time, here set to be ∆t = 1s, and
the dashed area illustrates the unloading of the molecules from the trap. The
integrated unloading signal is proportional to the density of trapped molecules
n. (d) Timing sequence for switching the loading and unloading guides be-
tween dipole and quadrupole configuration with guiding voltages Vload and
VTOF for the three different samples A, B and A+B. The interaction time
is again set to be ∆t = 1s and illustrated by the grey shaded area. We want
to note here that in (a)-(c) the TOF guide was on during loading for illus-
tration purposes but for all other measurements presented in this thesis it is
set to dipole configuration while loading the trap.

by toff = 90ms of dipole configuration, as depicted in Figure 3.9 (b). The overall
duration for one on-off sequence is 400ms including switching times of ts = 10ms
between the different guiding configurations.

We repeat the on-off sequence ten times during the whole 4s of trap unloading
in order to obtain a representative velocity distribution of the molecules in the trap
[181]. This is necessary since fast molecules sample the trap exit at a faster rate
(proportional to v5 [172]) than slow molecules and therefore slow molecules would be
underrepresented if we would only consider the beginning of the trap unloading. In
addition we can add up the repetitions of the on sequences, illustrated in blue in the
inset in Figure 3.9 (a), to improve statistics and to get the total distribution [181].
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We observe an initial increase in signal from tunload = 0ms onwards due to molecules
arriving at the QMS. From the point in time where all velocity classes have reached
the QMS the signal should become flat. However starting from tunload = 140ms the
signal starts to decrease instead of being constant. This can be explained by the
fact that the on-off sequences are overlaid by the decay of the trap signal, visible
in Figure 3.9 (a). To account for this effect we repeat the measurement sequence
but we do not toggle the TOF-guide on and off during unloading instead we keep
the time-of-flight guide in guiding configuration the whole unloading time tunload,
depicted in black in Figure 3.9 (a). We can now use this data set to fit an double-
exponential decay to the trap unloading signal which we utilise to correct the decay
in the on-off sequences. The result is illustrated in green in the inset of Figure 3.9
(a).

With this we can calculate the longitudinal velocity distribution D(vz) of the
trapped ensemble as [181]

D(vz) = −dS(t)

dvz
=
L

v2
z

dS(t)

dt
, (3.4)

where S(t) is the signal recorded during the 290ms on period (summed and nor-
malised), depicted in green in the inset of Figure 3.9 (a) and L is the length of the
TOF-guide. The resulting velocity distribution with a mean velocity of v̄z = 9.5m/s
is illustrated in Figure 3.9 (c) in a histogram and scatter plot after binning the data.
The measurement shown here is performed for the A+B sample at a trap offset of
Eoff = 0.05Vµ, a connection guide voltage of Vconn = 2000V and an interaction time
of ∆t = 0.5s.

In the following we will use the measured longitudinal velocity distribution D(vz)
to calculate the molecules total velocity distribution in the trap D(vtot), where vtot =√
v2
x + v2

y + v2
z . Since our trap provides a uniform three dimensional confinement the

maximum energy of a trappable molecule Etot,max = 1
2
mv2

tot,max is given by a sphere
in energy space. Hence we express the x-, y- and z-component of the total velocity
in spherical coordinates

vx = vtot sin(θ) cos(φ)

vy = vtot sin(θ) sin(φ)

vz = vtot cos(θ)

(3.5)

with θ and φ being the standard expressions for the inclination and the azimuth.
The maximum longitudinal velocity vz,max recorded with time-of-flight measurements
allows us to calculate Etot,max where the molecule’s velocity is solely given by vz such
that vtot,max = vz,max. With this we can compute an upper bound for the inclination
θ using Equation 3.5 for each component in D(vz) as

θmax = arctan

(√
v2

z,max − v2
z

v2
z

)
. (3.6)
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Figure 3.9: (a) Trap unloading signal as a function of the unloading time with
the TOF guide in guiding configuration in black and a double-exponential fit
to the data in red. The blue data points show the trap unloading signal while
the TOF guide is repeatedly toggled on and off and the sum of these sequences
is depicted in the inset of (a). Here the raw data are shown in blue, while
green depicts the signal corrected for the decay in the unloading curve. (b)
On-off timing sequence of the TOF-guide during trap unloading for the first
two blocks. (c) Velocity distribution obtained from the data depicted in green
in the inset in (a) as a histogram and scatter plot.

For a given longitudinal velocity vz the total velocity vtot can take any value between
vz and vtot,max = vz,max. To account for this we uniformly sample θ ∈ [0, θmax] to
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calculate a distribution of possible vtot values for each element in D(vz) according
to vtot = vz/ cos(θ). Calculating the mean value of the vtot-distribution allows us to
assign one value for the total velocity for a given vz. By repeating this procedure for
each element in D(vz) we obtain a distribution for the total velocity D(vtot) in the
trap for Eoff = 0kV/cm and thereby also a distribution for the total energy of the
molecules via Etot = 1

2
mv2

tot. However since we need to apply an offset field in the
centre of the trap to suppress losses due to Majorana transitions we need to account
for the molecules’ potential energy in the trap. It is given by the Stark interaction
between the molecules’ dipole moment davg, averaged over the state distribution in
the trap, and the trap offset field Eoff as Epot = −davg · Eoff. This allows us to
calculate the kinetic energy of the trapped molecules in the presence of a non-zero
offset field as Ekin = Etot − Epot which we use to obtain D(vtrap). The result is
illustrated in orange in Figure 3.10 (a) for the A sample with a trap offset field of
Eoff = 0.05Vµ and an interaction time of ∆t = 1s.

Besides time-of-flight measurements we can also obtain the molecules’ velocity
distribution in the trap using radio-frequency depletion measurements [181, 174].
The starting point is our microstructured electric trap providing a box-like trapping
potential with a homogeneous offset field Eoff in the centre and a steeply rising
trapping field at the edge of the trap Eedge, as described in section 3.1.3. The inset
in Figure 3.10 (a) schematically illustrates the Stark energy of a molecule moving
from the homogeneous field region in the centre of the trap (Eoff) into the high field
region at the edge of the trap trap (Eedge). According to the molecules’ kinetic energy
they climb up the potential hill, given by the Stark interaction, and thereby kinetic
energy is transformed into potential energy. By coupling low-field-seeking with
high-field-seeking states in the high field region of the trap using radio-frequency,
as depicted in the inset of Figure 3.10 (a), we actively deplete molecules from our
trap. We repeat this depletion process in separate measurements for different radio-
frequency energies Erf = h · f to map out the energy distribution of the molecules.
Similar to the time-of-flight measurements we need to subtract the potential energy
of the molecules in the homogeneous offset field Ekin = Etot − Epot to calculate the
velocity distribution D(vtrap) of the trapped molecules from the remaining kinetic
energy Ekin = 1

2
mv2

trap. The resulting velocity distribution D(vtrap) is shown in blue
in Figure 3.10 (a) for the A measurement at a trap offset field of Eoff = 0.50kV/cm
and an interaction time of ∆t = 1s.

To ensure that we deplete all molecules for a given energy we have to saturate the
corresponding transition, therefor we need to apply the radio-frequency radiation for
several hundreds of ms [114]. For the data presented in Figure 3.10 (a) we apply the
radio-frequency during the whole interaction period of ∆t = 1s and thereby ensure
that the transition is saturated.

Figure 3.10 (a) shows good agreement between the data recorded using radio-
frequency depletion and time-of-flight measurements. However for low velocities we
observe a deviation between the two measurement schemes, where we see less slow
molecules in the time-of-flight measurement probably due to electric stray fields at
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Figure 3.10: (a) Velocity distribution of trapped molecules for the A sample
recorded using time-of-flight measurements (orange) and radio frequency de-
pletion (blue) for a trap offset of Voff = 0.05Vµ and an interaction time of
∆t = 1s. The inset depicts a schematic illustration of the radio frequency
depletion measurements. (b) Relative velocity distribution in the trap for the
A+B sample for the two trap offsets Voff = 0.05Vµ (blue) and Voff = 0.30Vµ
(orange).

the QMS, repelling the slowest molecules (see section 3.1.4 for more details). In
the framework of this thesis we use time-of-flight measurements to obtain velocity
distributions in the trap. In comparison to radio-frequency depletion measurements
this technique makes it is easier to interpret D(vtrap) for different measurement
schemes and interaction times ∆t, since we can unload the molecules directly after
the respective measurement sequence without applying radio-frequency for several
hundreds of ms where the velocity distribution can change.

Using D(vtrap) obtained from the time-of-flight measurements, we can now cal-
culate the relative velocity distribution D(vrel), for colliding molecules in the trap,
exemplary depicted in Figure 3.10 (b) for the A+B sample and an interaction time
of ∆t = 0.5s. Blue and orange show D(vrel) for the trap offsets Voff = 0.05Vµ and
Voff = 0.30Vµ, respectively. According to Epot = −davg · Eoff, the potential energy
of a molecule in the homogeneous field region is larger for a higher trap offset field.
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Thus the mean relative velocity of the trapped ensemble is lower for the trap off-
set field Eoff = 2.37kV/cm with v̄rel = 18.4m/s than for Eoff = 0.50kV/cm with
v̄rel = 19.3m/s.

3.2.3 State distribution in the trap

Molecule-molecule collisions, in particular inelastic state changing collisions, can
show a state dependence in their dynamics [182], where e.g. the probability for a
transition from low-field-seeking to high-field seeking state can be distinct for dif-
ferent |J,K,M〉 states [183]. Since we are going to measure collisional loss from our
trap it is therefore important to determine the state distribution in our microstruc-
tured electric trap. We will cover this topic only very briefly here, since detailed
descriptions can be found in several doctoral theses in our group [173, 181, 174].

For our experiment the state distribution in the trap is determined by two com-
ponents, the cooling of the molecules internal degrees of freedom in the buffergas cell
[93] and the electric guidability of the molecules [181] exiting the cell. The guide-
ability is determined by the molecules electric field response, it’s mass and dipole
moment [133]. Only molecules in a low-field seeking state can be guided, where a
light molecule with a linear Stark shift together with a large dipole moment en-
sures the best confinement. However not all of these properties need to be full filled
to electrostatically guide a molecule but the less of them are satisfied the higher
the probability for the molecule to be lost between the buffergas cell and the trap.
Our molecule of choice is the symmetric top molecule CH3F, thus mass and dipole
moment are fixed for the measurements presented in this thesis. The electric field
response however can vary depending on the rotational state of the molecule. As
described in section 2.2.1, there is an energetically degenerate pair of opposite par-
ity state for each rotational state in CH3F with |K| > 0, resulting in a linear Stark
shift, where the slope is given by KM

J(J+1)
. Besides the linear electric field response,

for K = 0 there is no energetically degenerate pair of opposite parity states that
can be mixed by the electric field, so that the corresponding Stark shifts show a
quadratic behavior. Consequently these molecules are worse guided than molecules
in a stretched state with a linear field response.

The sympathetic cooling of the molecules’ internal degrees of freedom with cold
helium atoms in the buffergas cell depends on the cell temperature and the energy
of the molecules’ rotational levels [93]. We operate our buffergas cell in the boosted
regime, where the population of the rotational states can be approximated by a
Boltzmann distribution assuming that the molecules are thermalised to the cell
temperature [93]. The likelihood for a state to be populated is proportional to the
Boltzmann factor e−Erot/kBT , with Erot being the rotational energy of the molecule
and T the cell temperature [136]. A large rotational energy and a cold cell result in
a high state purity with only few rotational states being populated. We determine
the state distribution in the trap by utilising microwave radiation which we use
to couple different rotational states [173]. We actively deplete molecules from the
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Figure 3.11: Measured rotational state distribution |JKM〉 of CH3F in
our microstructured electric trap for a buffergas cell operated in the boosted
regime at a cell temperature of 4K.

trap by coupling populated low-field seeking with high-field seeking states, where the
amount of depletion provides insights into the population in the respective |J,K,M〉
state [173]. We will not present more details on the measurement scheme or on how
to extract the state distribution from the measured depletion curves here, since very
detailed descriptions of these processes can be found in various doctoral theses in
our group [173, 181, 174].

Instead we present the results of the microwave depletion measurements, where
Figure 3.11 shows the measured state distribution in the trap for a buffergas cell
temperature of 4K, operated in the boosted regime. The most significantly popu-
lated states in our trap are the |J = 1, K = 1,M = 1〉 state with 84.2 ± 0.7%, the
|J = 2, K = 1,M = 2〉 state with 7.3 ± 0.7% and the |J = 2, K = 1,M = 1〉 state
with 2.4 ± 0.2%. This adds up to a total population of 93.3%, where the missing
6.1±0.1% are distributed over higher lying rotational levels, with no single |J,K,M〉
state being populated by more than 1%.

Figure 3.11 also reveals the impact of rotational state cooling in the buffer-
gas cell with the population in the (1,1)-manifold being roughly eight times larger
than the population in the (2,1)-manifold. This is due to the fact that the ro-
tational energy of the |J = 2, K = 1〉 states is about 102GHz·h larger than for
the |J = 1, K = 1〉 states, such that according to the Boltzmann factor the like-
lihood to populate the (2,1)-manifold at a cell temperature of 4K is significantly
reduced. In addition we can also see the effect of guideabilty by comparing the
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population in the |J = 2, K = 1,M = 1〉 and |J = 2, K = 1,M = 2〉 states. For
these states the Boltzmann factor is identical, since the rotational energy, given
by Erot = BJ(J + 1) + (A−B)K2 with A and B being the rotational constants of a
prolate symmetric top molecule, does not depend on the M-quantum number. Thus
the difference in population is solely given by the guideability, where the state with
a stronger Stark shift, |J = 2, K = 1,M = 2〉, and thus better confinement is more
populated.

3.2.4 Observation of collisions between trapped molecules

Figure 3.12 (a) depicts the molecule signal detected by the QMS as a function of
time, where t = 0 indicates the start of the interaction period ∆t. Since the TOF
guide is in dipole configuration during the interaction time no molecules arrive at
the QMS. When the unloading guide is switched on we observe an initial increase
in signal due to molecules arriving at the QMS followed by a decay in signal as a
function of the trap unloading time tunload. As expected, for an interaction time
∆t > 0s, the A+B sample is largest in signal. The A sample on the other hand has
already significantly decayed during the trapping time ∆t = 1s and is thereby the
smallest of the three trapped ensembles.

By integrating the unloading signal for interaction times in range of ∆t ∈ [0, 1]s,
we can investigate the density of trapped molecules as a function of ∆t for the
different measurement schemes. To ensure a representative flux of molecules for all
relevant velocity classes that can be detected via the QMS (vz > 3.9m/s) we wait
150ms after switching the TOF guide to quadrupole configuration before we start
to integrate the trap unloading signal. The result is illustrated in Figure 3.12 (b)
showing the integrated trap unloading signals for the A,B and A+B measurements
as a function of the interaction period. Since no molecules are loaded into the
trap for the A sample during the interaction time (see section 3.2.1) the density
of trapped molecules decays as a function of ∆t due to single-body loss processes
as well as due to collisional loss. In sample B however molecules are loaded into
the trap during the whole interaction period ∆t such that the density of trapped
molecules increases as a function of ∆t. Since the connection guide and the s-piece
are in dipole configuration before the loading is turned on the trapped signal only
starts to significantly rise from ∆t = 0.1s onwards due to the molecules time-of-flight
time from the connection guide to the trap. Thus the trapped signal in the A and
in the A+B sample overlap within the errorbars up to ∆t = 0.1s in Figure 3.12 (a).

Using the measured integrated densities we can calculate the additional loss
δn(t), according to Equation 3.2. In general bimolecular collisions are characterised
by a quadratic dependence of the collision signal on the density of the interacting
particles [62]. Thus to confirm that the additional loss we measure is caused by
bimolecular collisions, δn(t) has to depend quadratically on the density of trapped
molecules. We tune the density of the trapped samples by changing the connection
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Figure 3.12: (a) Trap unloading signal as a function of time for the A, B and
A+B sample. The interaction time in this plot is ∆t = 1s and we unload
the trap for tunload = 2s. (b) Integrated trap unloading signals as a function
of the interaction time ∆t. In both plots the connection guide voltage is set
to be Vconn = 2000V and trap offset is Voff = 0.05Vµ.

guide voltage in range of Vconn = 200V to Vconn = 2000V and thereby its maximum
transverse trapping field from Econn = 2kV/cm to Econn = 20kV/cm. In total we
use four different settings for Vconn to record the additional loss after an interaction
time of ∆t = 1s. The result is plotted in Figure 3.13 as a function of the product of
the integrated densities for the A and B sample, which we obtain as

Figure 3.13: Additional loss δn due to the interaction of sample A and sample
B for ∆t = 1s as a function of the product of the integrated densities of the
two samples. The solid lines depict a linear fit to the data. The trap offset
was set to be Voff = 0.05Vµ (black) and Voff = 0.30Vµ (red).
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n̄2 =

∫ 1

0

nA(t) · nB(t)dt. (3.7)

The expected linear behavior, as a function of n̄2, proves the observation of molecule-
molecule collision induced loss from our electric trap.

The ability to tune the homogeneous trap offset field Eoff (see section 3.1.3) allows
us to record the collisional loss as a function of the applied electric field. Figure 3.13
shows two clearly distinct slopes, proportional to the respective two-body loss rates
k, for the two trap offset fields Eoff = 0.50kV/cm and Eoff = 2.37kV/cm. This is
a clear indication for an electric field dependence of the measured collision process.
However to investigate this in more detail we need a profound method to extract a
precise value for the two-body loss rate k from our collision measurements.

3.2.5 Extraction of the two-body loss rate k

To gain a more qualitative understanding of our measurements we set up a model
describing the dynamics of the trapped samples including molecule-molecule collision
induced two-body loss, characterised by the two-body loss rate k. We use this model
to fit the measured collision signal and thereby extract a robust value for k. We
start by looking at the time evolution of the densities of the trapped ensembles

ṅx = λx − Γxnx − kn2
x (3.8)

where x can be the measurement sequence A, B, or A+B. The loading rate of
the molecules into the trap is given by λ and k is the two-body collisional loss
rate. Single-body loss processes, including trap losses due to holes in the potential,
Majorana transitions and collisions with background gas, are governed by the rate
coefficient Γ. Due to the interaction of A and B molecules in the A+B sample,
we observe additional collisional loss δn (see Equation 3.2) that not only alters the
density of the A+B sample but also has an impact on the rate coefficient ΓA+B.
Assuming sample A and sample B do not interact, which is equivalent to k = 0,
ΓA+B is given by the weighted sum of the single-body loss rates of the A and B
sample as

ΓA+B =
ΓAnA + ΓBnB

nA+B

. (3.9)

However, since k 6= 0 the A and the B sample do interact and thereby cause collision
induced loss from the electrostatic trap, such that these molecules and the associated
single-body loss rate do not contribute to ΓA+B. We need to account for this in the
expression for the single-body loss rate parameter, according to Equation 3.2, such
that we arrive at

ΓA+B ≈
ΓAnA + ΓBnB − Γnδn

nA+B

, (3.10)

where Γn is the single-body loss rate of the collision signal or equivalently the single-
body loss rate of the molecules lost from the trap. This seems counter-intuitive but
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this term is required to ensure that δn = 0 for k = 0, as we will see later. We
want to note that in the expression for ΓA+B we neglect that elastic collisions can
in principle alter the velocity distribution of the trapped ensemble and thus the
single-body loss rate. However, as we show in section 3.2.6, the impact of elastic
collisions is very small such that Equation 3.10 is a good approximation for ΓA+B.

With this we have everything in place to derive an expression for the time evo-
lution of the additional loss δn. Therefore we take the time derivative of Equation
3.2, given by

δ̇n = ṅA + ṅB − ṅA+B (3.11)

and insert the time evolution of the trapped ensembles, A, B and A+B, given by
Equation 3.8 to arrive at

δ̇n = λA + λB − λA+B − ΓAnA − ΓBnB + ΓA+BnA+B − k(n2
A + n2

B − n2
A+B). (3.12)

We simplify this equation by making use of the fact that λA+B = λA+λB and utilise
the expressions for ΓA+B and δn, given by Equation 3.10 and 3.2, respectively, to
obtain

δ̇n = −Γnδn− k(n2
A + n2

B − (nA + nB − δn)2), (3.13)

which we simplify and thereby finally arrive at

δ̇n = 2knAnB − δn[Γn + 2k(nA + nB)] + k(δn)2. (3.14)

This differential equation consists of four different contributions. The single-body
loss rate of the collision signal Γn, the densities of trapped molecules nA and nB,
being functions of the interaction time ∆t, and the two-body loss rate k. The
largest contribution to Equation 3.14 is given by the first term, the product term
of the densities of the A and the B sample. The quadratic part of Equation 3.14
however is just a small correction term. Thus we first neglect it to solve the resulting
linear differential equation analytically. Afterwards we include the quadratic term
pertubatively in a regular pertubation series to first order [184].

We use the ansatz δn = δn0 +εδn1, which we insert into the differential Equation
3.14 and order the terms according to the power of ε resulting in two differential
equations, one for δn0 and one for δn1. The differential equation of δn0 is just the
linear part of Equation 3.14 and thus given by

δ̇n0 = 2knAnB − δn0[Γn + 2k(nA + nB)]. (3.15)

This is a first order linear ordinary differential equation with variable coefficients
that can be solved analytically as [185]

δn0(t) = e−q(t)
∫ t

0

dt′eq(t
′)2knA(t′)nB(t′) (3.16)

with

q(t) =

∫ t

0

dt′[Γn + 2k (nA(t′) + nB(t′))] . (3.17)
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In a second step we consider the contribution of the quadratic term via the differ-
ential equation for δn1, given as

δ̇n1 = k(δn0)2 − δn1[Γn + 2k(nA + nB)]. (3.18)

Again, we can also solve this differential equation analytically to obtain [185]

δn1(t) = e−q(t)
∫ t

0

dt′eq(t
′)k(δn0(t′))2. (3.19)

By combining the contribution of the dominating linear part and the quadratic
correction, δn(t) = δn0(t)+δn1(t) we obtain the solution of the differential Equation
3.14. This provides us an analytic expression for the time evolution of the additional
loss δn, which we can use to fit the measured collision signal.

Since we can measure the density of trapped molecules nA and nB, as a function
of the interaction time, exemplary depicted in Figure 3.12 (b) for Vconn = 2000V and
Eoff = 0.50kV/cm, as well as Γn, we can reduce the number of fit parameters such
that k is the only free parameter. In order to obtain the single-body loss rate Γn
from our measurements, we extract the trap unloading curve of the collision signal,
utilising Equation 3.2 and the time dependent trap unloading curves, exemplary
shown in Figure 3.12 (a) for Vconn = 2000V and Eoff = 0.50kV/cm. The result is
illustrated in Figure 3.14 (a) showing the trap unloading signal of the additional loss
due to A–B collisions, as a function of the trap unloading time for Vconn = 2000V
and Vconn = 200V. As expected, we observe a significant difference in the collision
signal between the low density (Vconn = 200V) and the high density sample (Vconn =
2000V). We fit a single exponential decay to the Vconn = 2000V data excluding
the first 150ms, to ensure a representative flux of molecules for all relevant velocity
classes that can be detected, and thereby obtain Γn = 0.83± 0.02s−1.

To calculate the integrated collision signal for a given interaction time, we again
utilise Equation 3.2, but now we use the integrated trap unloading signals, exemplary
illustrated in Figure 3.12 (b). The result is depicted in black in Figure 3.14 (b)
showing the density of lost molecules due to A–B collisions as a function of ∆t
for a connection guide voltage of Vconn = 2000V and a trap offset field of Eoff =
2.37kV/cm. The blue data points depict the solution of Equation 3.14 fitted to
the collision data at ∆t = 1s, thereby yielding the two-body loss rate k = (1.71 ±
0.10) × 10−8cm3s−1. If we exclude the quadratic term and only consider the linear
contribution in Equation 3.14 we obtain k = (1.72 ± 0.10) × 10−8cm3s−1, proving
that the quadratic term provides only a very small correction to k.

We want to note that it can take up to five days of measurements to get good
statistics for the measured loss for a single interaction time ∆t. Thus the collision
data shown in black in Figure 3.14 (b) is the only data set where we recorded the
additional loss due to A–B collisions for interaction times in range of ∆t ∈ [0, 1]s. For
all the other collision measurements presented in this thesis we record the additional
loss only for ∆t = 1s. As a consequence we can only fit the model to the experimental
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Figure 3.14: (a) Trap unloading signal of the additional loss plotted against
the trap unloading time for connection guide voltages Vconn = 2000V and
Vconn = 200V. The interaction period is ∆t = 1s and the trap offset field
is set to Eoff = 0.50kV/cm. The red line depicts a single exponential fit to
the Vconn = 2000V data, excluding the first 150ms. (b) Measured collisional
loss in black as a function of ∆t and the respective models fitted to all data
points (red) and the collisions signal at ∆t = 1s only (blue). The connection
guide voltage was again set to Vconn = 2000V but the trap offset field is
Eoff = 2.37kV/cm.

data at ∆t = 1s, which is possible since k is the only free fit parameter in our model.
However to test if this is a valid approach we fit the solution of Equation 3.14 once
to the collisions signals for all interaction times depicted in Figure 3.14 (b) (red) and
once to the measured collision signal at ∆t = 1s (blue) only to extract the respective
rate coefficients as k = (1.83±0.15)×10−8cm3s−1 and k = (1.71±0.10)×10−8cm3s−1,
respectively. The two-body loss rates agree within the errorbars showing that it is a
valid approach to only consider the collision data at ∆t = 1s. We want to emphasize
that, according to Equation 3.16 and 3.19, we still have to measure the densities
nA and nB for interaction times in range of ∆t ∈ [0, 1]s to perform the numeric
integrals, such that we can fit the model to the measured collision signal.
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The purpose of our measurement scheme, introduced in section 3.2.1, is to extract
a precise value for the two-body loss rate k, insensitive to small changes in the single-
body loss rate coefficient Γ. This is important for our experiment since our trap
lifetime shows a velocity dependence, causing deviations from a single exponential
decay (see section 3.1.3), that is difficult to disentangle from collisional two-body
loss. In the following we will compare the dependence of k on Γ for the measurement
scheme developed in this thesis with the standard two-body loss model, used to
model collisional loss [62]. The two-body loss model is given by Equation 3.8 with
λ = 0 for the A sample which we can solve as [185]

nA(t) = − nA,0 · ΓA
k · nA,0 − (ΓA + k · nA,0) · eΓA·t

(3.20)

with nA,0 being the density in the trap at t = 0 for the A sample. We can now fit

Figure 3.15: (a) Integrated densities of the A sample as a function of the
interaction time in blue together with fit of Equation 3.20 to the data in red.
(b) Dependence of the two-body loss rate k on the rate coefficient Γ when
fitting Equation 3.20 to the integrated densities of the A sample (blue) and
the solution of Equation 3.14 to the integrated collision signal (red).

Equation 3.20, to the measured integrated densities for the A sample as a function
of the interaction time ∆t, as illustrated in Figure 3.15 (a), to obtain the two-body
loss rate k for a given rate coefficient Γ. We repeat this fitting process for multiple
values of Γ which we obtain by multiplying a scaling factor s ∈ [0.6, 1.15] to the
measured single-body loss rate to test how sensitive the fitted rate coefficient k is
on Γ. The result is shown in Figure 3.15 (b) in blue, where we normalised the
extracted two-body loss rates to the value for k which we obtain for the measured
value of Γ (s = 1). In addition Figure 3.15 (b) also shows the dependence of
k on Γ for the measurement scheme developed in this thesis in red. Here we fit
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the collision model (solution of Equation 3.14) to the measured integrated collision
signal (see Figure 3.13) but instead of scaling ΓA we multiply Γn with the scaling
factor s ∈ [0.6, 1.15]. We can clearly see, that in contrast to the two-body loss
model (blue), our measurement scheme to record collisional loss (red), is insensitive
to small changes in the single-body loss rate parameter.

The extraction of k allows us to determine the collisional loss rate, given by
Γcoll = n̄·k, the product between the integrated density of the trapped ensemble (see
Equation 3.7) and the two-body loss rate. For the trap offset fields Eoff = 0.50kV/cm
and Eoff = 2.37kV/cm, we obtain Γcoll = 0.20Hz and Γcoll = 0.09Hz, respectively.
As mentioned in section 3.2.1, these loss rates are about a factor of 5 to 10 lower
than the measured single-body loss rates and thus hard to disentangle from velocity-
dependent changes of Γ in our trap. Therefore, to extract a precise value for k from
collision experiments performed in our trap, the simple two body-loss model is not
sufficient, whereas the model presented in this thesis is well suited.

The two-body loss rate k is a molecule specific parameter that is independent
of the density of the trapped ensemble. To probe this we perform collision mea-
surements for four different densities of trapped molecules, which we adjust via the
maximum transverse trapping field in the connection guide. This straight piece of
quadrupole guide connects the buffergas cell with the centrifuge decelerator, illus-
trated in 3.1. We tune the maximum transverse trapping field from Econn = 2kV/cm
to Econn = 20kV/cm. Thereby we vary the density of molecules in the trap by
more than a factor of four, as can be seen in Figure 3.16. As expected k does not
change as a function of the density of trapped molecules for both trap offset fields
Eoff = 0.50kV/cm and Eoff = 2.37kV/cm.

Figure 3.16: Two-body loss rate k as a function of the integrated trapped
density (see Equation 3.7). Black and red show measured data and weighted
average for a trap offset field of Eoff = 0.50kV/cm and Eoff = 2.37kV/cm,
respectively.
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3.2.6 Electric field dependent collisions – dipolar relaxation

The loss rates depicted in Figure 3.16 show no dependence on the density of the
trapped ensembles but clearly a statistically significant difference between the two
trap offsets Voff = 0.05Vµ and Voff = 0.30Vµ. This indicates an electric field depen-
dence of the collision process which we can investigate with the methods developed
in the previous section.

Therefore we measure the collisional loss from our microstructured electric trap
caused by A–B collisions for six different trap offsets between Voff = 0.05Vµ and
Voff = 0.30Vµ. Using the analytic expression for δn, derived in section 3.2.5, we are
able to extract the rate coefficients k, depicted in red in Figure 3.17 as a function of
the applied trap offset field Eoff. The two-body loss rate k shows a clearly statistically
significant electric field dependence of 13 σ when we vary the homogeneous offset
field from Eoff = 0.50kV/cm to Eoff = 2.37kV/cm and thereby suppress k by more
than a factor of two.

The suppression of collision induced trap losses without affecting thermalising
elastic collisions is a key ingredient to realise efficient rethermalisation of the trapped
ensemble for potential future evaporative cooling [164] of naturally occurring polar
molecules. Therefore it is essential for us to understand the loss mechanism from our
electric trap and control the collision process. We theoretically model the collisions
in our trap considering elastic kel and inelastic kin contributions to the calculated
two-body loss rate kth. The final result is depicted in black in Figure 3.17, show-
ing excellent agreement with the measured loss rates, after rescaling the densities
of trapped molecules by a factor of about 0.5. The rescaling is necessary due to
inaccuracies in our density calibration and we refer the interested reader to section
3.1.4 for additional information. At this point we want to note that we scaled the
densities in all measurements presented in this thesis accordingly to get a consistent
picture.

Elastic Collisions

When calculating the two-body loss rate due to elastic collisions kel we need to
consider two contributions; the corresponding cross-section σel and the probability
Ploss for a molecule to be lost from the trap in an elastic collision process [177]. Due
to the molecules’ large mean collision energy of Ēcoll = 0.4K · kB in the trap many
partial waves contribute to the collision process. Thus we can use the semi-classical
Eikonal approximation [178] to calculate the differential cross-section dσ

dΩ
(vrel, θ),

which is a function of the relative velocity of the colliding particles vrel and the
scattering angle θ. In this calculation we only consider the isotropic part of the
dipole-dipole interaction Vdd(r) = −〈d〉2 /4πε0r3. The differential cross-section dσ

dΩ

is illustrated in Figure 3.18 (a) as a function of the relative velocity for selected
scattering angles between θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦. Throughout all scattering angles the
differential cross-section gets smaller for increasing relative velocities and scattering
angles. The dependence of dσ

dΩ
on θ is even more visible in Figure 3.18 (b) showing
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Figure 3.17: Electric field dependence of the two-body loss rate k. The exper-
imental data is shown in red, whereas calculation results, including inelastic
and elastic collision processes, are depicted in black. To overlap theory and
experiment, we globally scaled the measured densities by a factor of about 0.5.
The inset illustrates the inelastic collisions process. Two molecules fly past
each other in the presence of the trap offset field and interact via the dipole-
dipole interaction. This leads to a redistribution of the initially trapped pop-
ulation over trapped and untrapped M-sublevels of the |J = 1,K = 1〉 state.

the differential cross-section averaged over the relative velocities in the trap. The
fast decrease of dσ

dΩ
as a function of θ can be explained by the semi-classical character

of the collision process, which strongly favors scattering in forward direction [177].
We obtain the total elastic cross-section for the molecules in the trap by integrating
the differential cross-section over the full solid angle in 4π [177]

σel =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

dσ

dΩ
(vrel, θ) sin θdθdφ. (3.21)

We want to mention here that σel varies for different trap offset fields due to the
dependence of the relative velocity distribution on Eoff (see section 3.2.2). However
since the collision process itself does not show an electric field dependence the impact
of Eoff onto the elastic cross-section is small. We can exemplary look at two trap
offset fields, namely Eoff = 0.50kV/cm and Eoff = 2.37kV/cm and the respective
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Figure 3.18: (a) Differential elastic cross-section as a function of the relative
velocity vrel for selected scattering angles θ. (b) Differential cross-section
averaged over the relative velocity distribution in the trap D(vrel) plotted
against the scattering angle θ.

elastic collision cross-sections, σel = 6.97 · 10−12cm2 and σel = 7.50 · 10−12cm2,
showing only a small electric field dependence.

These values are about a factor of 3.5 larger than the elastic cross-section for
collisions in the guide, σel = 2.0 · 10−12cm2, calculated in 2017 [78, 177]. When
comparing elastic collisions in the guide and in the trap we need to consider the
relative velocity of the colliding particles and the dipole moment davg, averaged
over the populated rotational states, since the elastic cross-section scales as σel ∝
d2
avg/vrel [178]. The mean relative velocities are given by v̄rel = 28.2m/s and v̄rel =

19.8m/s and the averaged dipole moments by davg = 0.56D and davg = 0.83D for
the measurements in the guide and in the trap for Eoff = 0.50kV/cm, respectively.
The mean relative velocity in the guide is larger than in the trap, since molecules
are only confined in the transversal direction, wheras in the trap molecules are
confined in all three dimensions. This results in a larger longitudinal velocity in the
guide and thereby in a larger mean relative velocity. The averaged dipole moment
davg is smaller for the measurements performed in 2017 than for the measurements
shown in this thesis as the buffergas cell was operated at about 7.5K instead of 4K,
resulting in more rotational states being populated and therefore in a smaller value
for davg. Taking all these aspects into account we expect a 3.1 times larger elastic
cross-section in the trap than in the guide. However we observe σel being even about
a factor of 3.5 larger in the trap which we attribute to the fact that we do not use the
mean relative velocity for the calculations in thesis but average over the measured
relative velocity distributions, depicted in Figure 3.10 (b).

Since we measure collisional loss with the measurement scheme described in sec-
tion 3.2.1 we need to not only calculate the elastic collision cross-section but more-
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Figure 3.19: (a) Elastic collision induced loss probability Ploss, averaged over
the relative velocity distribution D(vrel) in the trap for an offset field of Eoff =
2.37kV/cm. (b) Ploss as a function of the relative velocity of the colliding
molecules averaged over all possible scattering angles θ.

over the elastic loss rate coefficient kel. Therefor we have to consider the likelihood
Ploss(vrel, θ) for a molecule to be lost from the trap in an elastic collision process
as a function of the scattering angle θ and the relative velocity vrel [114]. These
calculations are performed utilising Monte Carlo simulations for a given trap offset
field Eoff and the respective electric field distribution in the trap, that resembles
the molecules’ position distribution. We randomly sample the molecules from the
electric field distribution and two molecules can only collide if the electric field value
is identical for both of them. Of course, we need to consider that according to the
electric field value kinetic energy is transformed into potential energy. We randomly
sample θ from a flat distribution from 0 to π and vrel from the relative velocity dis-
tribution in the trap D(vrel) obtained from time-of-flight measurements (see section
3.2.2). Elastic collisions lead to an energy transfer between the colliding molecules,
which we calculate in the centre of mass frame [177]. To determine Ploss(vrel, θ), we
compare the molecule’s total energy after the collision process with the trap depth in
the laboratory frame. If the total energy of a molecule is higher than the trap depth
the molecule will be lost from the trap. In addition, there is a second contribution
to Ploss(vrel, θ) we have to consider, as the loss probability from our trap shows a
E5/2 energy dependence for molecules with a linear Stark shift. To account for this
we compare the molecules’ kinetic energy before and after the collision process in
the laboratory frame and consider the change in the loss probability accordingly. In
general both of the colliding molecules can be lost from the trap but to avoid double
counting we assume only one of the two to be lost [114].

Figure 3.19 (a) shows Ploss, averaged over the relative velocity distribution in
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the trap, as a function of the scattering angle θ. We observe the expected behavior
with the loss probability being maximal for a scattering angle of π/2 and in addition
a steep decrease below 3◦ and above 178◦, similar to the results obtained in 2017
for collisions in the guide [177]. Figure 3.19 (b) depicts Ploss, averaged over θ, as a
function of the relative velocity vrel, showing that the loss probability increases by
more than three orders of magnitude from vrel = 2m/s to vrel = 46m/s. With this
we have everything in place to calculate the elastic loss cross-section as a function
of vrel [177]

σel,loss(vrel) =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

dσ

dΩ
(vrel, θ)Ploss(vrel, θ) sin θdθdφ, (3.22)

and the corresponding two-body loss rate kel(vrel) = σel,loss(vrel) · vrel. By averaging
over the relative velocity distribution in the trap we obtain a loss rate of kel =
3.84 · 10−11cm3s−1 for a trap offset field of Eoff = 2.37kV/cm.

We can compare this value with the calculation result for collisions in the guide
obtained in 2017 [177], kel = 3.46 · 10−10cm3s−1, which is larger by one order of
magnitude. When comparing the two collision experiments we have to keep in mind
that in 2017 molecules were only transversely confined and we observed longitudinal
velocities up to 80m/s [114]. In contrast, for the measurements presented in this
thesis, molecules are confined in all three dimensions in our electric trap with a
cut-off velocity not exceeding 25m/s. Therefore, as already mentioned, we observe a
larger elastic cross-section σel in the trap due to the lower relative velocity vrel. On
the other, the loss probability in the guide is larger due to the larger longitudinal
velocity vz. In the end these are two competing effects, resulting in a roughly nine
times larger loss rate kel for the collisions in the guide compared to the collision
measurements in the trap.

Inelastic Collisions

In the following discussion we present the contribution of inelastic collisions to the
calculated two-body loss rate kth. Therefor we consider the Langevin capture model
[179] and long-ranged dipolar collisions. To describe dipolar collisions between the
molecules in our trap we start by considering two molecules in the presence of
an electric field flying past each other with relative velocity vrel on a straight line
trajectory, as schematically illustrated by the inset in Figure 3.17 for two molecules
in the |J = 1, K = 1〉 state. The molecules interact via the long ranged dipole-
dipole interaction, redistributing the initial population over trapped and untrapped
M-sublevels. Solving the Hamiltonian for this system, we then integrate over the
untrapped population after the collision process to obtain the loss cross-section σloss
which is related to the loss rate as kdd = σloss · vrel.

The Hamiltonian, describing the dipolar collision process between two molecules
in the presence of an electric field is given by [183]

Ĥ = Ĥs + Ĥdd. (3.23)
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The first term describes the interaction of the molecules’ dipole moments, given by
the operator d̂i for particle i = 1, 2, with an externally applied electric field E, as

Ĥs = −(d̂1 + d̂2) ·E. (3.24)

Making use of the Wigner-Eckhart-theorem [149] allows us to evaluate the matrix
elements of the Stark Hamiltonian Ĥs,i = −d̂i ·E in the single-particle symmetric
top basis |JKM〉, introduced in section 2.2.1. For an electric field pointing in z-
direction of the lab frame, E = Eez, the matrix elements are given by [13]

〈J ′iK ′iM ′
i | Ĥs,i |JiKiMi〉 =

−dE(−1)M
′
i−K′

i

√
(J ′i + 1)(Ji + 1)

(
J ′i 1 Ji

−K ′i 0 Ki

)(
J ′i 1 Ji

−M ′
i 0 Mi

)
. (3.25)

However, to theoretically model dipolar collisions between a pair of molecules we
need to describe our system in the two-particle basis which is given by the tensor
product of single-particle states as |J1K1M1〉 ⊗ |J2K2M2〉 = |J1K1M1, J2K2M2〉. In
the two-particle basis the matrix elements for the interaction between the molecules
and an electric field can be obtained from the results in the single-particle as

Ĥs = Ĥs,1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Ĥs,2. (3.26)

Figure 3.20 (a) and (b) show the Stark shifts of a CH3F molecule in the |J = 1, K = 1〉

Figure 3.20: Stark shift of CH3F in the |J = 1,K = 1〉 state in the (a) single-
particle and (b) two-particle basis. Only the states color-coded in blue are
low-field seeking and thus trappable. The states illustrated in black and red
will be lost from the trap.

state in the single-particle and two-particle basis, respectively. As introduced in sec-
tion 2.2.1, fluoromethane is a symmetric top molecule, so that there is a degenerate
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pair of opposite parity states for each |K| > 0. Thus we observe a linear electric
field response in Figure 3.20 (a) where its sign depends on the product of K and M .
We use the convention that a positive signed M -value shows a low-field-seeking elec-
tric field response, such that K = −|K|. Figure 3.20 (b) illustrates the Stark shift
for CH3F in the two-particle basis |J1 = 1, K1 = 1, J2 = 1, K2 = 1〉. Since we have
to consider all possible combinations of the different M -levels of the single-particle
basis, the Stark shift depicted in Figure 3.20 (b) shows five instead of three levels.
Here, the sign of the Stark shift is given by the product of K and M1 + M2, with
Mi being the M -quantum number of particle i = 1, 2. At this point we want to
note that only molecules in a low-field-seeking state, color-coded in blue in Figure
3.20 (a) and (b), can be trapped. Whereas molecules showing no electric field re-
sponse, color-coded in black in Figure 3.20, or molecules in high-field-seeking states,
depicted in red, will be eventually lost from the trap.

In addition to the interaction of the molecules with an external electric field we
also need to consider the second contribution to the Hamiltonian Ĥ in Equation
3.23, the dipole-dipole interaction, described by [183]

Ĥdd =
d̂1 · d̂2 − 3(d̂2 · er)(er · d̂1)

4πε0|r(t)|3
(3.27)

with the vacuum permittivity ε0, the unit vector er pointing from molecule 1 to
molecule 2 and the time-dependent distance between the two molecules, r(t). Again
we can evaluate the matrix elements, here directly in the two-particle basis [183, 13]

〈J ′1K ′1M ′
1, J

′
2K
′
2M

′
2| Ĥdd |J1K1M1, J2K2M2〉 =

−
√

30
d2

4πε0|r(t)|3
(−1)M

′
1−K′

1+M ′
2−K′

2

√
(2J ′1 + 1)(2J1 + 1)(2J ′2 + 1)(2J2 + 1)

×
2∑

p=−2

(−1)pC
(2)
−p(θ, φ)

1∑
m=−1

(−1)p
(

1 1 2
m p−m −p

)(
J ′1 1 J1

−K ′1 0 K1

)
×
(

J ′1 1 J1

−M ′
1 m M1

)(
J ′2 1 J2

−K ′2 0 K2

)(
J ′2 1 J2

−M ′
2 p−m M2

) (3.28)

where C
(2)
−p(θ, φ) are the unnormalised spherical harmonics. The dipole-dipole inter-

action redistributes the initially trapped population over low- and high-field seeking
states in the trap, according to the selection rules given by Equation 3.28. This is
known as dipolar relaxation, a well known effect from atomic physics [186, 187, 188,
189].

We consider the molecules’ movement in the trap with the time-dependent in-
terparticle distance r(t). Therefor we fix the position of molecule 1 at the origin
of the coordinate system, which is defined by the externally applied electric field
E = Eez, pointing in z-direction, as depicted in Figure 3.21. Molecule 2 is moving
past molecule 1 on a classical straight line trajectory described by the unit vector
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Figure 3.21: Illustration of the coordinate system we use to calculate dipolar
collisions between a pair of molecules in the trap. The externally applied
electric field defines the z-axis of the system. Molecule 1 is fixed at the
origin of the sphere, while molecule 2 is moving in the x’-, y’-plane in the
direction given by the unit vector m̂.

m̂, which is related to the inter-particle distance according to r(t) = b ·x0+vrelt ·m̂,
with vrel being the relative velocity. The minimal distance between the two particles,
or equivalently the distance between the origin of the coordinate system and x0, is
given at time t = 0 by the impact parameter b. Thus r(t) with t ∈ [−∞,∞] has to
lie within a plane perpendicular to b and can go through x0 in any direction. We
account for this with the angle α ∈ [0, 2π] between the x-axis of the plane x′ and
the unit vector m̂ along the trajectory, as depicted in Figure 3.21. The position of
x0 can be at any point on the sphere and is defined by θ0 ∈ [0, π] and φ0 ∈ [0, 2π],
the azimuthal and polar angle of a spherical coordinates system. Taking all these
aspects into consideration the movement of molecule 2 through the trap can be
expressed by the time-dependent spherical coordinates, defined as

r = |r| =
√
b2 + v2

relt
2 (3.29)

θ = cos−1

(
rz
|r|

)
= cos−1

(
b cos θ0 − vrelt cosα sin θ0√

b2 + v2
relt

2

)
(3.30)
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φ = tan−1

(
ry
rx

)
= tan−1

(
vrelt sinα

b sin θ0 + vrelt cosα cos θ0

)
(3.31)

which we insert into Equation 3.27 to model the collision process. Due to the
electric field E = Eez pointing in z-direction we have a cylindrical symmetry in our
model with the z-axis being the symmetry axis. Thus we have set φ0 = 0 in the
expressions for θ and φ since it only adds a phase factor of 2π.

The trajectory of molecule 2 is assumed to be a classical straight line trajectory,
that is not altered by the dipole-dipole interaction. In the following we will show
that this is a reasonable assumption for the molecules in our trap due to their large
mean collision energy of 〈Ecoll〉 = 0.4K ·kB. Since trajectories of molecules with low
kinetic energy are more prone to be altered by the dipole-dipole potential

Vdd(r, t) = − d2

4πε0|r(t)|3
(3.32)

than trajectories of fast molecules we will exemplary look at a pair of molecules mov-
ing very slowly in our electrostatic trap with a relative velocity as small as vrel =
5m/s. We assume the trap offset field to be Eoff = 0.50kV/cm and chose the impact
parameter such that the transition probability is maximum, b =

√
σloss(Eoff , vrel)/π.

To see how much the dipole-dipole potential Vdd, given by Equation 3.32, alters
the trajectory of molecule 2 we need to compare the momentum of molecule 2,
pmol = m · vrel, flying past molecule 1 to the momentum transfer caused by Vdd,
which can be calculated as

pdd =

∫ ∞
−∞

dVdd(r, t)

dr
dt. (3.33)

To give an upper bound to the impact of the dipole-dipole potential on the trajectory
of molecule 2 we assume pdd to be perpendicular to pmol, resulting in a deflection
of ∼ 10◦. In addition to giving an upper bound for the deflection we can also look
at the impact of the dipole-dipole potential on the trajectory for the mean relative
velocity in the trap v̄rel = 19.8m/s, where molecule 2 is only deflected by ∼ 0.7◦.
Taking this into account in combination with the relative velocity distribution in the
trap, illustrated in Figure 3.10 (b), we can conclude that it is reasonable to describe
the trajectories of the molecules in our trap by classical straight line trajectories not
being altered by Vdd.

We want to note that in general there is a third contribution to the Hamiltonian
Ĥ (Equation 3.23), namely Ĥrot, the Hamiltonian associated with the rotational
energy of the molecules [190]. However, population transfer between a pair of states
can only occur if the transition is non-adiabatic, where the likelihood of this pop-
ulation transfer depends on the energy mismatch between the states coupled by
Ĥdd and the relative velocity of the colliding particles [191]. The larger the rela-
tive velocity between the molecules is, the more likely it is for a transition to be
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Figure 3.22: (a) Rotational energies of different (J,K)-manifolds in CH3F.
(b) Schematic illustration of the collision process between two CH3F
molecules.

non-adiabatic. In contrast, the larger the energy difference is, the smaller is the
likelihood for a non-adiabatic transfer. In the following we will show that collision
induced population transfer with the energy mismatch between the initial and the
final state of the two-particle system being on the order of the rotational energy
is highly unlikely and can be neglected. Therefore we follow the calculations per-
formed by Zeppenfeld [191], utilising a simple back-of-the-envelope estimation based
on Landau-Zener theory. For the only significantly populated (J,K)-manifolds in the
trap, namely (1,1) and (2,1) we arrive at a maximum possible energy mismatch of
∆/h ≈ 15 GHz for a state changing collision using Equation 3.28 with φ = 0 and
θ = π/2. This is significantly smaller than the ∼ 102 GHz rotational splitting be-
tween the (1,1)- and the (2,1)-manifold in CH3F [192, 193], shown in Figure 3.22
(a). Thus it is justified to consider the rotational levels in our system in separate
collision calculations weighted by their respective population in the trap. In these
calculations the Hamiltonian Ĥ describing the system is given by equation 3.23, so
that Ĥrot is not taken into account. This reduces the dimensions of the Hamiltonian
and thereby saves computation time, which is necessary since the calculations are
very computation intense with an estimated total calculation time of roughly seven
months on up to six computers running in parallel.

In total we need to perform calculations for collisions within the (1,1)- and within
the (2,1)-manifold as well as for a specific collision process between molecules from
the (1,1)- and the (2,1)-manifold which we will present in the following using a rep-
resentative example. Molecule 1 with initial state |J ′1 = 1, K ′1 = 1,M ′

1 = 1〉 collides
with molecule 2 with initial state |J ′2 = 2, K ′2 = 1,M ′

2 = 1〉, as schematically de-
picted in Figure 3.22 (b). The interaction between the molecules is mediated by Ĥdd

with exemplary final states |J1 = 2, K1 = 1,M1 = 0〉 and |J2 = 1, K2 = 1,M2 = 0〉.
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In this example both molecules are no longer in a trappable state and therefore
will be lost from the trap. The redistribution of the population however just took
place within the respective M-sublevels. Therefore the energy mismatch between
the initial and final state of the collision process is given by the Stark splitting for
the two-particle system and thus on the order of up to a few GHz. However if the
final state of molecule 2 in the above example would be |J2 = 2, K2 = 1,M2 = 0〉,
the collision process would be highly unlikely due to the large energy mismatch of
∼ 102 GHz between the initial and the final state and thus can be neglected.

In order to calculate the loss cross-section σloss and the two-body loss rate kdd
for the dipolar collisions in our trap we need to determine the state population after
the collision process by solving the Schrödinger equation [191]

i~
d

dt
|Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |Ψ(t)〉 (3.34)

utilising the Hamiltonian given by Equation 3.23. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph, we can perform separate calculations for the individual (J,K)-manifolds
and weight the results according to the state distribution in the trap. For each of
these calculations the initial state vector |Ψ(t = −∞)〉 is given by the population
of the individual M-levels of the two-particle system in the trap, which we obtain
using the state distribution measurement introduced in section 3.2.3. We solve
the Schrödinger equation and thereby obtain the state population after the collision
process in high field seeking states |Ψhfs(t =∞, θ0, b, α)|2 for a given relative velocity
vrel and a given trap offset field Eoff. We obtain the loss cross-section by integrating
the untrapped population over all possible trajectories and the full solid angle 4π

σloss =

∫ π

0

∫ ∞
0

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

|Ψhfs(t =∞, θ0, b, α, Eoff, vrel)|2 sin(θ0) dθ0 db dφ0 dα.

(3.35)
Due to the underlying cylindrical symmetry in our system the integral over φ0 just
gives a phase factor of 2π, whereas for each θ0, α and impact parameter b, we
need to solve the Schrödinger equation to obtain the population in untrapped states
|Ψhfs(t = ∞, θ0, b, α)|2. For the two angles θ0 ∈ [0, π] and α ∈ [0, 2π], we use a
step size of 20◦ and for the impact parameter b which we vary from bmin = 5 ·
10−10m to bmax = 1 · 10−7m we use a step size of db = 5 · 10−10m. This ensures
a good compromise between reasonable computation time and accurate calculation
results, where finer steps for θ0, α and b improve the accuracy only in the low
single digit percentage range. We solve the Schrödinger equation for 14 different
relative velocities vrel = [2, 4, 7, 10, 12, 14, 17, 21, 25, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46]m/s, covering
the relative velocity distribution in the trap (see Figure 3.10 (b)) and 6 different
trap offset fields Eoff = [0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.5]kV/cm. In total this adds up to a
calculation time of roughly seven months on up to six computers running in parallel.
Figure 3.23 (a) and (b) depict σloss for the (1,1)- and (2,1)-manifold, as a function
of the relative velocity for six different trap offset fields. For all data shown in
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Figure 3.23: (a) and (b) show the loss cross-sections for the (1,1)- and
(2,1)-manifold as a function of the relative velocity vrel of the colliding
molecules, respectively. Both plots include data for trap offset fields from
Eoff = 0.5kV/cm to Eoff = 2.5kV/cm.

Figure 3.23 (a) and (b) the loss cross-section σloss increases from the minimal relative
velocity used in our calculations, vrel = 2m/s up to a maximum value before it starts
to decrease again. The increase of σloss can be explained by the applied trap offset
field interacting with the molecules’ dipole moments, resulting in a Stark splitting
or equivalently a detuning ∆ between the states coupled by Hdd. For a population
transfer from a low-field-seeking to a high-field-seeking state to occur the transition
has to be non-adiabatic [191]. According to Landau-Zener theory this is fulfilled
if the transition rate γ = hvrel/r, with r being the interparticle distance at which
the transition occurs, is larger than the energy mismatch between the state coupled
by the dipole-dipole interaction, ∆ < γ [191]. Thus a certain minimal relative
velocity is required to overcome the energy splitting between the M-sublevels and the
probability for a loss to occur becomes larger for increasing vvrel, until the transition
rate is clearly larger than ∆. From this point on σloss starts to decrease for increasing
relative velocities.

Along these lines we can also observe in Figure 3.23 (a) and (b) that with increas-
ing electric field strength and thereby increasing Stark splittings between trapped
and untrapped states, the maximum of the loss cross-section shifts to higher ve-
locities, since a larger transition rate is required for a non-adiabatic transfer. In
addition, the maximum value for σloss occurs for higher relative velocities in the
(1,1)- than in the (2,1)-manifold due to the larger Stark splitting. Besides different
Stark shifts for the molecules in the two (J,K)-manifolds there is another difference,
the number of M-sublevels, given by 2(J + 1). As a consequence losses are more
pronounced for molecules in the (1,1)- than in the (2,1)-manifold due to the larger
fraction of high-field-seeking states, visible in Figure 3.23 (a) and (b).
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We obtain the loss cross-section for the trapped ensemble at a given offset field
Eoff by summing σloss with statistical weights according to relative velocity and state
distribution in the trap. This allows us to obtain the rate coefficient due to dipolar
relaxation as kdd(Eoff) = σloss(Eoff) · vrel.

In addition to the long-ranged dipole-dipole interaction we estimate further in-
elastic collisional loss by the Langevin capture model [179] with the corresponding
loss rate

klv(vrel) = 3πvrel

(
d2

avg

4πε0v2
rel

)2/3

. (3.36)

Here davg is the dipole moment averaged over the state distribution in the trap
and ε0 the vacuum permittivity. By averaging klv(vrel) over the relative velocity
distribution in the trap we obtain klv = 6.67 · 10−10cm3s−1 for a trap offset field of
Eoff = 0.50kV/cm. We want to note that the loss rate changes slightly for different
trap offset fields due to the dependence of the relative velocity distributions on Eoff

(see section 3.2.2 for more details). With this we have now everything in place to
calculate the theoretical loss rate kth = kdd+klv+kel with contributions from dipolar
relaxation, langevin loss rate and elastic collisional loss as a function of Eoff. The
result is depicted in black in Figure 3.17, where the by far dominating contribution
to kth is dipolar relaxation, that is also the only of the three contributing loss
mechanisms showing a direct electric field dependence.

Impact of inelastic collisional loss in the guide and in the trap

We started the collision section 3.2 with a brief review of the collision measurements
performed with the Cryofuge in 2017, where we investigated two-body losses from
a quadrupole guide for CH3F and ND3 [78]. In section 3.2.6 we already compared
the impact of elastic losses for the collision studies in the guide and in the trap. In
the following we will now repeat this for the contribution of inelastic losses for the
two measurements. According to Equation 3.36 the Langevin loss-rate is a function
of the relative velocity vrel and the dipole moment davg averaged over the populated
rotational |J,K,M〉 states. In 2017 the averaged dipole moment was determined as
davg = 0.56D [78], whereas now we obtain a value of davg = 0.83D, utilising the state
distribution measurements, presented in section 3.2.3. The averaged dipole moment
is larger for the measurements shown in this thesis due to a improved state purity
resulting from a colder buffergas cell. We determine the relative velocity distribution
of the molecules in the trap, as illustrated in section 3.2.2, and can exemplary
look at the A+B measurement sequence with tload = 0.5s and an offset field of
Eoff = 0.50kV/cm, where we obtain a mean relative velocity of v̄rel = 19.3m/s. This
value is significantly lower than v̄rel = 28.2m/s measured by Wu et. al. in 2017 [177],
since in contrast to the three dimensional confinement in the trap, molecules in the
guide are only confined transversely but can move freely in the longitudinal direction.
Taking into account that for the collision measurements in the trap v̄rel is lower and
davg is larger than for the measurements in the guide we expect a larger Langevin
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loss-rate for the collisions in the trap. Indeed we obtain a two-body loss rate of
klv,trap = 6.67 · 10−10cm3s−1 for collision in the trap and klv,guide = 4.23 · 10−10cm3s−1

for inelastic two-body losses in the guide. According Equation 3.36 and the presented
values for v̄rel and davg one would expect klv,guide/klv,trap ≈ 0.5, however we obtain a
ratio of 0.6, due to the fact that we calculate the Langevin loss-rate by averaging
over the measured relative velocity distribution instead of using v̄rel.

In addition to the Langevin loss-rate we can also consider the impact of dipolar
relaxation for the two collision experiments. For the measurements in the trap
we identified dipolar relaxation as the by far dominant collisional loss mechanism
which we suppressed by a factor of two by increasing an external electric field from
Eoff = 0.50kV/cm to Eoff = 2.37kV/cm. In the following we will take a look at
the impact of dipolar relaxation for the collision measurements in the guide. Here
there are two important aspects we need to consider; the average electric field in the
guide is with Eguide = 45kV/cm significantly larger than in the trap and due to the
warmer buffergas cell temperature the fraction of molecules in |2, 1〉 has increased
and more rotational states are populated [78]. As a consequence the calculations
presented in section 3.2.6 are no longer feasible for all populated rotational states
within reasonable calculation time, such that we perform the calculations only for a
pair of molecules with a relative velocity of vrel = 28.2m/s within the (1,1)-manifold
at an electric field of Eguide = 45kV/cm. According to the results presented in
section 3.2.6, this should give an upper bound for the two-body loss rate kdd, caused
by dipolar relaxation, which we calculate as kdd = σloss · vrel = 8.83 · 10−10cm3s−1.
This value is significantly lower than the one’s obtained for collisions in the trap
(see Figure 3.17) and comparable to the calculated Langevin loss-rate klv,guide in
the guide. Thus the assumption made in the Science paper in 2017 [78], that all
inelastic collisional losses are covered by the Langevin capture model is reasonable
due to the large external electric field in the guide. However as mentioned in the
publication by Wu et al. [78], the theoritcally calculated loss-rate was 40% to 60%
lower than the experimentally determined value for k, which Wu et. al. attributed
to imprecision in the density calibration or imperfections of the Langevin model.
With the calculations performed in this section it seems reasonable that neglecting
the contribution of dipolar relaxation explains the difference between experiment
and theory.
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Chapter 4

Outlook

This thesis covered two distinct topics, where in the first part we proposed how to
utilise opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling to extend molecule research
in the cold and ultracold temperature regime to more diverse species. Here we found
that molecules with closely spaced opposite parity levels in the ground state, like
symmetric top molecules, diatomic radicals with Λ- or Ω-doubling or linear poly-
atomic molecules excited to a vibrational bending mode, are in particular promising
candidates. In the second part of this thesis we demonstrated the observation of
electric field controlled dipolar collisions between cold, trapped CH3F molecules. By
tuning an external electric field we were able to suppress collision induced two-body
loss from the trap by a factor of two. In addition we identified the loss, using a semi-
classical model, to be predominantly caused by dipolar relaxation, a state changing
collision process. The demonstrated suppression of inelastic two-body loss without
affecting energy exchanging elastic collisions can be an important ingredient to mea-
sure rethermalisation and potentially observe evaporative cooling with polyatomic
symmetric top molecules.

Cold and ultracold dipolar collisions

The observation of a quantum degenerate gas of naturally occurring polar molecules
is a long time outstanding goal in the field of cold and ultracold molecules. Due
to the rapid progress in recent years both laser cooling, as well as opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling allow molecules to be directly cooled to ultracold temperatures
[120, 109, 118, 21]. However, to observe a Bose–Einstein condensate, the particles
typically have to be cooled to quantum degeneracy by means of evaporative cooling
techniques [4, 5], relying on efficient rethermalisation of the molecular sample via
energy exchanging elastic collisions. For rethermalisation to be efficient a key re-
quirement is the suppression of inelastic collisions, leading to loss, without affecting
thermalising elastic collisions [194], as demonstrated in this thesis. This in combi-
nation with the high density samples of trapped molecules renders our experiment
a good starting point to investigate rethermalisation. Thereto we have to cut into
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the energy distribution of the trapped ensemble using a radio-frequency knife [21]
removing molecules above a given energy, such that thermalising elastic collisions
can repopulate these energy classes. For our experiment we estimate the maximum
achievable density after applying a radio-frequency knife at 7GHz·h, averaged over
the trapping time, to be n = 1.0 ·107cm−3. In combination with a relative velocity of
vrel = 14m/s and an elastic collision cross-section of σel = 7.81 ·10−12cm2 this results
in an elastic collision frequency of about 0.11Hz. In addition we have to consider
that the eikonal approximation [178] strongly favors forward scattering such that
the energy transfer in an elastic collision process is typically small and that our trap
lifetime is finite with a 1/e trap decay time of 1s. Taking all these aspects into ac-
count we utilise a Monte-Carlo type simulation to estimate that about 0.35% of the
molecules repopulate energy classes above the cutoff frequency (here 7GHz). There-
fore, with the current experimental setup, it will be very challenging to measure
rethermalisation, without further cooling or a larger density of trapped molecules.
However, opto-electric Sisyphus cooling has already been demonstrated for CH3F
in our group, reaching temperatures of about 30mK [27]. This can improve the
1/e trap decay time of up to a factor of 60 [21] so that after applying opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling the observation of rethermalisation should be possible.

Cooling the molecular samples does not only help to measure rethermalisation
but also opens up more exciting research avenues. For example in the field of cold
chemistry the observation of energy dependent collision resonances [195] and control
over the reaction processes [68] becomes feasible. At even lower temperatures, in
the quantum limit, interaction lengths on the order of 1µm [113] can be obtained
for polar molecules opening research opportunities like the investigation of dipole-
blockaded [196, 197] or strongly correlated system [198, 199].

Opto-electric Sisyphus cooling of radical molecules with the cryofuge

In 2016 Prehn et al. prepared an ensemble of 3 · 105 H2CO molecules at a tem-
perature of about 420µK using opto-electric Sisyphus cooling [21], which is the to
date largest number of of molecules directly cooled to ultracold temperatures. How-
ever, the comparably slow spontaneous decay (∼ 100Hz) of the vibrational excited
state and the resulting trap losses during cooling, limited the preparation of an even
larger ensemble of ultracold molecules. This renders molecular radicals in particular
interesting for opto-electric or opto-magnetic Sisyphus cooling due to the possibility
to use an electronic excited state with decay rates on the order of MHz. The gener-
ality of our experimental setup makes it the ideal platform to extend opto-electric
Sisyphus cooling to molecular radicals like CH or YbOH. Both of these molecules
are hard to laser cool and therefore have not yet been laser cooled in all three-
dimensions. However, they are ideal candidates for opto-electric Sisyphus cooling
as they possess closely spaced opposite parity states in their ground state due to Λ-
or Ω-doubling in CH and a degenerate vibrational bending mode in YbOH. Conse-
quently, these molecules show a a strong electric field response, that allows efficient
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centrifuge deceleration and trapping, but the molecular source in our experiment
would have to be modified as radicals no longer arrive in gas bottle but have to be
produced e.g. by laser ablation [89]. However, the production of radical molecules
is well studied and routinely achieved by various research groups [94, 106, 107],
such that production, deceleration and trapping of these molecular radicals should
be straightforward to implement with the Cryofuge setup. Beyond good cooling
properties, like the large spontaneous decay rate, CH and YbOH possess inversion
doublets that provide additional fascinating research opportunities for fundamental
physics tests. The Λ-doublet transitions in the ground state of CH are very sensitive
to probe variations in the finestructure constant α or the electron-to-proton mass
ratio µ [158]. The linear triatomic radical YbOH, is also particularly interesting for
fundamental physics tests as it is proposed to enable measurements that surpass the
current limit of |de| < 1.1 · 10−29e·cm for the dipole moment of the electron [127].
For all of these envisioned experiments opto-electric Sisyphus cooling or cooling in
general is particularly relevant, as it increases the interrogation times and improves
statistics.
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